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Duke of Luxemburg, Marshal of France
Synopsis
In a purple passage in his once famous History of England, Lord Macaulay referred to ‘the hunch backed
dwarf who urged forward the fiery onset of France, and the asthmatic skeleton who covered the slow
retreat of England’. The words are part of a florid description of the battle of Landen which took place
in July 1693, and resulted in a French triumph. The victorious commander was the Marshal-Duke of
Luxemburg, the subject of this book, the vanquished was William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder of the
United Provinces, and King of England, Scotland and Ireland. The preceding two decades had seen
many battles contested by armies led by the two, and the title above implies the usual outcome. In total,
they were directly opposed in nearly a dozen major engagements, and King William never achieved a
victory, though such was his resilience that he was never forced to leave the field for long. He was a
towering figure of his age, changing British and European history not least by checking the ambitions
of King Louis XIV, but it was his fondest wish to be remembered as a great general; he is not, largely
because he so often came up against one who was, namely the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg.
This is an account of Luxemburg’s long and almost entirely successful military career, which began in
the train of another great French general, the Prince of Condé, in 1647 and ended in 1694 with a well
conducted campaign of manoeuvre, a few months before his sudden death. However, other parts of his
life rarely ran smoothly; his deformity has been highlighted in Macaulay’s words, he was born the
posthumous son of a minor noble disgraced and executed for duelling, and he spent a considerable
part of his life in revolt against the French King, or under a cloud of royal disfavour. King Louis XIV
never liked or wholly trusted him, but was forced to employ him because there was no French general
of near comparable ability, once the aforementioned Condé and Marshal Turenne had departed the
scene.
The book describes Luxemburg’s many battles and campaigns, and seeks to set them in context,
because the wars of which they formed a part are not well known to most English speaking readers.
Other major episodes of the life are chronicled, especially involvements in the Fronde and the Affair of
the Poisons, either of which might ended his career, and even led to a premature death. This is the first
biography in English of one of the great generals of the 17th Century.
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Duke of Luxemburg, Marshal of France

1. Introduction
A real turning point of modern British history occurred in 1689, when their new monarch, King William
III brought his three kingdoms into the war, variously named as the War of the League of Augsburg,
King William’s War, the Nine Years War, or the War of the English Succession. Although well
documented in Macaulay’s History of England, this conflict has since attracted much less British
attention than its successor, the War of the Spanish Succession, which followed it after an interval of
four years of peace. Perhaps this is not surprising, because in contrast to Marlborough’s succession of
victories, successes were few and far between in the earlier war, for the alliance formed against King
Louis XIV’s France by King William. Ireland was secured for the King, but English naval forces suffered
their worst ever defeat against France, off Beachy Head, while in Flanders, a series of major battles
were lost and many fortified towns surrendered. That the tide turned for the allies, was in large part due
to internal conditions in France, with famine in 1693 presaging shortages of money which constrained
the sizes of the armies and fleets that France could muster, but the death in early 1695 of the French
commander in Flanders, the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg, was a significant factor, as he proved
irreplaceable.
Luxemburg’s victories in the early 1690s were the culmination of a military career which had begun
promisingly enough almost fifty years before, in the war with Spain which established France as the
paramount state in Europe, and he was to stumble rarely thereafter in purely military terms. Like his
elder cousin and mentor, the Great Condé, whose victories at Rocroy and Lens in the 1640s ended
Spanish claims to invincibility, Luxemburg showed from the start, the ability to think coolly in the heat
of battle, and the indomitable will that allows victory to be conjured from unpromising circumstances.
There is no doubt that, especially in his younger days, he was proud to excess, hot-headed, and
unthinking of the consequences of his actions, and these characteristics, tolerable if channelled by a
respected leader in war, were rather less compatible with the mores of Court life in 17th century France.
Perhaps it was fortunate for Luxemburg that he hardly knew peace during the years of his youth, and
had calmed down a bit when it eventually came, but even then he was to find it very difficult to keep out
of trouble, despite the best efforts of Condé and other loyal friends and relatives to protect him. The
royal favour, essential if he was to be given opportunities to command, was obtained with the utmost
difficulty, and then almost tossed away on several occasions, because he could not guard his tongue
or control his activities between campaigns. By the end of his career Luxemburg had become
indispensable to King Louis XIV who had little choice but to ignore provocations which would have cost
anyone else his command and position at Court, but in earlier years Luxemburg paid for some of his
indiscretions. Another key official relationship during a large part of his career, that with the Marquis
Louvois, the great French Minister of War, began as a friendship marked by the exchange of dry,
sarcastic letters which both seemed to enjoy, but almost inevitably given their personalities,
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degenerated into bitter enmity, with Louvois seeking disgrace or worse for his one-time friend during
the ‘Affair of the Poisons’ in the early 1680s.
Apart from his fiery temperament and military capabilities, there were two other matters that shaped
opinions of Luxemburg during his lifetime, and afterwards. Firstly, he was a small, twisted hunchback,
a ‘Bossu’, and this was certainly a factor in his King’s dislike of him. King Louis XIV surrounded himself
with perfection, and a man as ugly as Luxemburg did not fit in, though in fairness to the monarch it must
be acknowledged that there were other real justifications for antipathy, as we shall see. Also, in part as
a legacy of the ‘Affair of the Poisons’ in the early 1680s, though the allegations had much earlier
antecedents, Luxemburg was tainted with accusations of necromancy, and of being in league with the
devil. His dissipated lifestyle when at Court, and the harsh measures he employed during his
campaigns, fed this notoriety. So the negative features of his character, and the dislike he inspired in
many of those who mattered in France, were countered only by his exceptional military ability, and on
occasion the balance seemed likely to tilt irrevocably against him.
I have indicated already that there is a dearth of accounts in English of the war in which Luxemburg
achieved most, the War of the League of Augsburg, and even the two main exceptions, Macaulay’s
classic work written more than 150 years ago, and Grant’s largely derivative work produced 50 years
later, deal only with events in which there was heavy English and Scottish involvement. (Similar
limitations apply reasonably enough to the great history of the British army written by Fortescue). A
similar dearth of information is found, understandably, as regards the earlier wars of the 17th century
which revolved round France, in which England as a nation featured peripherally, and only once
gloriously, and the rest of Britain and Ireland hardly at all, save to provide mercenaries. Luxemburg
fought in five wars beginning with the combat between France and Spain which was initially a part of
the Thirty Years War, but continued after the conclusion of the wider struggle in 1648, until 1659 when
the Treaty of the Pyrenees, brought it to an end. Luxemburg and his relative and mentor, Condé
switched sides in this war, which in its later stages became conflated with the French Civil War of the
Fronde.
The next wars involving the subject of this book were the War of Devolution, of 1667-68 and the FrancoDutch War of 1672-78. The former was initiated by King Louis XIV after the death of King Philip IV of
Spain, in an effort to grab Spanish territory, especially in Flanders, but easy French successes brought
the United Provinces (Holland), Sweden, and England to the point of threatening war in support of
Spain, and the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle which ended it, produced only limited French gains to the
chagrin of King Louis and his subjects. War recommenced in 1672, when France and England
combined against Holland, thereafter that struggle, which was less one-sided than it might have been,
mutated into a conflict in which France and Sweden fought against most of the rest of Europe (Spain,
Austria, Holland, large parts of Germany, and intermittently, English detachments), until it was brought
to an end by the Treaty of Nijmigen in 1678. On this occasion, France made substantial territorial gains,
and it is arguable that the treaty marked the apogee of French power, at least under the Old Regime.
Recent books by Lynn and Childs have shed some light on the military history of these wars, but
unsurprisingly the coverage in English is minimal in comparison, with that of the British Civil Wars of
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the 1640s, and early 1650s, or Marlborough’s campaigns just over a half century later. In a very small
way, this account is intended to redress the balance.
I have relied very heavily on Luxemburg’s one extant biography, produced in 3 volumes by Pierre de
Segur in 1903. This is an admirable piece of work, and for its balance and painstaking analysis of the
voluminous sources still available from 17th century France, (including government and Royal archives,
letters and diaries), it deserves in many ways to be the last word on its subject. However, it is of course
a French text and extends to 1600 pages, so accessibility is certainly an issue for English-speaking
readers. I also try to address the only real weakness in de Segur’s work, which I would describe as a
lack of full context; his focus is so much on his subject and his relatives and associates, that the wider
picture is sometimes hardly discernible. For example, the Fronde revolt and the Affair of the Poisons
are both treated as if Luxemburg’s role was fairly central whereas, in reality, especially in the former
case he was a minor player. It is only by getting the perspective right, that the true significance of these
and other events for Luxemburg’s life can be appreciated. Thus, immediately after the Fronde, his
career suffered mainly because his mentor Condé had seemed to aspire to the rule of France and King
Louis only partially forgave and never forgot the attempt to usurp royal authority. In those years,
Luxemburg suffered by association, and it was only later that his own indiscreet and disrespectful
behaviour came to dominate the monarch’s perception of him.
So, in general I shall pay more attention than Segur to the causes and context of the episodes in which
Luxemburg had a part, though obviously focussing on his direct involvements. I shall describe battles
and campaigns economically, acknowledging that I lack a professional knowledge of 17th century
tactics, armaments, and logistics, to name but a few of the tools of trade of an officer of these times.
Equally, but this I share with many professional military historians, I can rely only on imagination, and
other’s accounts, to picture what it must have been like to be a part of the battles of that age, faced for
a long day by cannons, muskets, pikes, swords and sabres. For this reason I shall not indulge in the
rather novelistic descriptions of battlefield scenes which are an entertaining feature of some histories,
not least that of Macaulay. However, I include an Appendix in which I outline some aspects of war in
the late seventeenth century, with a view to shedding light on why the battles fought then took the form
that they did.
The book is a straightforward chronological account taking Luxemburg from his birth in 1628 to his
death in 1695, (I supply a timeline at the rear of the book). I shall refer to my subject throughout as
Luxemburg, even though he was born Francois-Henri, Count of Boutteville, and had to wait till he was
in his thirties to gain through an arranged marriage, the dukedom by which he is better known. As will
already be apparent to those who know French I shall anglicise some proper names but only where I
think it appropriate, so it is Luxemburg not Luxembourg, but Francois-Henri not Francis-Henry. My
attitude to sources is also slightly cavalier; I take advantage of the fact that this is meant to be a ‘popular’,
rather than an academic, biography to restrict references to a few general allusions to key sources. It
should be clear from what I have already said that the majority of the non-military facts, though not the
opinions, I present specifically about my subject are drawn from de Segur’s work; where this is not the
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case and I think it important, I mention it in the text, and this will generally be my rule for other key
information. My listing of consulted works in the bibliography is as complete as I can make it.
I do not provide an index, because the difficulty in recasting it would inhibit my ability to revise the
document, should more information come to hand; hopefully the fairly extensive contents list will
compensate to some degree.
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2. Birth, Antecedents, and Early Life, 1628-1648
2.1 An Inauspicious Start to Life
The child, named Francois-Henri de Montmorency-Boutteville, who was to become one of the great
figures of French military history, was born near Paris on 8th January 1628 with some great advantages,
but at first it seemed that these might be outweighed by misfortune and the miscalculations of his
relatives. The advantages can be dealt with first. He was a member of the powerful Montmorency family,
declared by a French King, a few years before, to be second only to the royal house, the Bourbons, in
all of Europe, and while this was obviously a piece of flattery, it does at least convey an idea of the
stature of the family in France. A long list of Constables of France, Marshals, Admirals, and Cardinals
bearing the name is confirmation, and the head of the family in 1628, Henry, 2nd Duke of Montmorency,
Grand Admiral of France, and Governor of Languedoc, seemed set to be one of the more distinguished
of his line, with a successful record as a commander on land and sea, which he was to enhance in the
next few years. However, his position was insecure, because King Louis XIII detested him, and Cardinal
Richelieu, who had become established in the previous few years as the King’s chief minister, was
jealous of his military successes, and perhaps with reason, mistrusted him. Nonetheless, birth into such
a family, albeit a cadet branch, should have guaranteed the future Duke of Luxemburg a highly
privileged upbringing, and opportunities to make a good career.
The shadows over Luxemburg’s future resulted mainly from actions of his father, later compounded by
those of the aforementioned head of the Montmorency clan, and his own physical debilities. That father,
also Francois-Henri, was born in 1600, the second son of a loyal servant of King Henry IV, who held
the position of Vice-Admiral of France, until his death in 1614. (The title was honorary, and was awarded
for military distinction, but not necessarily naval prowess). The death of an elder brother, around the
same time as the Vice-Admiral, resulted in the first Francois-Henri inheriting the title of Count of
Boutteville, and a few years later in 1617 he was betrothed to a moderately wealthy heiress, ElizabethAngelique de Vienne; the bridegroom was young at seventeen, but his bride was only ten years old, so
a few years had to pass before they could live as man and wife. Unfortunately, the patterns of life which
Boutteville developed in that period were to prove disastrous for him.
During these years, he built for himself a reputation as the pre-eminent duellist of his generation, and
was the leader of a group that caused some mayhem in Paris. He had taken part in his father’s final
battles at a very young age, and had then fought with distinction in Holland, in the Dutch War of
Liberation, and in one of the last episodes of the French Religious Wars, at the Isle de Ré, giving early
evidence of reckless courage, and an aptitude for armed pursuits. However he appears to have been
proud to a fault of his birth and status, oblivious of the feelings and opinions of any, but his close male
associates, immature, and lacking in common sense and maybe even basic intelligence. At this time,
young aristocrats followed a code of honour which took any provocation, however small or unintentional,
as an affront answerable only by resort to the sword.
These were the times portrayed by Dumas in ‘The Three Musketeers’, and far from exaggerating as I
certainly thought when I first read the novel, it seems that he understated the carnage amongst the
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protagonists. The duels didn’t only involve the ‘wronged’ party and his antagonist, but normally two
‘seconds’ on each side joined in, on occasion other friends as well, and the contests sometimes ended
with three or four corpses lying on the ground. Unsurprisingly, the so-called honour culture caused great
concern to the King and Cardinal Richelieu, not only because of questions of morality, but because so
many young aristocrats, brought up to lead the country’s soldiers into battle, were being culled. I can
quote figures referring to the 1650s, after draconian measures meant by the crown to deter the practice
had been enacted, and scarcely credible figures for the first decade of the 17th century, which bracket
the period in which Boutteville made his contribution to the death-toll. In the later decade, 950 members
of the nobility perished in duels; had they survived they would in numbers at least, have sufficed to
officer an army of nearly 20000, larger than that fielded by the Great Condé at Rocroy! The figure quoted
by Lynn for 1598-1608 is 8000 gentlemen killed. Even treating the latter figure as unreasonably large,
one must assume that the casualties and resulting depletion of the nobility in the course of the 1620s
were numbered in the low thousands.
The chain of events which led to Boutteville’s downfall began on Easter Monday in 1625, when he took
part in a much publicised duel, in spite of prohibitions issued by the King. As a result, warrants were
issued for his arrest, but he assembled 200 followers and marched out of Paris, perhaps not surprisingly
given the number of his armed supporters, without opposition. He took service with Prince Maurice of
Nassau, fighting the Spanish for Dutch independence, and again performed with distinction, this time
at a siege of Breda. Meanwhile sanctions were imposed in his absence; a notice was posted in the
Place de Grève in Paris stating that he had been degraded from the peerage, that his houses would be
razed to the ground, and that he would be dispatched by the public executioner, should he return.
Astonishingly, that is exactly what he did a year later, trailing his battle honours. No action was taken
against him and he must have believed himself untouchable. The subject of this book must have been
conceived in the short period before once again he got involved in fighting, killed his opponent, and
when the latter’s second pursued him, fought yet another duel in which his own second was killed, and
his new adversary was disarmed. A rare moment of discretion caused him to flee again, this time with
his relative and long-time associate, the Count of Chapelles, to Brussels, where he was received with
honour by the Spanish governor of Flanders, Infanta Isabella, presumably as a potential officer recruit
to her army.
The tale becomes yet more complex. A relative of Boutteville’s victim in the first duel referred to above,
Beuvron by name, arrived in Brussels looking for revenge, and challenged Boutteville, but Infanta
Isabella, made aware of this, extracted a promise that there would be no fighting in her territory. Then,
at the request of King Louis XIII, (France and Spain were not then at war) she arranged a meeting of
reconciliation between the protagonists, but Beuvron, while acceding to the formalities, made it clear
that he still wanted satisfaction, and that it would have to be in Paris. In spite of the obvious danger,
Boutteville and Chapelles returned there in May 1627, and fought; Beuvron was disarmed, and spared
by Boutteville, but Chapelles killed one of the seconds. The two renegades sought to flee again, but
their luck ran out, they were apprehended, and lodged in the Bastille. The King and Cardinal Richelieu
then had the problem of what to do with them. If the law took its course they would be executed, for
murder and lese-majesty as a result of their open defiance of the King’s orders. However, such a
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draconian official response was likely to spark an outcry amongst the elite ‘nobility of the sword’ for
whom the ‘honour culture’ was unwritten law. In their eyes, the prisoners had done what thousands of
others had done, if probably more often, and more murderously. There was also the fact that Boutteville
was a Montmorency with supporters amongst the highest in the land, not least the King’s brother,
Gaston of Orleans, and their reactions, if he were to be executed, were unpredictable. Certainly we
know that Cardinal Richelieu agonised over the matter, and the two duellists did not receive the rapid
justice that was usual at that time. Richelieu’s normal method of government was to prepare a document
for the King, setting out the pros and cons of any decision, but making his own preference clear so that
the King had firm guidance; on this matter his written submission which survives in the French archives
was relatively even-handed, placing the decision firmly in royal hands.
While the affair dragged on, Boutteville seems finally to have accepted that he had wasted his life, and
sought religious comfort. This of course earned church support for a pardon, and his family
circumstances might also have been expected to help him. By then Boutteville’s young wife had given
birth to two daughters, and the nineteen year old, a few months pregnant, and with her infants in train
was brought into the presence of the King in an effort to attract his compassion. To an extent she
probably did, but it was not enough, nor was an attempt by Chapelles to take all the blame for the duo’s
actions. The King appears to have come to the conclusion that an example had to be made, to reduce
pointless deaths amongst the French elite, and that this outweighed all other considerations, but
Boutteville’s cause was not helped by the King’s personal dislike for his violent near-contemporary, nor
by the monarch’s own well-documented cruel streak. The two prisoners were finally brought before the
Parliment of Paris (the High Court) on 21st June 1627, and sentenced to death by beheading the next
day. The delay was specified to allow the King a final chance to intervene, but his mind was made up.
The following day, Boutteville and Chapelles were taken in a cart, to the Place de Grève, between lines
of soldiers, deployed to deter the disturbances which were fully expected, or even a rescue attempt.
There, Boutteville spoke briefly saying that onlookers should remember his end, not any achievements
during his life, then he knelt on the block provided, with his wrists tightly bound, and head tilted forward.
He will have felt the tap of a sword twice on his neck, and then the executioner did his job with a single
violent stroke and Boutteville’s head tumbled to the ground. Chapelles met the same fate immediately
afterwards.
……………………………
Judging by the intensity of her involvement in the efforts to save her husband, the widowed countess
must have felt affection for him, and during an exceptionally long life she never remarried, which was
unusual for that age. Whatever her emotional loss, she did not suffer as badly as she might have
materially, because neither the Parliment nor the King imposed the penalty of confiscation which
normally accompanied the death penalty for lese-majesty. However, the Countess was not rich, partly
one suspects because the deceased Count had had priorities other than attending to his estates and
income. Certainly, after his disgrace, there could be no question of the small family’s remaining near
the Court in Paris, and they withdrew to their castle at Précy-sur-Oise, some 35 kilometres to the north,
soon after. Luxemburg was born and named for his father, Francois-Henry, Count of Boutteville, at the
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beginning of the next year, 1628. The fatherless child was weak, sickly, and deformed, with a twisted
body and a prominent hump on his back, and at first, was thought unlikely to survive for very long. His
face was little more prepossessing than the rest of his body, with a hooked nose and prominent chin;
his dark, flashing eyes were the only saving feature. Yet by all accounts, the child had from a young
age a poise and intensity which made people ignore the deformities, and recognise a strong spirit within.
However, a brilliant military career would have been the last thing foreseen by any who had early sight
of him.
Luxemburg had only reached the age of four when his wider family suffered another crushing blow.
Well aware of the hostility towards him of the King and Cardinal Richelieu, the aforementioned Henry,
Duke of Montmorency, revolted against the crown, (the conspiracy also involved the King’s brother,
Gaston of Orleans), seeking to gain support from his power base of Languedoc for a programme of
reform for the creaking French state, but his rebellion never got off the ground. He, and the forces he
had assembled, were quickly overwhelmed, he was captured, Gaston of Orleans disowned him, and
he was executed in Marseilles in the summer of 1632. The Duke tried to leave most of his property to
Luxemburg who was his nearest male connection, but the King imposed the full penalty for revolt,
effectively stripping the Montmorencys of their possessions, by dividing the inheritance between the
Duke’s three sisters who had married into other families. The largest share was given to the Princess
of Condé, already a close friend and neighbour of the widowed Countess of Boutteville, and fortunately
for the latter’s family, induced in the Princess a strong feeling of responsibility for the disinherited.
Luxemburg and his two elder sisters grew up regarding Chantilly, the seat of the Condé family as their
second home, and there, first encountered their cousin, Louis, Duke of Enghien, son of the Princess.
Thus began the most important association of Luxemburg’s life, that with the Great Condé, shortly to
be recognised as the first soldier of the age, who was less than six years his senior, but whose career
reached its high point almost half a century earlier than his own. Such were the quick rewards for military
genius when allied to the blood of a royal prince.
No detail about the education of Luxemburg is known, but we can be sure it was private, the
responsibility of tutors brought to Précy, and perhaps Chantilly. His later correspondence furnishes
more than enough evidence that he was well schooled; as his biographer, de Segur, amply
demonstrates, he wrote clearly and concisely, made classical allusions to the extent expected of an
educated aristocrat, and unusually for that age, his spelling was quite consistent. His friendships at
court in later life were not confined to fellow soldiers, but included literary giants like Racine, and some
of the pseudo-scientific enquiries he pursued, which were to lead him into trouble, are evidence of
breadth of knowledge, as much as a lack of discretion. He will have been trained in all the aristocratic
pursuits of the time, from music-making to riding and swordsmanship, though his ability in some of the
more physical activities must have been limited by his small stature and deformity. It is interesting to
speculate as to whether his physical limitations protected him from his father’s fate when he began to
appear in Paris society in the early 1640s, as he does not seem to have been any less hot-headed or
proud of his heritage than his parent, and duelling had hardly diminished since the 1620s, but
presumably there would have been contempt for anyone who had triumphed over a twisted dwarf. In
any event, before reaching the age of fifteen, he had begun to mix with the large and varied cross-
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section of the aristocratic and intellectual life of the capital attracted to the Condé palace there, by its
flamboyant Princess, and soon afterwards became a part of the exotic following of the young Duke of
Enghien, ‘the Petit-Maistres’.
2.2 The War between France and Spain, and Condé’s Meteoric Rise
Luxemburg did not have long to
enjoy the company of his new
associates. The Duc of Enghien,
portrayed alongside, departed with
many of them in 1643, first to serve
as a volunteer in the French army on
the northern frontier, (where Spain,
still nominally in possession of most
of the Netherlands, was seeking to
invade), and then, after gaining a
modicum of experience, to take
command of the same French army.
That appointment was one of the last
acts of Cardinal Richelieu, whose
niece Enghien had been forced by
his father to marry, much against his
will. While one can look to nepotism
and

Enghien’s

high

birth

as

explanations, it is more than likely
that the Cardinal, himself no mean soldier, had quickly detected the tyro’s abilities. He was given a
deputy, the experienced Marshal L’Hopital, who was presumably meant to hold the young Duke in
check, but historical perspective has made it clear that the only people who ever managed to persuade
Enghien to act contrary to his own wishes were the recently deceased Cardinal, and the Duke’s father,
Henry, Prince of Condé.
Before tracking the progress of the twenty-one year old commander to Flanders, it is appropriate to
outline the military situation at the time. When Cardinal Richelieu broke with the King’s mother, Mary of
Medici, and established himself as the main advisor to King Louis XIII in 1624 it was above all as the
champion of an anti-Spanish policy. He saw France as encircled by Hapsburg Spain, Spanish
dominated Northern Italy, Germany which in those early years of the Thirty Years War was largely under
the sway of the Hapsburg Emperor, and Spanish Flanders, and regarded a weakening of these confines
as essential if France was not to be reduced to satellite status. In his judgement, the urgency of this
task was such that those who favoured peace with Spain in order to address serious weaknesses in
the French polity were little better than traitors, and he was willing to use any measures, however harsh,
to defeat them; the Duke of Montmorency was just the greatest victim amongst those who had opposed
him. Initially he largely fought Spain by proxy using French subsidies, supporting the Dutch in revolt in
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Holland, and assaults on the Emperor in Germany, by first the Danes, and then the Swedes, helped by
some of the German princes, during the Thirty Years War.
Embarrassing for the Cardinal as a prince of the Roman Catholic church, even if the gift of a red hat
had been a political gesture rather than an acknowledgement of spirituality, was the fact that practically
all his allies were Protestant states, fighting Catholic Spain and the predominantly Catholic Empire.
However he diffused some criticism by taking personal charge of the campaign which captured the
French Huguenot stronghold of La Rochelle. Thus a strongly Catholic internal policy which obliterated
Huguenot political influence, (though unlike King Louis XIV he never threatened persecution of
individual Protestants) balanced a Protestant foreign policy. However, his allies failed to sustain the
task against the Hapsburgs, and following the death at the Battle of Lutzen of King Gustavus Adolphous
in 1632, a crushing Swedish defeat at Nordlingen in 1634, left the Cardinal with no option but to bring
France into the war.
Effectively, there were four fronts; Flanders, Germany and the Rhine, Northern Italy, and North East
Spain. The last was the least important, (though France was tempted to support insurgents in Catalonia,
and Enghien and Luxemburg were destined to fight one campaign there), because the logistics of
supplying armies across the Pyrenees was difficult in either direction, and the key centres of each
country were far from the frontier. The most threatening front for France was Flanders; her northern
border was less than a hundred miles from Paris with only a few fortified towns and moderate-sized
rivers interposed. However, with the Dutch threatening any supplies and reinforcements sent by sea,
maintenance of the Spanish armies there depended heavily on the vulnerable ‘Spanish Road’ which
ran from Northern Italy through Alpine passes and along the Eastern frontier of France. Clearly, the
possibility of blocking this route by attacking across the Rhine, or in northern Italy, was always a
temptation for France, but more immediate threats from Flanders tended to dictate that the greatest
French effort would be made there.
In fact, the Hapsburg powers had had the best of things in the first few years after France’s entry to the
war, gaining ground slowly in both Flanders and Germany. Initially, the Flanders campaign of 1643
seemed little different, with the Spanish commander, Don Francisco Melo de Braganza, rather wrongfooting the French army, and creating an opportunity to march towards Paris by a route on which the
main obstacle was the small fortress of Rocroy, (shown at the south-east corner of the Spanish
Netherlands, on the map on the next page, which also locates most of the battlefields mentioned in this
document). While the Spanish invested the fortress and prepared for what seemed likely to be a short
siege, Enghien brought his army to the scene, determined to attack, regardless of any cautious words
from his subordinates. After the Spanish missed their opportunity to intercept Enghien’s force before it
had been deployed in battle array, the two armies lined up conventionally, cavalry on both wings,
infantry in the centre, with Enghien taking personal command of the squadrons on the French right.
(Since this is the first battle described in the book, I refer the reader to Appendix 1 for some additional
information about 17th Century battles). Enghien’s initial charge scattered the force opposed to him, but
the Spanish cavalry were similarly successful on the other side of the battlefield. Enghien then did
something unusual, by halting his cavalry’s pursuit and turning them inwards across the rear of the
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Spanish front-line. At the same time his infantry reserve gave stern resistance to the victorious Spanish
cavalry who had made for the French baggage train and potential loot, after disposing of their
adversaries. Soon these Spanish squadrons were confronted in their rear by Enghien’s force which had
moved right round the battlefield, and they in turn were routed. The famed Spanish infantry, the Tercios,
were then exposed to attack by Enghien’s whole army, and after rebuffing three ferocious attacks they
eventually gave way and large numbers surrendered. There is a danger of underestimating the tactical
acumen of the victor, but he won at Rocroy, as he was to do often in the future, by getting his army to
fight with an intensity that opponents could not match.

With this victory, the 21 year old Duke changed the balance of power in Europe, destroying at a stroke
Spanish supremacy on the battlefield, and he had only started his triumphant progress. The next year,
1644, he was transferred to take command of the German front and won a hard-fought victory at
Freiburg over Imperial forces commanded by a great Bavarian general, Franz von Mercy, in the process
repairing the damage caused by the latter’s rout of a French army at Tuttlingen, a year earlier. A letter
of congratulations from Luxemburg to his successful relative has been preserved. A year later, Turenne,
not the power he was to become, lost a battle to the same von Mercy at Mergentheim, and Enghien
was sent again to restore the situation. Even together, the French generals struggled to cope with von
Mercy, probably the most gifted opponent either faced, but his death in the early stages of another
Battle of Nordlingen in August 1645, enabled the French to claim victory in a close fought action, and
to stabilise the front. Still only 23, Enghien was feted as the greatest general in Europe.
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2.3 The Start of Luxemburg’s Military Career
While Condé had been transforming the military situation on France’s borders, Luxemburg’s closer
family circle was breaking up. In 1643 his eldest sister, Marie-Louise, depicted by Segur as quiet,
demure and sensible, married the Marquis of Valencay, and vanished onto his estates, where she soon
gave birth to the first of seven children. His other sister Isabelle had much of Luxemburg’s turbulent
personality, but appearance-wise was apparently his complete opposite in being a ravishing beauty
with dusky complexion and glistening black hair, though portraits convey little of her attractiveness. The
Duke of Enghien, seeking solace for his unwanted marriage, was strongly attracted, but long lasting as
their intimacy proved to be, the ambitious Isabelle was never likely to be satisfied for long with the role
of mistress, even to a Prince of the Blood. Accordingly, she soon focussed her attention on one of the
Duke’s closest friends, Gaspard de Coligny, second son of the Marshal-Duke of Chatillon, (and great
grandson of the protestant admiral who had died in the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre). Doubts that
Isabelle’s family and connections may have had about the match were quietened when Gaspard
converted to Catholicism, and soon after, became heir to the dukedom, on the death of his elder brother,
but his father made strenuous if unavailing efforts to prevent the wedding of his heir to an impoverished
bride. At one point the Duke seemed to be winning the day, but his son then kidnapped Isabelle and
rushed through a wedding with her full acquiescence; eventually the Duke was reconciled by Cardinal
Mazarin amongst others to the fait accompli. Once Isabelle de Montmorency-Boutteville decided she
wanted something she was rarely to be denied, and by 1646 her husband had succeeded to his father’s
title and she was presiding in some splendour over the palace at Chatillon.
One effect of the departure of his senior relatives was the removal of all restraints on the conduct of the
teenage Luxemburg, and he quickly built an unenviable reputation for dissipation, and, in spite of an
appearance which had hardly improved as he grew up, as a serial seducer. It is not clear whether his
relatives intended Luxemburg for a military career, though one can imagine that such was always his
own aim, but it is likely that his mother and the Princess of Condé began to see it as essential to get
him away from Paris. The opportunity arose when the Prince of Condé was appointed in the spring of
1647 to command the French force besieging the town of Lerida in north east Spain; (the Duke of
Enghien had succeeded to the title by which he is best known, when his father died at the end of 1646).
He agreed to take the nineteen year old Luxemburg with him as an aide-de-camp, in part to oblige his
own mother, but also because he never seems to have doubted that his cousin would succeed as a
soldier. There is no need to dwell on a campaign which saw Condé’s first set-back, as he failed to take
Lerida and eventually had to withdraw the French army, to prevent its being overwhelmed by resurgent
Spanish forces. The events saw the start of his long-lasting enmity towards Cardinal Mazarin, who had
succeeded Richelieu as first minister, because the Prince thought he had been badly let down by the
French government with regard to supplies and reinforcements, and formed the view that the failings
had been no accident. More important for this account is the fact that Luxemburg did well, living up to
his commander’s expectations.
Condé was appointed next to the command of the French army in Flanders for the campaign of 1648,
and took the field, with Luxemburg again in his train, in April. At first the campaign was undistinguished
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from the French viewpoint. Condé successfully besieged Ypres, but at the same time lost Courtrai,
which had been expected to hold out until he could come to its relief, and a subsidiary French attack on
Ostend also failed. Then the Spanish commander, Archduke Leopold moved on Lens with just under
20000 men and 38 cannons, and swiftly took the town which was poorly fortified. Condé moved his
army to confront the Spanish force, and by 19th August the two armies were facing each other across a
flat plain to the north of Lens, the French smaller by 2000 men and 20 cannons, deployed further north
than their adversaries; both armies were strong in cavalry and relatively weak in infantry, and both held
good defensive positions on raised ground. Condé could have attacked or awaited a Spanish assault
in his perfectly adequate defensive position, (though the latter course would have been an unusual
tactic for such an aggressive general). Instead, he decided to move his army to a village called Noeux
to the north-east, perhaps to allow a new line of attack, even though this required his army to execute
a flank march in front of the enemy. On the morning of the 20th August, he began the manoeuvre. The
Spanish cavalry quickly charged forward and routed the French rear-guard. In attempting to rally his
forces, the furious Prince got himself cut off with a few of his staff, and would probably have been
captured had Luxemburg not made his first notable battlefield contribution. Seeing his commander’s
peril, Luxemburg gathered a handful of horsemen, and advanced to the rescue, driving off those
threatening Condé, and enabling him to make his way back to the main body of his army.
While the effect of Condé’s leadership on a battlefield should not be underestimated, even in
unpromising circumstances, it is possible that Archduke Leopold would have won the battle, if he had
immediately followed up the success of his cavalry in a determined manner. Instead, perhaps fearing a
trap he reacted cautiously, moving his army slowly across the plain towards their adversaries, so giving
up the benefit of a good defensive position, without acquiring real momentum. Condé was given time
to reorganise his forces behind the brow of a hill on the northern edge of the Plain of Lens. When he
led his chastened army to the attack on his exposed opponent, it was no half-hearted advance.
Thereafter events were predictable; a ferocious cavalry charge led by the French commander swept
away his direct opponents, and then as the battle broke up into separate engagements along the line
as was the norm, Condé’s almost demonic presence swung things even more decisively in favour of
the French, and the end-point was not dissimilar to that at Rocroy with Spanish infantry left alone to
contend with the whole French army. This time, the resistance was not as firm as in the earlier battle,
and the Spanish forces soon either broke and fled, or surrendered on the spot. In the two phases of the
battle, Condé lost 1500 killed and wounded, but Spanish casualties and prisoners totalled 8000, almost
all in the second phase which lasted for 4 hours. When Condé sent a force towards Lens it was to find
that a French officer captured earlier in the battle, one Villequier, had already persuaded the Spanish
commander there, to surrender the town when the outcome of the nearby battle had become clear.
The Battle of Lens decided the campaign in Flanders in 1648. The Spanish were obviously in no
condition to act offensively, and the French state was already under threat from the first stirrings of the
Fronde revolts. For Condé, Lens was, apart from Rocroy, his most decisive victory, achieved without
incurring heavy losses to his own forces, though military historians have puzzled to this day over his
peculiar manoeuvres on the morning of the battle. (As an illustration of their bafflement, I give as an
example, Peter Wilson, who in his recent major history of the Thirty Years War, suggests that Condé,
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whose army was admittedly in poor condition, was actually trying to withdraw from the field, but he
provides no evidence, and this interpretation is simply unbelievable when considered alongside the rest
of the great general’s career). At any rate Condé’s reputation was fully restored, following the setback
of Lerida, but the looming disruption in France was to face him with challenges which required more of
him than outstanding military ability. His immediate preoccupation became a siege of Furnes, a small
fortress near the Flanders coast. Dissatisfied with progress he visited the scene, and his career and life
almost ended there, when a bullet struck him on the thigh. Fortunately for him, the bullet was almost
spent, and he was well padded, but he was knocked out and immobilised for some days.
Luxemburg at the age of 21 had made his own breakthrough, and had found his metier as a soldier.
His conduct in both phases of the Battle of Lens attracted great praise, not least from Condé, who
requested of Cardinal Mazarin, that he should be given command of a regiment, and arranged for his
presentation to the young King Louis XIV. Although, nothing could alter his deformed physique, his
sickly appearance was a thing of the past as he returned to Paris browned and weather-beaten by a
season of campaigning. However, the Fronde was about to change his life also, as he continued to
entrust himself to Condé’s leadership.
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3. The Fronde and Its Aftermath, 1648-1659
3.1 Preamble
The Fronde was at the most basic level, a series of revolts against the French government by different
groups within the nation, who were attempting to get redress for their perceived grievances. Layers of
complexity have been built on this picture of events by historians wishing to take broader and deeper
views, so for example, some have seen a fundamental political conflict, either analogous to the
concurrent revolution in Britain, or a staging post on a journey from a feudal society towards capitalism,
as propounded by Marx. There has been a measure of agreement about one important result of the
Fronde, namely that it weakened most power centres in the country, to the benefit of the crown.
Whatever the wider causes and implications, the pattern of events which unfolded was convoluted, and
saw most of the main parties involved, changing their aims, allegiances, and alliances more than once.
It is hardly possible to present the struggles as a logical sequence of events. I have attempted to provide
a brief and intelligible overall narrative, and some explanation of the episodes which involved
Luxemburg and his mentor, Condé.
For interpretation and background, I have leant heavily on a book written by Ranum, though his
determination to set the Fronde in a broad revolutionary context diverges from my own perception. For
Luxemburg, 21 years old at the outset, few of the wider issues can have mattered greatly in determining
his conduct. All depended on the fact that he was attached by blood, affection, and hope of preferment
to the Prince of Condé. The latter, also it should be remembered a young man in his mid-twenties, was
bound to be a major player in events, because of his birth, status and martial capabilities. Unfortunately,
he was to be guided solely by his flawed perception of his family interest, giving no consideration to
what would be best for the nation. Even from this narrow stand-point he struggled to steer a sensible
course, and his military talents largely served to make bad decisions more costly for France and in the
longer term, for himself and his followers. The stereotype of the simple soldier caught up in political
events beyond his understanding seems to have an accurate rendering in many of Condé’s actions.
In early 1648, King Louis XIV was only 9 years old, and France was governed by the Dowager Queen,
Anne of Austria, as Regent, guided by her Council of State, which included royal relatives like the King’s
uncle, Gaston, Duke of Orleans and Condé, together with senior ministers like Chancellor Seguier, and
Cardinal Mazarin. By far the greatest influence was wielded by the latter, Richelieu’s protégé and
successor as first minister, who remained firmly committed to his predecessor’s policies, including the
war with Spain. Notwithstanding the French battlefield successes of the previous few years, the
government and its actions had become more and more unpopular with many parts of society,
especially because two foreigners were seen to be running the country, the Spanish Regent and the
Italian Cardinal. (The former was a daughter of a King of Spain and was brought up there, until her
marriage at the age of fourteen, the soubriquet ‘of Austria’ came from the origins of her family, the
Hapsburgs; Mazarin had been born in the Kingdom of Naples and was raised in Rome.) Added to the
widespread dissatisfaction with rule by foreigners, were a wide range of grievances held by different
sections of the populace, but at least initially, one group mattered most in what was to follow, the ‘nobility
of the robe’.
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As a part of Cardinal Richelieu’s campaign to break the power of the old aristocracy, (usually called the
nobility of the sword because they were expected to provide the officers in French armies, and lived
according to a military code of honour), he had replaced its members in key positions near the throne,
with lawyers, churchmen and administrators, practically all of whom came from families with no
aristocratic connections. He did this in part because he wanted able assistants, whatever their origins,
but also to ensure that the first loyalty of the crown’s servants was to the King (and himself). The old
nobility (of the sword) were not totally eclipsed, especially in the provinces distant from Paris and the
other major cities, but the Cardinal had knowingly established a second elite class in the kingdom. The
prestige of these bureaucrats was enhanced by the award of noble status which they were allowed to
make hereditary, along with their offices, on payment of a tax, ‘the Paulette’. Richelieu is seen by most
in a position to know as the creator of modern France, able, far-seeing, and implacable; he was also
backed by the authority of an adult King. Mazarin owed his position to Richelieu and was a skilful and
industrious administrator, but he lacked his predecessor’s foresight and ruthlessness, so inspired less
awe and fear amongst the old and new nobilities. This began to matter as unrest grew amongst the
burgeoning nobility of the robe, who, for all their growing power and status as a group, found that
individually their situations were becoming less secure and satisfactory.
The enabling law for the ‘Paulette’ as applied to different offices had to be renewed by royal enactments
every nine years, and a number of very significant groups were waiting with some uncertainty, for the
prolongation of their rights. There was another major issue. The long-running war had seen a great
expansion in the army, and this in turn had fed a large increase in the number of offices associated with
its funding and organisation, so the nobility of the robe had grown. Many senior bureaucrats saw this
expansion of their class, as having devalued their own status by making it easier to attain, and more
materially, as threatening to reduce the financial value of existing offices. (A holder of an important
office was usually a rich man anyway, but typically the value of his office accounted for about a third of
his wealth). It had been of concern to them to see new offices being created to administer an expanding
polity, but matters became even worse when the government began to invent and sell superfluous
positions, purely to raise money to fund war.
Things came to a head in the summer of 1648 when the Council of State issued an ordinance for further
increases in taxation, and the creation of another batch of purchasable offices, carrying noble status,
to be attached to some of the senior courts in the country, all to go towards paying for the continuing
war. Such edicts from the government became law only when approved formally by these same courts,
the Parliments, of which there were by then a dozen, distributed across the country, and whose
memberships comprised the most senior judges in the land, (the self-proclaimed leaders of the nobility
of the robe). The Parliments had a right to make formal protests, (up to 8 times), so could impose
substantial delays before edicts came into force, but had no power to modify them or refuse their
eventual assent to them. A king could short-circuit the whole process by calling a meeting with the
Parliment concerned, a ‘Lit de Justice’, in which objections could be raised to his face, but if he remained
unmoved, approval had to be given there and then. Unsurprisingly, there was dissention between legal
authorities as to whether a monarch not yet of age could act in this way, but the nine-year old King
Louis duly addressed the Parliment of Paris in August 1648, and the latest ordinances were formally
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approved. This might have been the end of the matter, if the judges who made up the Parliment had
accepted the legality of the proceedings and returned to their main task of trying important cases. (The
Parliment of Paris was one court amongst many, though the oldest, dating back to the 13th century, and
much the most important because its writ ran in almost half the country, including the capital and centre
of government. The others had been created as the French nation repossessed provinces like
Aquitaine, Languedoc and Normandy, in the respective capitals, Bordeaux, Toulouse, and Rouen.)
Instead of resuming its normal role, the Paris Parliment continued to debate the issues of taxation and
the creation of new office-bearers, with the judges from the several courts of which it was made up,
meeting as a single deliberative body. Although the members of the Parliment were unelected, and
owed their positions to hereditary descent, or purchase, so in that regard, there was no parallel with the
English House of Commons, contrary to all precedent and just like the latter body, they were engaging
in debates on national issues. They soon formulated a wide programme, different from that being
followed by the Council of State, but calculated to find support from other sections of the community
like the peasantry and the citizenry of Paris. Major elements included conclusion of peace with Spain,
reduction in the Taille (the land tax paid almost exclusively by peasants), enhanced powers for the
Parliments, prosecution of corrupt tax-farmers, abolition of new offices recently approved in the Lit de
Justice, and dismissal of Cardinal Mazarin. With the nearest French army under Condé on the northern
frontier, the Council of State had no means to impose its will, so had to negotiate, and the Duke of
Orleans, popular in Paris, undertook the task. Most commentators have credited the Duke with sincerely
attempting to find a compromise, though the process was of course buying time until the armies on the
frontier were in winter quarters, and Condé could bring a force to Paris. At any rate, an agreement was
eventually reached involving some tax reductions and a return by the Parliment to its normal duties.
The Regent and the Council of State reluctantly accepted the deal, and so it seemed did the Parliment.
However, the recalcitrant judges went on sitting as a single body, rather than reverting to a set of
separate courts. The Council of State, which could by this time look forward to Condé’s imminent arrival
with an army, responded aggressively, by arresting some of the most prominent dissidents, including
especially an elderly populist called Broussel. Immediately barricades manned by the city militia
appeared in all the important streets of the capital, all shops and businesses closed, and normal city
life ground to a halt. There followed attempts to mediate, by the Coadjutor (deputy) Archbishop of Paris,
Gondi, (of whom more will be said later) but the Regent was adamant that the Parliment would have to
cease its illegal sittings for the imprisoned judges to be released. Tension in the capital increased, and
the Parliment, worried by its own loss of control of events, reluctantly accepted the Regent’s terms, but
once again reneged whenever the detained judges had been freed. The Parliment reconvened as a
single body, and quickly succeeded in unifying the city authorities and militia commanders under its
own leadership. The battle lines had been drawn between the Parliment, backed by the majority of the
citizens of Paris, and the Regent and the Council of State with its supporting army on the way. The
Fronde revolt had begun. (The name adopted by those rebelling, meant a sling, as wielded by the
biblical David and reputedly by some Paris youngsters to break the windows of Mazarin’s town house.)
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3.2 The Fronde of the Parliments
After suffering some humiliating intrusions by Frondeurs into their unguarded apartments, the Regent
and her small Court managed to escape from Paris to Rueil, a few miles to the west, so preserving the
King’s freedom and safety, and there awaited the arrival of Condé with an army of about 6500 men.
Luxemburg was one of the Prince’s officers, while the Duke of Chatillon, by then Luxemburg’s brotherin-law, was the second in command. Meanwhile, the Parliment had asserted full authority in Paris, and
set about raising its own army, which acquired experience from army deserters, and enthusiasm from
committed agitators. Soon the Fronde army was 20000 strong and with access to the Paris arsenals, it
was well armed. Its men were paid with funds obtained in part as gifts from wealthy merchants, partly
by ransacking the houses of tax farmers, and members of the Court who had fled the capital, and
ironically, from fees paid by aspirants to the new offices so much opposed by the judges. The Parliment,
keen to demonstrate support from all levels of society, then appointed the Prince of Conti, brother of
Condé, to command its army. (Condé’s sister, the Duchess of Longueville was also in Paris giving
ostentatious support to the Fronde, an illustration of how the disputes divided families, as of course had
the Civil War across the Channel.) Through most of the winter months there was apparent stalemate.
Rather than attacking the city, Condé attempted a blockade, but could not make it effective, as some
roads remained open, especially that through the suburb of Charenton in the south east of the city. The
Fronde army though superior in numbers was not deluded enough to imagine that it could sally out and
defeat a chunk of the army which had shown itself the best in Europe over the past few years, and in
some ways time was on their side. If supplies of food to the city could be maintained until spring, they
could anticipate that Condé’s army would have to leave to protect the northern frontier.
Eventually in February 1649, Condé decided he could wait no longer and attacked Charenton to block
the remaining major supply route. The alarm was raised in the city before the attack could begin, and
the whole army of the Fronde rushed along the road to Charenton, under their commander, Conti, took
one look at the forces mustering against them and hurried back whence they had come. Some justified
their faint-hearted behaviour by claiming that the defence of their own homes in the city was more
important than any collective effort to oppose the royal army. There remained the force assigned
beforehand to the defence of Charenton, perhaps 2500 strong, sheltered by a palisade and other
defensive works. Luxemburg took a prominent part in the successful assault which allowed the royal
army to break through into the streets, but the fighting continued there, and the Duke of Chatillon
sustained a mortal wound. (He was shot, when he and Luxemburg emerged from a house where they
had taken shelter on becoming briefly isolated.) Nonetheless, the city defenders soon ceased to resist,
Charenton was secured for the royal force, and Condé was able to impose a full blockade of Paris. The
widowed Isabelle, Duchess of Chatillon, displayed appropriate signs of grief, though it was well known
at Court that she and her late husband had tired of each other and were both seeking consolation
elsewhere.
The Fronde in Paris was left with little option but to seek terms when food began to run short, even
although the pressures to come to terms were not all on one side. The disaffection with the government
had spread, to other parts of the country where Parliments at Bordeaux and Aix-en-Provence, had
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asserted their opposition, and also to French armies at the frontiers. One commander, Marshal Rantzau,
was suspected of negotiating to surrender Dunkirk to Spain, and had to be tricked into returning to the
royal headquarters outside Paris, where he was arrested and imprisoned, until he died shortly
afterwards. Another general, Viscount Turenne was more ambitious, attempting to suborn his whole
command into supporting the Paris Parliment, but when he failed, he absconded alone to Holland. The
Spanish, seeing the French forces disintegrating in front of them, prepared to invade. Thus, when a
delegation from the Parliament arrived at Reuil, it still had some cards to play. In fact, they negotiated
surrender; whether because of the skills of Mazarin, or their own failure to understand the full context,
they gave way on all matters affecting the government of the country. Certainly, all those involved were
pardoned, so the government could not pursue retribution, but the Parliment undertook to return to its
duties of giving judgements in its separate courts, accepted the creation of new offices, and no more
was heard of peace, or reduced taxes. The Treaty of Reuil signed in March 1649 was a complete victory
for the Council of State and the Fronde of the Parliments was over, in Paris at least. The King and his
mother, the Regent returned to their apartments in the city. So far the role of Condé had been that of a
commander loyal to France’s government, and Luxemburg had fought vigorously for that same
government.
3.3 Uneasy Peace
In the months that followed, Condé, still only twenty-six years old, proved unequal to the political
challenges visited on him because of his fame and status. It would undoubtedly have been better for
himself and Luxemburg, if he had returned to the war front, but with no ambitious French plans for the
campaign of 1649, there was no incentive for him to do so. Instead he took his place on the Council of
State and within a few months made himself the enemy of all. He became obsessed with raising yet
further the station of his family, and especially his own standing at Court and in the Council. It seems in
retrospect that up to this point, he sought only exalted status, and the trappings of power, rather than
to set up an alternative government. However, with his activities spread across the nation, as far as the
provinces where he and his connections had lands and held offices, including Guyenne, Burgundy,
Berry and Normandy, it is hardly surprising that his contemporaries read more into his actions. The
Fronde leader, Gondi, assuming that Condé really did have wider ambitions and still hankering after
reform, explored the possibility of attracting the Prince’s support to add to that of his siblings, Conti and
the Duchess of Longueville. He would no doubt have been willing to concede much to gain the First
Prince of the Blood for the Fronde, but was rebuffed with contempt. All who came into contact with
Condé encountered the same overweening pride and arrogance, bad temper and rudeness, and an
increasing number feared that his behaviour could be explained only by an intention to take over the
state. Mazarin, with whom his relations had been fraught for some years, especially feared him and
began plotting to destroy his influence.
Meanwhile, Luxemburg was doing little to help his own reputation, becoming not for the first or last time,
his own worst enemy when he had time on his hands. Within the capital a fragile peace prevailed
between factions that the Treaty of Reuil had done little to reconcile. With the judges no longer in the
forefront, the Fronde in Paris had two leaders; the front man was Francis of Vendome, Duke of Beaufort,
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descended from an illegitimate child of King Henry IV, a flamboyant and charismatic character, capable
of rousing a Paris mob to his support at will. The brains of the movement were supplied by Pierre de
Gondi, later to be Cardinal de Retz, whom we have already encountered; he compensated for an
unprepossessing appearance with skills as a planner and organiser. Beaufort led his own group of
young aristocratic Frondeurs and confronting them were youthful royal supporters, returned to Paris,
amongst whom the most prominent were Condé’s young followers, the ‘Petit-Maistres’, led without
much purpose or responsibility by the Marquis of Jarre and the Duke of Candale. The 22-year old
Luxemburg was a willing participant in their most ill-considered and reckless schemes, some of which
doubtless led to fatal sword-play, and might easily have provided a trigger for the resumption of wider
hostilities. One incident recounted by Segur gives a flavour of what went on.
Each group had their own special haunts in Paris, and that of the younger, aristocratic elements of the
Fronde was an area of the Tuilleries gardens known as the ‘Jardin de Reynard’. Learning that their
rivals would be otherwise occupied one evening, a group of the Petit-Maistres descended on the area
which contained eating places and other entertainments, and made it their own for the evening, chasing
away the few isolated Frondeurs. Foolishly, some of the interlopers, including Luxemburg, decided to
repeat the performance the next evening, although they knew that the Frondeurs were bound to
respond. So about twelve of the Condé followers were sitting at a table in the Jardin de Reynard
enjoying a meal when Beaufort led a hundred Frondeurs to confront them, and drawing his sword sent
the tablecloth with its burden of food and drink crashing to the ground. Inevitably, other swords were
drawn and things would have gone badly for the greatly outnumbered Petit-Maistres had Beaufort not
interposed his own body to prevent fights beginning. The leaders on both sides stopped this dispute
from escalating in the days immediately following, but the city remained on the edge of conflict.
With incidents like this, and Condé’s own disdain for meaningful discussion with Fronde leaders,
Mazarin could be confident that a move against the Prince would attract little hostility from that faction.
Accordingly, in alliance with the Duke of Orleans, who by then also saw himself as threatened by
Condé’s ambitions, and with the support of the Regent and the rest of the Council of State, Mazarin felt
able to strike in January 1650. Condé, his brother the Prince of Conti, and his brother-in-law, the Duke
of Longueville, were arrested, and imprisoned in a castle at Vincennes. It is not the least irony that up
to this point, Condé and his closest relatives had been on opposite sides, though their arrests united
them, thereafter. I have made much of how difficult Condé was to work with, but he had challenged the
government using legal means, and when called on, he had given them his services as a soldier, being
largely responsible for the end of the revolt of the Paris Parliment. Mazarin’s coup, which he of course
claimed to be a pre-emptive strike, was to incur high costs for France, and marked the start of the
Princely Fronde. It is customary when discussing the next phase of the struggle to refer to Condé’s
supporters as Frondeurs, but it needs to be appreciated that though sometimes, and in some places,
he became allied with those who had backed the original revolts of the Parliments, Condé could never
count on such support. He was to depend far more on local and family loyalties.
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3.4 The Princely Fronde
In the immediate aftermath of the arrests, Luxemburg was the only one of the Prince’s associates to
respond to the crisis coolly and to try to do something about it. Firstly, he attempted to turn the Paris
mob against Mazarin, by spreading a rumour that the popular Frondeur, Beaufort, had been arrested,
and when this failed to take off, he concocted an elaborate plan to kidnap the four nieces of Mazarin,
with the idea of trading them for the Princes. However, the Cardinal seems to have foreseen this
possibility because he brought the girls to the Palais de Justice, where they were too well protected to
be taken. The collapse of his schemes left Luxemburg with little option but to escape from Paris to the
Condé estates at Chantilly, still the home of the Princess Dowager. There, he found his sister Isabelle,
the widowed Duchess of Chatillon, playing a prominent role in drumming up support for the arrested
Princes, and he set about recruiting an armed force to attempt their rescue. Unsurprisingly, these
activities, close to Paris, attracted the attention of Mazarin, who was able to send enough soldiers to
scatter the developing body of opposition. The Princess Dowager, and the Duchess of Chatillon were
left with no alternative but to throw themselves on the mercy of the Court in Paris, but their pleas met
with limited success as they were banished to the latter’s country seat, and the future actions of the
Duchess suggest that she had been compelled to make some kind of deal with the Cardinal.
Meanwhile, Luxemburg took the
small band of soldiers he had raised,
to the northern frontier, to join
Turenne who, in this new phase of
the struggle had decided to take the
part of the Princes. Henri de la Tour
d'Auvergne, Vicomte de Turenne,
whose portrait is alongside, was to
achieve a stellar reputation in later
life, but his military reputation was
not comparable with that of Condé
at this time, even though he was 10
years older. He led a small army
recruited from Condé lands in the
north of France, and including
admirers

of

Condé

who

had

deserted the main French army; he
had also obtained a promise of
Spanish support. However, nothing
much happened for months, partly
because

of

Turenne’s

natural

caution, and partly because the static Spanish forces were happy to foment dissension in France, but
were much less interested in freeing Condé, whom they feared might be reconciled to the government,
and once more unleashed against them.
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Eventually Turenne got moving with his army of Condé loyalists comprising 4000 cavalry, 1500 infantry
and 2 cannons, against the smaller government forces spread along the River Aisne. He forced the
river at Soissons, overpowering Marshal d’Hocquincourt who only had 800 men, and released
Luxemburg in command of an advance guard of 300 to ride towards Paris. This approach towards the
place of imprisonment of the Princes resulted only in their being moved away, first to Marcoussis at the
other side of the city, and then to a fortress at Le Havre. Turenne recalled Luxemburg and another long
period of inactivity ensued. The pause favoured the government side who managed to reinforce the
army guarding Paris under Marshal Plessis-Praslin, (later the Duke of Choiseul). The government
general moved against the fortress of Rethel, (north-west of Paris, thirty kilometres inside the frontier
at Sedan), which was held by Turenne’s Spanish allies; Turenne went to their support, but on learning
that the town had fallen, tried to withdraw. However, the experienced and more than competent PlessisPraslin pursued him through the night and Turenne was forced to face up to him on 15th December
1650.
Each side by then had approximately 12000 men, with Turenne’s mixed army of French rebels and
Spanish regular troops, stronger in cavalry. At first, neither was willing to attack the position held by the
other, but Turenne thought he saw an opportunity when the government army had to be shuffled
because of a dispute between two of its regiments about the order of battle. Luxemburg and the Marquis
of Duras led a cavalry attack from Turenne’s right, which broke through their enemies’ lines, though as
was often the case, the operation thereafter degenerated into looting of baggage, so that the mass of
Turenne’s cavalry took no further part in the battle. Plessis-Praslin eventually won a decisive advantage
against Turenne’s infantry on the other flank. Luxemburg attempted to avert the looming defeat by
gathering together a small force of cavalry and charging into the heart of the opposing army, but the
horsemen were eventually overwhelmed, and he was wounded and captured. Turenne himself
escaped, just, but his army ceased to exist losing three quarters of its numbers, mainly as prisoners.
One immediate consequence was that Turenne negotiated a royal pardon which confirmed the status
of his princely family at the French Court, and restored him to the cadre of government generals. At this
point few would have guessed the heights to which Turenne would rise; he was in his late thirties, and
although he had been successful on some occasions as a general, he had also suffered a number of
severe defeats, while his conduct during the early stages of the Fronde had been indecisive, and even
dishonourable. Rethel was to be the turning point in his career, and he was of course sufficiently
successful thereafter to allow his many future admirers to gloss over his hesitant beginnings as a
commander. The Battle of Rethel had less impact than might be imagined on the internal struggle in
France; its main significance was that it prevented Spain from taking real advantage of the dissention.
Luxemburg was given treatment for a wounded leg, and was thereafter confined at Vincennes. He was
fortunate that Mazarin was less harsh than his predecessor, Richelieu, otherwise he might have lost his
head at an even younger age than his father, but the Italian Cardinal at first tried to sway him from his
loyalty to Condé to weaken further the party of the Princes. When it became clear that Luxemburg was
not to be persuaded, his imprisonment regime was tightened. Then, Mazarin himself lost control of
events in early 1651 as alliances shifted between the factions in Paris; the Fronde leaders Gondi and
Beaufort, co-operated with the King’s uncle, the Duke of Orleans, to persuade the Regent to release
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the Princes, whom they had begun to see as a potential counter-weight to the increasingly dominant
Cardinal. At a stroke, the balance of power was transformed, and Mazarin was faced with dismissal or
worse. Bizarrely, he raced the official messenger carrying the relevant documents to Le Havre,
seemingly in an effort to come to some accommodation with Condé before the latter knew for certain
that he was about to be freed, but the Cardinal’s initiative failed, and he was left to make his way by
stages through northern France, to exile in Cologne. Luxemburg’s release followed closely on the return
of the Princes to Paris, and he was able to join them there, receiving praise for his conduct over the
previous few months. It is an interesting sidelight that he was approached by Turenne at this time and
offered a place in that general’s entourage, but the offer was politely refused on the grounds of the prior
attachment to Condé. Perhaps Turenne saw the dash and aggression of the young Luxemburg as a
valuable counterweight to his own natural caution. A positive response would almost certainly have
smoothed Luxemburg’s future path.
For the next few months through to the autumn of 1651, the different factions struggled unsuccessfully
to control the scene in Paris. Condé had been confined for fifteen months, and his health had suffered,
probably as much from frustration as from the harshness of his treatment. His loyalty to the King had
been seriously weakened, and he saw a greater need to dominate the government than he had before,
to preserve his safety as well as to secure material rewards for his family. Unsurprisingly, his rivalry
with Mazarin had become mortal, and his supporters in the Paris Parliment persuaded that body to put
a price on the exiled Cardinal’s head. His pact with the Duke of Orleans was unstable, because neither
ever wished to give way to the other, nor was there much trust between his followers and the erstwhile
supporters of the Fronde. Nonetheless, through the summer months, Gondi managed to keep an
alliance together, mainly to further his own scheme to become first minister in place of Mazarin.
Perhaps, obsessed still with Mazarin, the principle players failed to see the importance of the Lit de
Justice held in Paris on 7th September 1651, at which the King received homage on reaching the age
of thirteen. From then on anyone opposing the government would in a real sense be seen as slighting
the King, rather than the Regent, or indeed Cardinal Mazarin. Condé pointedly and foolishly absented
himself from the ceremony, incurring the anger of the young monarch for no good reason. Once again,
the King and his close counsellors moved a few miles out of the capital, so withdrawing the burgeoning
royal authority and legitimacy from the factions there. Nonetheless, the princes led by Condé, and the
Duke of Orleans still appeared to hold many cards, with Condé fielding a small army at Stenay on the
north eastern frontier of France, and dominating Guyenne in the south-west from Bordeaux, and Berry
and a chunk of the Loire valley in the centre, from his fortress at Montrond. He also had some kind of
understanding with Spain, while Orleans controlled Paris with Gondi’s help, and to a degree,
Languedoc. However, there was by then a distinct royal cause and it was gaining ground, albeit that
the overall scene remained very confused.
…………………………
In Guyenne, Condé’s supporters were especially under pressure, and quixotically the Prince decided
to leave the centre of events in Paris, presumably thinking his interests secure there. He travelled to
Bordeaux and during the winter months, attempted to buttress the position of his supporters, but had
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no great success because in that city, as elsewhere in France, the tide of opinion was moving against
those being seen as in revolt against the King. Meanwhile, Turenne, by then in charge of a government
army, was successfully contending against Condé’s supporters from Berry, slowly recapturing towns
along the Loire, and it seemed that his continued success might snuff out revolt in this region. Towards
the end of the year, (1651), Mazarin, who had raised a mercenary force in Germany, also reached the
Loire, reinforcing the royal army. By early spring Condé had decided that he would be more usefully
employed there, and he added to his legend by making his way with a small party, north from Bordeaux
through hundreds of miles of hostile territory to appear at a critical moment to take over the failing
opposition army. Turenne famously detected the Prince’s presence immediately from the change in the
handling of the army opposed to him, even though the latter was supposed to be many miles away, but
the knowledge did not help him much. Let down by his subordinates, the royal leader was badly beaten
at the Battle of Bleneau, on 7th April 1652, and did well to prevent a rout. Luxemburg’s role in all this is
obscure, he may have been at Bleneau, but it is more likely that he had remained with Condé’s army
at Stenay.
From a purely military perspective, it seems strange that Condé did not stay to complete the task of
destroying the Royal forces that he had gravely weakened. However, he had eliminated the threat to
his position in Berry, and clearly thought that he could strike a decisive blow further north, so he
immediately set off for Paris. The two armies trailed behind him watching each other uneasily, the
opposition forces superior in numbers after their victory, but unwilling to attack without their charismatic
leader; Turenne as usual was content to play a waiting game. Condé’s intention, apart from stiffening
his allies in Paris was to co-ordinate the movements of a number of armies which now seemed about
to confront the forces loyal to the French crown. In addition to the army he had just left, Condé had his
own soldiers in the north-east, the Spanish under Archduke Leopold were active on the Flanders
frontier, and Charles, Duke of Lorraine had passed through the province of Champagne and stationed
his army a few miles from the capital at the service of the Duke of Orleans.
Then, Turenne began to perform as the great general he was to become. He snuffed out the immediate
threat of the Duke of Lorraine by getting between him and the victors of Bleneau, and then Mazarin
completed the job by offering the Duke more money to leave, than he had been offered to fight. As
usual, the Spanish hung back at the frontier, so Condé’s hopes of bringing overwhelming force to bear
soon collapsed. In the following days his army suffered more from desertion than the royal force, in part
because they weren’t being paid, but also because the soldiers were not blind to the swing of the
pendulum towards the King. Far from having superiority, Condé, who had re-joined his most serviceable
force south of Paris, found himself well outnumbered by the royal army and he demanded permission
to bring his soldiers into the capital for their protection. The city leaders refused, keeping the gates
closed; memories of Charenton, and Condé’s blockade were still potent. The Duke of Orleans, who
could have intervened, prevaricated. Turenne mounted an attack on Condé’s beleaguered force in the
Fauburg St. Antoine close to Paris on 2nd July 1652. The royal army appeared to be getting much the
best of things with Condé’s soldiers by then including Luxemburg, unable to manoeuvre, hemmed up
against the closed gates of Paris. Indeed, it only seemed a matter of time before Turenne would be able
to bring his late arriving big guns to bear, facing the Prince with the choice of death or surrender. The
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delay in their deployment was to prove costly for Turenne, and even more so in the long term for France,
because the daughter of the Duke of Orleans belatedly persuaded her father to order that the gates be
opened, admitting Condé’s army, and at the same time the Paris guns, including those of the Bastille,
began to fire on the royal force, which had to withdraw. Another 7 years of struggle might have been
avoided if the battle had taken what at one stage seemed to be an inevitable course.
The Condé’s supporters took revenge on the municipal leaders of Paris, for their attempt to deny entry,
by purging its governing body of all who didn’t wear the Condé token of straw in their hats; over a
hundred died in an exercise, which increased Condé’s general unpopularity in the city. A provisional
government was formed in which the Duke of Orleans was appointed Lieutenant-General of France,
but Condé was very much the controlling influence. However, the writ of this government did not extend
beyond the Paris walls, and even inside them, the Prince was faced with passive resistance. Many
influential citizens slipped out during the succeeding weeks to hold meetings with the King and his
Council, established at Saint Germain-en-Laye, a few miles away. Mazarin’s unpopularity still seemed
to make agreement impossible, but this obstruction was removed when the King asked him to leave the
country again; no doubt the Cardinal knew that his exile would this time be of short duration. It soon
became clear that the Duke of Orleans, Gondi (the newly appointed Cardinal de Retz), other Frondeurs
like the Duke of Beaufort, and the great majority of the populace wanted to make their peace with the
King and his government, and to have them take up residence in the capital again. Eventually, Condé
bowed to the inevitable and left Paris with a few of his closest followers, including Luxemburg, in October
1652; the young King immediately re-entered the capital, at the invitation of his new ‘best friends’, the
Fronde leaders. Mazarin returned to Paris a few months later, in February 1653, and resumed the reins
of government.
3.5 Condé’s Alliance with Spain, Luxemburg’s Burgundian Campaign
The re-establishment of royal government in the capital marked the end of the Princely Fronde, and
Condé had to decide what to do. The most humiliating recourse in the short term would have been to
acknowledge defeat; his birth would certainly have secured him a pardon, but he would have lost all
influence and probably faced a term of exile to his estates. Worst of all he would no doubt have foreseen
having to stomach the return of his bitter enemy, Mazarin to pre-eminence. Nonetheless, this would
have been so much the best solution for France that it seems surprising that no serious effort was made
to come to terms. Another option for Condé would have been passive exile from France, until things
had calmed down, but again this offered no way back to influence. He chose a third option, apparently
much the worst for France, which was to carry his supporters into closer alliance with Spain. The
Fronde, which had begun as a movement with wide aims to reform the French state, albeit mainly to
the benefit of a fairly narrowly drawn interest group, had metamorphosed into a straight-forward struggle
for power between two branches of the same dynasty. Victory for Condé backed by his Spanish allies
could only mean humiliation and loss of territory for France, and because it is hard to imagine the Prince
being allowed to dominate unchallenged for long, a period of instability. Victory for the King and Mazarin
would mean that every alternative power-grouping in France had been crushed, and the way would be
opened for absolutism; there would be consequences for the balance of power between the nations of
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Europe as well. Whether Condé fully appreciated the high stakes for which he was playing is one thing,
but it is unlikely that his followers, like Luxemburg, had given any thought to such matters. Their actions
were dictated by loyalty and the knowledge that by then, their prospects were inseparable from those
of their leader.
Henceforward, it was easy for the French government to portray Condé’s actions, as amounting to
nothing other than a betrayal of France, since he had allied himself with his country’s mortal enemy,
Spain. Condé tried to maintain the pretence that he was still involved in a Civil War, and that his aim
was to overthrow the government rather than the furtherance of Spanish ambitions. For this to have
any credibility, it was important that his efforts were not confined to supporting a Spanish army in
Flanders, and that he could point to insurgencies in other parts of France. There were only two such
remaining, one in Guyenne, in the south-west of the country, which does not concern this account and
which collapsed with the return of Bordeaux to Royal control in about a year; the other was in Burgundy,
on France’s eastern frontier, and it was to give leadership there, that Luxemburg was dispatched early
in 1653. As Governors, the Princes of Condé had long dominated Burgundy, but the confusion of the
past few years had weakened the family’s hold on the province. While Condé was imprisoned in 1650,
the Duke of Vendome had been sent by Cardinal Mazarin to take charge there, to suppress any revolt
against the government, and to reduce the strongholds held by partisans of the Prince, including the
fortress of Bellegarde. When Condé emerged from prison in early 1651 he agreed to exchange
governorships with the Duke of Epernon, receiving Guyenne for Burgundy so he was only left in
possession of a few castles and fortresses in the latter province. By the time Luxemburg arrived in
Burgundy, the only surviving strong-point in the hands of Condé’s supporters was the castle in Dijon
and it was besieged by Epernon who had always been loyal to the throne. Luxemburg was able with
150 men to take back Bellegarde, some thirty miles south of Dijon, and it became his headquarters as
he set himself to applying enough pressure to draw off the forces which were besieging Dijon castle.
However this initiative was stillborn since the castle very soon fell and Luxemburg had to reconsider his
objectives.
His first step was to secure his base, in which most of the inhabitants were opposed to him, supporting
the lawful government of Epernon and the King. Luxemburg acted ruthlessly by clearing Bellegarde of
practically all civilians, allowing only those who supplied essential services to his force to remain, albeit
under close observation, and chasing the others, men, women, and children, out of the town to fend for
themselves in wintry conditions; this proved the first brick in the building of a reputation for excessive
cruelty. He increased his force, partly by recruitment in the neighbouring areas outside France, mainly
Switzerland and Franche-Compte, and partly with reinforcements sent by Condé, until he could muster
about a thousand men of whom two hundred were cavalry. Money and provisions could only come from
one source, and he instituted something close to a reign of terror in the surrounding countryside, as his
forces took what he required, free to help them-selves to anything they could steal, over and above
that, and to destroy what they could not carry. Obviously standards were different in that age, and there
were to be plenty future instances of generals behaving in this way, with Luxemburg’s own conduct
twenty years later in Holland, another example, but he created problems for himself because a breakdown in the discipline of his force was bound to accompany encouragement to loot and pillage.
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As to what was achieved for Condé by this wasting of a good part of Burgundy, one must be very
sceptical. Certainly, it kept the Prince’s cause alive in one part of France, and contributed something to
the pretence that Condé was engaged in a civil war, but the uprising never seemed likely to lead
anywhere. Obviously, there was no chance of winning over most of the inhabitants in this way, nor was
Luxemburg’s force sufficiently strong to have any chance of conquering the province; Epernon had
several times as many soldiers even though he had to disperse them to garrison towns and castles.
Luxemburg might perhaps have hoped to cause enough mayhem to compel the royal government to
reinforce Epernon, thus aiding Condé in the north, indirectly, but in spite of Epernon’s pleas, the
Governor was left to his own devices. A kind of stalemate ensued, with Luxemburg able to spread
misery across a wide expanse of the province, but unable to threaten any of Epernon’s strong-points,
while the latter was unable to gather enough soldiers together to threaten Luxemburg’s base at
Bellegarde. At one point he tried to inhibit Luxemburg’s activities by placing a garrison in a town near
to Bellegarde, Pouilly-sur-Saone, but he was unable to supply his outpost regularly and they, first from
necessity, but then from choice began to loot and pillage in the same way as their adversaries, and
Epernon had to adopt the farcical measure of confining the supposed defenders of the countryside to
their base.
This situation lasted for over a year, but then the tide turned decisively in favour of the government.
Turenne managed to ease the pressure in the north, and some soldiers were transferred to reinforce
Epernon, while the populace of Dijon accepted the need to supply funds to the Governor to enable him
to mount a serious campaign. As a result, he was able to begin a siege of Bellegarde with 13000 men,
against whom Luxemburg could muster only 1000, to mount a defence. Epernon had broadcast widely
his view that he would succeed within 15 days, and at first seemed likely to be as good as his word
when an outwork was captured quickly, but the defenders counter-attacked, killed all the new occupiers,
and re-established their defences. Luxemburg then thwarted a plot to surrender the town by some of
his own officers, and faced down a mutiny, more or less single-handedly, killing a ringleader with a
sword-thrust, and defying anyone else to turn a weapon on him. However, after a month it became clear
that he had no hope of help from Condé, his own force was demonstrably disaffected and undisciplined,
and the most vulnerable part of the town wall was being exposed to attack by a fall in the level of the
River Saone. Accordingly he sought terms, and Epernon, aware that he had greatly exceeded the time
allotted to his task, and that he would soon have to return some of his reinforcements, conceded a very
generous capitulation, allowing Luxemburg, nominally a prisoner for the second time, to re-join Condé
along with his officers, men, and their arms. Epernon received plaudits for his success, the fortifications
at Bellegarde were razed to the ground, and Burgundy began to recover from its ordeal. Luxemburg
met Condé in Brussels where he found his reputation much enhanced by what was seen as a successful
independent command. In truth, it had been an achievement to defy greatly superior forces for as long,
and some of his exploits had been bold and well-conceived, but strategically his campaign had achieved
virtually nothing at great cost to a province in which up till then many had looked fondly on Condé, but
which from then on remained firmly in the royal camp.
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3.6 The Campaign in the Spanish Netherlands
Luxemburg’s reward from Condé was the command of his cavalry comprising 25 squadrons, and from
then on he was treated by his leader as a senior officer. As might be imagined, his youth (he was 26),
and relative inexperience, meant that his promotion was not well received by all of Condé’s officers. Of
course, the Prince himself was only 32, but he had been commanding armies successfully for eleven
years, and carried the status of First Prince of the Blood. Luxemburg received other recognition of a
more unwelcome kind in 1654 along with other associates of Condé; they were sentenced in their
absence to execution signalled by the hanging of effigies in Paris, while their leader though spared this
by his rank suffered the removal of all his possessions and honours. Interactions between the armies
of Turenne and the Prince were very different, mirroring the mainly cordial relations between the leaders
and, except when battles were imminent officers including Luxemburg acquired the habit of visiting their
opposite numbers under safe conducts, enjoying hospitality, and exchanging gifts. It is scarcely
surprising that the Council in Paris were paranoid about the loyalty of many of their own senior officers.
The northern campaign of 1654 began with Luxemburg stationed in the neighbourhood of Liege, with
fairly weak French, Walloon, and Lorraine forces. Turenne and the royal army moved towards Stenay,
south of Liege, and placed the town under siege. Luxemburg could do nothing about this alone and
Condé was unable to persuade his Spanish allies to go to the town’s aid, so he concentrated his army,
by this time including Luxemburg, along with theirs and besieged Arras, far to the west, hoping thereby
to draw his adversary towards him. Turenne didn’t raise the siege of Stenay but brought most of his
army west, and managed to cut Condé’s line of supply. Luxemburg was then charged with marching a
cavalry force, 1200 strong, across the front of Turenne’s lines to St. Omer, to meet and bring in a supply
convoy. The first part of his task was accomplished easily enough, but in the meantime, Stenay had
fallen, and the soldiers re-joining Turenne, under Marshal d’Hocquincourt, were directed to St. Omer in
the hope of trapping Luxemburg. He moved too quickly, discarding all the heavy wagons but not the
supplies, crossed the River Lys at Aire, steered first towards Lille and then south to Arras, so evading
d’Hocquincourt and achieving a juncture with Condé. However, this success had unforeseen
consequences. Turenne in his usual cautious way had been intending to force a withdrawal of Condé
and his Spanish and Lorraine allies by starving them of supplies, but when these plans were thwarted
he attacked the latter and routed them at the Battle of Arras. Condé, who took no part in the decisive
phase of the battle, was able only to provide cover for the escape of his defeated allies and to withdraw
his own force in good order, but he lost the siege equipment which had been deployed against the town
of Arras. The Prince’s self-serving assertion, that he was as proud of his conduct at Arras as any of his
great victories did not alter the fact that the allied army had suffered a major reverse.
After this, little of moment occurred before the armies went into winter quarters, of which more will be
said later. The campaign of the following year, 1655, was desultory though the advantage lay again
with Turenne who captured fortresses at Landrecies, Condé, and St. Ghislain. Luxemburg played no
very prominent part in the fighting, and during the summer, left the front to join a mission sent by Condé
to London, in an effort to enlist Cromwell’s support. Surviving letters show only Luxemburg’s impatience
with enforced inactivity, rather than any of his wider impressions of England. The forces in Flanders
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were evenly balanced with Condé’s defection having destroyed the French supremacy of the 1640s,
and both sides knew that the addition of a detachment of Cromwell’s formidable army would tilt the
balance decisively. For his part, Cromwell probably had no particular preference for one side over the
other, but would have been happy to sell himself to either, provided the bid for his favour was high
enough. Clearly, Condé’s delegation was unable to make a good enough offer, and during the next year
Mazarin was to seal an alliance, by promising Dunkirk, if captured from the Spanish, to England. One
immediate consequence of that was the forced departure of the young exiled prince, the Duke of York,
eventually King James II of England, from the camp of his idol, Turenne.
……………………
Later that same year, 1655, Luxemburg and his sister Isabelle, Duchess of Chatillon became involved
in a plot which is a fine illustration of the attitudes of some of the practitioners of war in the 17th century.
A senior royal commander, the Marshal d’Hocquincourt had become infatuated with the Duchess, and
no doubt with some prompting from her, allowed his jealousy of Turenne to spill over into a
correspondence with Condé. The letters were intercepted, and reached Mazarin’s hands, but he liked
the Marshal, and the letters though rash were not specifically treasonous, nor as we have seen was
communication between opposing leaders unusual, so Mazarin did no more than warn d’Hocquincourt.
Then a year later, in late 1656, d’Hocquincourt made another approach, this time offering to surrender
two towns in Northern France of which he was governor, Ham and Peronne, in return for favours to be
granted by Condé. The latter responded with alacrity, offering money, and the official post of second in
command of his army.
At the same time, he sent Luxemburg forward with a force of 3000 cavalry towards Peronne and
charged him with negotiating d’Hocquincourt’s change of sides, and then occupying the surrendered
towns. However, Mazarin’s spies found out about the new correspondence, and the Cardinal responded
by forcing Isabelle to write to d’Hocquincourt and Condé, stressing that the proceedings were placing
her in danger. Mazarin also sent his own negotiator, the Duke of Navailles, to d’Hocquincourt, furnished
with a generous offer to compensate the Marshal for the fortresses which for obvious reasons could not
be left in his charge. It soon became clear that Mazarin had prevailed, mainly because of the threats
against Isabelle. D’Hocquincourt agreed with the Cardinal’s negotiator that his son, who had more or
less disowned his father for his treachery, would take over the governorships, and he received a very
large sum in compensation; Luxemburg was left with no option but to withdraw his force. So, disloyalty
had its reward for d’Hocquincourt, while Isabelle had to undergo yet another period of retreat from the
Court. Condé, as usual, gave her the benefit of the doubt as regards her contribution, but many of his
associates did not; we do not know what Luxemburg thought about his sister’s machinations, which had
sent him on a wild goose chase.
Military wisdom in the 17th century was that campaigning in Northern Europe during the winter was
impossible, not so much because of difficulties in fighting in cold weather, but rather because roads and
tracks which were hardly adequate to move and supply armies in the summer became completely
impassable, and the reduced availability of forage, when grass stopped growing, meant that a
concentrated mass of cavalry could not sustain itself. Accordingly there was tacit agreement between
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co-belligerents that in November at latest, their armies would go into winter quarters, which involved
withdrawing them from frontiers and dividing them into packets of a few battalions and regiments each,
centred on supply depots, and widely enough dispersed to allow forage for horses to be procured from
a large area of countryside. When the senior commanders had ensured that the arrangements were
satisfactory, they were free to return to their estates or the royal Court for three or four months, leaving
deputies in charge. For Condé and his followers, neither their confiscated estates, nor the Court in Paris
were accessible during the several winters which followed their defection, so Brussels became their
winter home. The city was then an imposing fortress surrounded by walls with 127 towers and 8 gates,
and they enclosed a glittering social scene which included the ruling families of Lorraine, the Spanish
Netherlands, and the exiled Charles II from England, as well as Condé and his relatives. There was a
continuous round of parties, balls, and fetes which stretched the resources of the exiles, if not those of
the more fortunate princes who retained their domains.
Luxemburg’s biographer records a very rare quarrel between Condé and Luxemburg, over a certain
Madame de Pons during the winter after the d’Hocquincourt affair began. It seems that the Prince and
his acolyte competed for this lady’s favour, and in spite of all the apparent advantages of the former, it
was Luxemburg who triumphed. Condé proved to be a bad loser, and had the lady banished from
Brussels, and when Luxemburg continued to see her clandestinely, out of town, he attempted to prevent
their meetings. The lady soon decided to seek a quieter life, and took up with an elderly German in the
nearby town of Spa, and this allowed relations between Luxemburg and Condé to return to their normal
smooth course. According to his biographer, some of Luxemburg’s time was used more productively
during those winters in exile, since with his commander’s encouragement, he completed his military
education by reading the classical accounts of campaigns in the past, and presumably had the
advantage of discussing them with the great general. For all that, there is little question that he and his
mentor achieved greatness, more because of their abilities to respond brilliantly in the heat of battle,
and inspire their soldiers, than because of a theoretical understanding of the science of war.
In 1656 the Spanish replaced the Archduke Leopold as Governor of Flanders, and commander of their
armies there, by Don Juan of Austria amidst great ceremony in Brussels. To his disappointment, Condé
found that he had traded an ally who may have been over-cautious, but who was competent and
genuine, for one who was arrogant and lazy; relations deteriorated, not least because Condé was the
last person to take kindly to a need to compromise, or flatter a colleague. Dealings with another ally
soon became even more of a problem. Charles IV of Lorraine aroused suspicions that he was going to
go over to the French government side, and was arrested and imprisoned in Brussels. His soldiers
responded by attacking forces under Luxemburg’s command near Liege, and had to be bought off. All
this meant that Condé who had planned a vigorous campaign to recover the losses of the previous two
years was unable to get his army moving, and Turenne again seized the initiative by besieging
Valenciennes. Whether because of his successes of the previous year, or because he over-estimated
Condé’s difficulties, Turenne blundered badly in the arrangements he made for the siege. Essentially,
he split his army in two, with only a bridge of boats across the River Scheldte connecting the two parts.
Mazarin, travelling with the army, then compounded Turenne’s error by splitting the command giving
that on the left bank to Marshal de la Ferte, an elderly soldier of no very great distinction.
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Condé moved quickly with 20000 Spanish and French soldiers towards the besieged town and by
arranging for dams upstream of Turenne’s bridge to be breached, swept the bridging boats away,
removing all possibility of transferring forces between the two parts of the royal army. Helped by de la
Ferte’s inadequate preparations, he then overwhelmed the French forces on the left bank of the river,
leading the infantry himself. Luxemburg in command of the cavalry completed the rout, capturing de la
Ferte and all his senior officers. Overall the royal army sustained losses of several thousand, together
with stores and guns, and Turenne was left with no option but to raise the siege and retire. So, Condé
had reversed the balance of previous years, but in truth the two sides and their commanding generals
were still so well matched that there seemed to be little chance of a decisive encounter which would
bring an end to the war and time was on the side of the French royalist side. There was no longer any
disguising the fact that Condé and his associates were acting against the interests of their own country,
and engaging in what could be portrayed as a traitorous self-serving endeavour, while their Spanish
ally was bankrupt. Perhaps the surprise is in the fact that they were able to maintain the struggle for a
further three years.
Indeed in 1657, Condé achieved further successes, even when the initiative seemed to lie with Turenne.
Firstly, the latter besieged Cambrai, but was thwarted when Condé swooped to its relief, with
Luxemburg’s cavalry to the fore, daring a flank march. A success which was entirely due to Luxemburg
then followed. Turenne moved to besiege St Venant, leaving his baggage and siege equipment to be
brought up by a commander called the Baron of Siron. Turenne warned Siron to beware of Luxemburg
who had been detached by Condé with 1500 horsemen. In spite of the warning, Siron marched towards
Turenne, seemingly oblivious of the fact that Luxemburg was following him closely. The royal
commander thought he had accomplished his mission when he arrived, just a mile or two from
Turenne’s main force, and made camp. Next morning, rather than immediately bringing his column in,
he went forward alone to meet Turenne to be congratulated on the successful completion of his task.
Meanwhile, Luxemburg attacked his camp, achieving complete surprise and overwhelming a defending
force superior in numbers to his own. The siege equipment was disabled, guns spiked, and baggage
destroyed where it couldn’t be carried off, and the congratulations heaped on Siron turned to
recriminations, though Turenne did no more than dismiss him, perhaps acknowledging that his own
failure to employ a strong reception force had contributed to the disaster.
3.7 Dunkirk and the End-Game of Condé’s Revolt
The campaign of 1657 petered out with no further initiatives on either side, then, early the next year,
d’Hocquincourt finally completed the change of sides that he had been contemplating for so long,
surrendering the town of Hesdin, which is east of Arras, halfway towards the sea. Luxemburg conducted
the negotiation and brought d’Hocquincourt back to Brussels where Condé intended to use him to incite
revolt against the royal forces in his home territory of Picardy. However, d’Hocquincourt’s vacillations
had lost him all credibility, he had already been disowned by most of his family, and it soon became
clear that the only contribution he was likely to make would be on the battlefield, and that was not to
prove very useful. England had duly entered the war on the French government side, and to fulfil the
agreed bargain the combined armies moved under Turenne to besiege Dunkirk in May 1658. King Louis
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XIV, the French Queen Mother, and
Cardinal

Mazarin

were

all

in

attendance and the former now
almost 20 years old took an active
part. In June, the Spanish army with
Condé’s contingent moved up to
fight the battle which would decide
Dunkirk’s fate, and as it transpired,
the outcome of the war. They were
reasonably

well

matched

in

numbers; the royal army of France
had 6000 cavalry and 4000 infantry
augmented

by

an

English

detachment of just over 5000 foot
commanded

by

Sir

William

Lockhart, while the Spanish and
Condé may have had more cavalry,
8000 but only 6000 infantry. The
battle was fought on a fairly narrow
front, stretching inland from the sea,
just to the north of the fortress of
Dunkirk on 14th June 1658, off to the
left on the schematic. The bulk of the
infantry were deployed between the
sea and the dunes, the Spanish
under Don Juan facing up to
Turenne himself. There were substantial English contingents on each side. Lockhart’s contribution to
Turenne’s force has already been mentioned, while the Spanish force was augmented by close to a
thousand English royalists organised in three battalions which were to take heavy casualties. The
aforementioned Duke of York led a troop of horse with courage and determination, and eventually
retreated in good order. Condé was stationed on the left of the allied line between the dunes and green
fields, with Luxemburg on the extreme left leading a large part of the cavalry. The opposing French
(government) force of guards and cavalry was led by Francois de Crequi, Marquis of Marines, whose
relationship with Turenne, although it was later to sour, was at that time similar to that of Luxemburg
with Condé; this was the start of a rivalry which continued until Crequi’s death in 1687.
As often happened, there were some preliminary skirmishes which set the tone for the battle; Condé
sent Luxemburg forward with two squadrons of cavalry to probe the French lines and he routed a small
detachment before returning. On his way to report to Condé, he met d’Hocquincourt, who with the
authority of a Marshal of France, and probably with powers of command, granted by Condé, demanded
that Luxemburg join him in attacking again. Then he pre-empted further discussion by spurring his horse
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forwards, giving Luxemburg no option but to follow him with his squadrons. At first they made progress
but then an overwhelming force of French cavalry led by the Count of Soissons appeared on the scene
to threaten them with annihilation. D’Hocquincourt continued his suicidal advance and was shot, at
which point both Condé and Don Juan who were surveying the scene together from a high point, went
to his aid, and retrieved his body and papers. It was bad enough to lose one senior commander
needlessly, but had the Count of Soissons shown more initiative, all the allied commanders might have
been taken and the battle might have been over almost before it had started. It was an inauspicious
beginning.
Knowing the methodical habits of Turenne, Don Juan expected to be given time to deploy his guns
which were slow in coming up, but whether galvanised by the presence of the royal party, or as Mazarin
claimed afterwards, by the Cardinal’s own exhortations, Turenne moved quickly to attack the Spanish
with his more numerous infantry. He also had the advantage of support from an English fleet which was
able to approach close to the beach because the tide was high, (it is worth pointing out that throughout
the age of sail, battle-fleet broadsides produced a weight of shot greater by far than the guns normally
deployed in major land battles). Certainly, the vigour of Turenne’s assault was too much for Don Juan
and his Spanish forces and they broke and tried to flee the battlefield. In order to have any chance of
rescuing the situation, Condé would have had to achieve a comparable success on his side of the
battlefield, but although he repulsed an initial French attack by Crequi, and together with Luxemburg,
mounted a determined attack of his own, with the aim of breaking through to Dunkirk, a slow withdrawal
of the right wing of the royal French army never became a rout. Thus, when Turenne was able to bring
his victorious force over to his right, Condé found himself facing attack from almost every side. Although
he drew most of his soldiers off in good order, there were alarms along the way. At one point, the Prince
was left alone with a few of his officers, including Luxemburg, and no more than a couple of squadrons
of cavalry. He managed to escape, while his supporters continued to fight against the now
overwhelming odds, but when Luxemburg tried to do likewise by setting his horse over a ditch to open
a route inland, he was thrown to the ground and captured for the third time in his career.
The Battle of the Dunes was a decisive encounter in a number of ways. From then on it became a
matter of when, rather than if, the war between France and Spain would end on terms favouring the
former. It was important from an English perspective as well, though not in the way that might have
been anticipated. Dunkirk duly surrendered, France kept her word to her ally, and the English flag again
flew over a continental outpost, but contrary to any expectation that a new era of English conquest
might be beginning, Cromwell died within months, Charles II was back on the throne, two years later,
and two years after that, Dunkirk was sold to France. However, the outstanding performance of the
English troops made them an object of desire for the next thirty years, and though Cromwell’s navy
under Blake and others, was also highly rated, there is little doubt that during this period, the reputation
of the English soldier stood even higher than that of his naval counterpart. For the respective
commanders, the Battle of the Dunes marked a major shift in their repute; Turenne had certainly made
mistakes and fought undistinguished battles in earlier years, but from then on, he enjoyed a paramount
reputation; Condé had flashed onto the scene with brilliant victories in the 1640s, and militarily at least,
had done little wrong till then in the 1650s. Even at the Dunes he did not bear the main responsibility
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for the defeat, in a battle which he had advised against fighting, and he preserved his own contingent
largely unscathed, but he was never to be quite the same again. That is not to say he did not have
successes, but he became more cautious and when he did fight, the numerous casualties incurred
tended to diminish his later victories. Even during the Battle of the Dunes, Condé was strangely muted;
at the outset, he told one of his entourage, the Duke of Gloucester, a younger brother of King Charles
II, that he was about to witness a lost battle, and as the battle unfolded he seems to have lacked some
of his usual energy and fire. As for Luxemburg, again in royal hands, he was protected by the general
desire for peace, since mistreatment of distinguished prisoners would have made the negotiators’ work
more difficult. Mazarin again tried to wean the captive away from his support for Condé, employing his
sister Isabelle for the purpose, but failed. Eventually, in December 1658, Luxemburg was exchanged
along with another officer for a Marshal d’Aumant who had been captured by the Spanish shortly after
the Battle of the Dunes. However, he had no sooner returned to Brussels than he fell seriously ill and
his recovery was to take months; either ill-health or some amorous pursuit may have contributed to his
recorded reluctance to return to the frontier in the spring, but it is also possible that he, along with many
others of Condé’s entourage, had finally been persuaded of the futility of continuing an unwinnable war.
At any event serious peace negotiations between France and Spain were by then underway, conducted
through envoys by Don Luis de Haro, the Spanish First Minister, and Cardinal Mazarin. It must have
been a concern to Condé and his followers that their Spanish allies would neglect their interests, but
this did not occur, and it was agreed that some territory in Flanders would be passed from Spain to
France by way of Condé, as a means of saving face for the former nation. In return for the fortified
towns in Artois and Luxemburg which he would hand on to France, the Prince was to be restored to the
governorship of Burgundy and the holdings that went with that position. It was agreed that Condé and
his associates would be free to return to France and to the Court, but statements which also implied an
early return to royal favour were to prove empty for most of them, not least Luxemburg. No provision
was made for the restoration of any offices held before the start of the troubles eleven years previously,
apart from Condé’s governorship, though some financial compensation was paid by Spain and as we
shall see, Condé tried to look after his followers. Realistically, having lost a decisive battle the French
rebels could have hoped for no more, and it was only the combination of the Prince’s proximity to the
throne, the loyalty of the Spanish, and Mazarin’s statesmanlike desire to reunite France, that secured
what now seem generous terms.
In any case, Mazarin’s attention was probably focused more on wider geo-political ambitions for his
adopted country. In that regard the Treaty of the Pyrenees signed in 1659 was seminal because it
confirmed that Spain had been replaced by France as the dominant power in Western Europe. Condé’s
defection had temporarily boosted Spanish military capacity and correspondingly reduced that of
France, but had only delayed a process set in train by his own victories of the 1640s, dissention between
Castile and the other Spanish provinces, and the final Spanish acceptance of the independence of the
Dutch United Provinces at the Treaty of Munster in 1648. The 1659 terms left no-one in doubt about
the new order, even if they were not actually very onerous for Spain territorially; apart from the fortresses
in Flanders already referred to, she had to surrender only Roussillon, a few villages north of the
Pyrenees, and a small part of Northern Catalonia. In return, France agreed to cease supporting the
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Portuguese in their attempt to gain independence, and to renounce the claim of Louis XIV to be Count
of Barcelona, so reducing the chance of Spain falling apart. A marriage of great dynastic significance
between Louis XIV and Maria Theresa of Spain, daughter of the Spanish King, Philip IV was agreed. A
large dowry was fixed in return for the renunciation of any claim to the Spanish throne by the Princess,
(and indirectly King Louis and his descendants), but as the French negotiators well knew, Spain had
been so impoverished by the war that it was highly unlikely that the dowry would be paid. The
consequences were to dominate the next sixty years, but for the moment Europe was at peace.
Condé and his followers left Brussels in late 1659 amidst great ceremonial, with the Prince the recipient
of a magnificent coach as a parting gift. Presumably, no irony was intended, and the inspiration was a
generous acknowledgement of efforts made, rather than a hint about departure, but the inhabitants
could have been forgiven for wondering if their affairs would have prospered better if Conde had never
arrived there. A peace made in 1652 would hardly have been harsher, and the finances of Spain and
her northern possession would have been left in a healthier state. Anyway, the French returnees made
a slow progress across Northern France to meet up with the French Court, south of Paris, and no doubt
had time to contemplate the reception they might receive. Luxemburg was almost 32 years old, an
experienced officer with an especially high reputation as a cavalry commander. He was also extremely
ambitious for fame and glory. Unfortunately for him, neither of the prerequisites for his achieving his
desires was in place; there was no war, and he can have had no illusion that he would find great favour
with the all-powerful Cardinal Mazarin, whose overtures he had rejected at least twice, or the young
King against whom he had spent so many years in revolt. The decision to fight on after the collapse of
Condé’s cause in Paris seven years earlier may have allowed him to gain valuable experience, but it
had made the task of recovering the King’s trust vastly more difficult.
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4. Reconciliation without Recognition, 1659-1672
4.1 A Marriage of Convenience
Condé and Luxemburg interrupted their journey from Brussels in late 1659, to stay for two days with
the latter’s sister, Isabelle, at Chatillon-sur-Loing, and it is possible that the subject of an advantageous
marriage for Luxemburg was first broached between his sister and cousin as early as this. What is
certain is that in spite of her ambiguous conduct over the previous few years, which may have seen her
serving the aims of Cardinal Mazarin more than those of Condé, she and the Prince immediately reestablished their former intimacy, and this was nearly as important for Luxemburg’s future, as for the
two parties involved. Presumably, Isabelle convinced Condé that as she had always been within the
reach of Mazarin, she had sometimes had no option but to go along with his plans, and she will not
have dwelt on the fact that for a large part of the period in question, she had had the stronger motivation
of being amorously involved with the Cardinal’s assistant, the Abbé Fouquet, brother of the then
Superintendent of Finances.
No doubt Luxemburg was enough of a realist to appreciate that his welcome at Court was unlikely to
be fulsome, and he would have been well aware that there was a great difference between his situation
and that of his mentor. In spite of his rebellion, Condé remained a Prince of the Blood, a possible if
unlikely future occupant of the throne, and though in matters military, Turenne’s star was in the
ascendant, Condé’s lustre as victor of Rocroy and Lens still guaranteed him respect. The Prince’s
concerns with regard to the restoration of his estate at Chantilly, and over his precedence at Court,
especially vis-a-vis Cardinal Mazarin, were quickly allayed in seemingly friendly meetings with the King,
Queen Mother, and Cardinal, and his return to favour appeared to take place effortlessly. In fact, even
for Condé, those appearances were deceptive, and a restoration of amicable relations did not equate
to a restoration of trust or influence in the affairs of the country. His follower was denied even the
pretence of a return to royal favour, though an early meeting with Cardinal Mazarin had raised some
false hopes. He was unsurprisingly seen by many in the King’s service as a not particularly penitent
rebel, the stigma of his father’s execution still hung around him more than thirty years after the event,
and though he was high-born, his name of Montmorency remained under a cloud.
Certainly, he had distinguished himself often in the preceding decade, but he had been in a subordinate
capacity and was viewed as only one of a number of promising officers, the majority of whom had
blamelessly served the King and Cardinal for many years. Worse, on a number of occasions,
Luxemburg had rejected generous offers from Turenne and Mazarin, of preferment in return for a switch
of allegiance. None of this might have mattered very much, if the King had been minded to forget the
past, but it soon became clear that the forgiveness of Condé and the permission given to his followers
to return to Court represented the sum of royal charity, at least for the moment. Luxemburg retained
Condé’s resolute support, but its limited value was demonstrated when the Prince, who had been given
the right to dispose of a decoration, sought to give it to his cousin, but was refused permission from the
King to do so. However, Condé with help from Isabelle then pursued a different route towards securing
Luxemburg’s future, which involved marrying him to a scion of the family of that name, and then
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manipulating the ladder of inheritance in such a way that a dukedom and its rich possessions came to
him. Simple enough stated in that way, the operation was actually extraordinarily complex.
In 1581, the family of the de Luxemburgs had acquired the title of Dukes of Piney, and were commonly
known as the Piney-Luxemburgs; the date gave them a claim to be second in order of precedence,
amongst the French aristocracy, once account had been taken of the royal family and their attachments,
and foreign ruling princes like the Duke of Bouillon, and his brother Turenne. The line of succession to
the ducal title had been straightforward even after an heir died in 1616 at the age of 24, since he left a
daughter who fairly soon thereafter became the sole inheritor of the possessions. She married in 1620,
a certain Leon d’Albert de Brantes, and as was normal practice, jure uxoris, he acquired the title of Duke
of Piney-Luxemburg. When he died ten years later, the succession was still clear-cut as the union had
produced a son Henri-Leon, and a daughter, Marie-Louise. The facts that the young widow soon
married again, to Charles-Henri de Clermont, and that a daughter, Madeleine-Charlotte BonneTherese, appeared in 1635, did not seem likely to affect the destiny of the dukedom and its possessions.
Nor was this daughter blessed in other ways, as she grew up to be a lumpish, ugly, young lady and her
appearance was unredeemed by a character, which was said to be wilful and ungenerous.
Picking up the story again in 1654, by which time the eccentric behaviour of the afore-mentioned HenriLeon, Duke of Piney-Luxemburg, had exhausted the patience of his family to the extent that they
imprisoned him and forced him to enter the priesthood. It is suggested that he was simple minded,
though his persistence over the next few years rather belies that assertion, but there seems no doubt
that he was profligate, and prone to form liaisons with women deemed unsuitable given his status. That
these traits should be seen as qualifying him for the priesthood is somewhat risible, but his family’s
objective was to get control of his possessions, before he squandered them all, and to prevent him from
acquiring and impregnating a totally unsuitable wife, rather than to reinforce the religious orders. HenriLeon did not take this treatment lying down, and must have had influential friends, since strenuous
efforts were made to obtain his release from the vows forced on him. The case got as far as the papal
courts in Rome, but failed, probably as a result of well-placed investments amongst the judges by his
family.
Henri-Leon then returned to Paris, and appears to have contracted some kind of marriage to his
mistress who gave birth to a daughter. This must have been a real scandal; the rigid society of that age
would have condoned almost any action taken against a discredited Duke in holy orders, who entered
into a disgraceful sham marriage and openly fathered a child, so his family had no trouble in getting him
locked up again, in a religious house in Paris. At this point, Condé took a hand, by offering him his
freedom and a pension in return for his renouncing his title of Duke of Piney-Luxemburg, and the
associated estates and other possessions. So desperate had Henri-Leon become that he accepted the
offer, (the views of his family about the turn of events are not recorded). Since his marriage, as a priest,
had obviously been illegal, his recently born daughter had no claim to the inheritance, so everything
would have devolved on his sister, Marie Louise. However, she also had taken holy orders and had not
married, so Condé was able to buy her renunciation without worrying about a husband or children, and
this he did by offering an exalted title, the Princess of Tingay, and a high position at Court. As a further
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precaution, to prevent any future complications, she was also granted a valuable Canonry, which
religious office she was permitted to hold in absentia, but only while she remained unwed.
The removal of her step-siblings from the line of succession meant that Madeleine-Charlotte BonneTherese had become the holder of the title and possessions of the Duchy of Piney-Luxemburg, and the
last stage of the master-plan concocted by Condé and Isabelle, Duchess of Chatillon, could be
organised, namely the marriage of our subject, Francois-Henri de Montmorency-Boutteville, to the
heiress. From the date of the signing of the contract on 28th March 1661, the bridegroom assumed the
title of 5th Duke of Piney-Luxemburg, jure uxoris, though I will continue to refer to him as Luxemburg,
the name by which he is almost universally known. He also became at least for a while, a very wealthy
man with large estates centred on a chateau at Ligny. An effusive letter of thanks which he wrote at the
time to Condé was appropriate because his mentor hadn’t only planned and carried through a complex
plan with military precision, but he had persuaded the King to acquiesce, even though the monarch had
no love for the beneficiary. (One can only assume that the King went along with the scheme because
Luxemburg’s blood-line was commensurate with the title of Duke to avoid needlessly antagonising
Condé, and to accommodate Luxemburg’s sister for whom he always had a ‘soft spot’).
As for the newly wedded couple, both had gained hugely in a material sense, but the marriage was
never to be much more than a formal contract. Luxemburg was even less prepossessing in appearance
than his wife, but for all that, as I have already indicated, he had some magic which had allowed him to
form liaisons with a number of the more glamorous ladies at Court, and there was never any question
of his giving up that part of his life. For all that, he did his duty in so far as he fathered five children with
his wife, and seems to have been discrete enough neither to flaunt his mistresses nor produce children
out of wedlock, but he and his wife lived largely separate lives during more than thirty years of marriage.
When he couldn’t be at a battle-front, he was at Court from choice, and visits to Ligny were either
enforced by the King’s displeasure, or to conduct estate business. In her turn, his wife does not seem
to have had ambitions to reside in the King’s presence, and was generally content to enjoy her
possessions and bring up her children. These children do represent something of a conundrum, since
far from them resenting a largely absent father, there seems to have been a strong filial bond for all of
them; no father could ask more of a son than to throw himself in front of his parent to intercept a bullet
as one of them did later, and judging by the strenuous efforts Luxemburg made late in his life to secure
their futures, warm feelings were reciprocated.
It might be imagined that Luxemburg’s rise to the first rank of the French aristocracy, and receipt of the
accompanying ducal possessions would have satiated his ambition for a while, but in fact he soon
embarked on a dispute over precedence, which was to occupy the rest of his life, though he was rarely
able to devote much time and effort to the matter. It was stated above that the Dukes of PineyLuxemburg had a claim to be second in order of precedence of all the ‘Dukes and Peers of France’,
which meant that they had given way to only the extended royal family, foreign princes, a few royal
appointees, and one of their own rank, in the life of the Court. However, the complexity of the succession
path which had seen Luxemburg gain the title meant that there was a strong argument that he had
benefited from a new creation of the dukedom, 80 years after its first appearance, and that view was
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taken by the heralds who pronounced on such matters. As a result, his precedence though still above
that of the great majority of the aristocracy, tumbled from second to about thirty-fifth amongst the Dukes
and Peers. Needless to say, his pursuit of the higher station, which was never conceded to him or his
heirs, attracted the hostility of practically all those whose status he was seeking to leap-frog, and though
the King seems to have maintained a bored neutrality, this was not a good start to any quest to return
to royal favour. (Towards the end of Luxemburg’s life, opposition to his case amongst his fellow Dukes
was led by the young Duke of St. Simon whose diaries became one of the main sources of information
about the Court of Louis XIV. His predictably hostile comments about Luxemburg’s character were to
do further damage to an already dubious reputation.)
4.2 Luxemburg’s Stuttering Pursuit of Royal Favour
In a wider context, the most important event of the year of Luxemburg’s marriage, 1661, was the death
of Cardinal Mazarin, who had retained control of policy, even when the King had reached his majority
two years earlier. From then on the King had no master, albeit that he generally tried to govern according
to the laws and customs of the land, and had the assistance of able ministers like Colbert and the Le
Telliers, father and son, (the latter better known as the Marquis Louvois). Louis XIV was open to advice,
and willing to discuss matters of state at great length, but within a few years, everyone knew that once
he had made up his mind, his will had to prevail and the ministers had to implement his decisions
whether they agreed with them or not. The country was settling down after the turmoil of the Fronde.
The interlude of peace following the Treaty of the Pyrenees, together with the skilful financial
management of Colbert, allowed some reduction in taxes. The ‘Protestant’ foreign policy of the
Cardinals had been extremely successful in so far as France was no longer threatened by any state,
but for that reason was no longer vital. A more popular orientation in the vanguard of a Roman Catholic
resurgence would soon be implemented by the King and his advisors. The age of absolute monarchy
was beginning, with the previous power centres in the kingdom hardly able to challenge the monarch.
The old aristocracy was divided still between those who chose to remain on their estates, and those
who came to Court in search of favours and preferment, but Richelieu’s appointees had long ago been
given the positions of real authority in Paris and the provincial centres. The Parliments, after their
defeats during the Fronde, made no further attempts to obstruct the wishes of a popular young King.
Condé had been forced to settle for an honoured but circumscribed role. The mass of the people, though
not wholly quiescent, were generally further from the starvation line, thanks to better harvests and lower
taxes, and so less inclined to revolt.
In the military domain, the elder Le Tellier, an ally of Mazarin, was War Minister, until his son, the
Marquis Louvois (Francois-Michel le Tellier) effectively succeeded him in 1666 at the age of 25, but the
most influential figure in the early 1660s was Turenne who had been raised to the exalted rank of
Marshal-General of France in the first year of the decade. Although relations between Luxemburg and
Turenne were always correct, the former could not look for much support in furthering his military career
from this source. He had, of course, turned down the offer to join Turenne’s staff ten years before, but
more important was the fact that Turenne had plenty of his own acolytes, who looked to the Marshal for
favour in obtaining commissions and commands. Once reassured about his status, Luxemburg’s own
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mentor, Condé was happy for the moment to live quietly at Chantilly, being little seen at Court, and
taking a limited part in the discussions on military matters which occupied much of the King’s time, in
spite of the fact that the country was at peace. Luxemburg seemed to be on his own, he had no military
appointment, and any future employment as a general depended on his overcoming the King’s
understandable antipathy. The task obviously required patience, humility, and discretion, which were
not qualities associated with him before then and he especially needed to avoid controversy and
disputes with fellow courtiers which would attract unfavourable attention. Predictably, Luxemburg made
a number of misjudgements in the next few years, and he was not helped by the activities of his sister
Isabelle.
Luxemburg’s self-proclaimed tactics when he re-attached himself to the Court after his marriage were
sensible enough. Unlike many courtiers, he made no effort to seek favours from the King, trying only to
establish himself as an acceptable presence close to the throne. His assumption was that success in
this would lead eventually to his benefiting by receiving the military preferment he craved, and he waited
anxiously for the first signs of progress. He waited in vain. The King continued more or less to ignore
him, and allowed it to be known that he harboured a strong dislike for a man, whose loyalty he continued
to doubt. Luxemburg’s efforts were blighted by his appearance which jarred with the monarch’s worship
of beautiful things, and his personality which too often rebelled against the obsequious conduct which
was almost de rigour at Court. His contempt for many of his fellow courtiers manifested itself in malicious
and sarcastic comments, which though not made in the hearing of the King, were otherwise common
currency, so he was generally disliked, and there were plenty willing to whisper words to his discredit
in the King’s ear. He absented himself often from the mainstream of Court life, moving in his own circle
of intellectual and literary friends. This might seem harmless enough, but his pursuits included an
interest in pseudo-scientific experiments aimed at finding ‘the philosopher’s stone’, (which supposedly
would convert base metal to gold, and doubled as an elixir of life). In consequence, he associated with
charlatans, necromancers, and other dubious characters as well as genuine seekers after scientific
truth. Almost twenty years later these interests were to cost him his liberty and threaten his life, but from
an early date, rumours about his activities reduced his credit with those who counted, and reinforced
the King’s distrust.
By 1664 he had made almost no progress in repairing his relations with the King, and then his sister,
Isabelle further tarnished the family name. She was at least as ambitious as her brother, and was
certainly not satisfied with her status as the widow of a ‘Duke and Peer’. Her aim was to take the next
step up by marrying either a Prince of the Blood, or a ruling foreign prince. For a time after Condé’s
return from exile, his wife was seriously ill and Isabelle seems to have had hopes of becoming her
successor, but the Princess’s recovery closed that avenue. Then the news broke at the French Court
that the widowed Duchess had secretly married Christian Ludwig, ruling Duke of MecklenbergSchwerin, (a small state in the north-east of the Holy Roman (German) Empire. Her new husband was
presentable enough but he was eccentric, and more interested in collecting curiosities and antiques
than in governing his patrimony. The union was scandalous because the Duke’s previous wife was
alive, and quick to claim that no legal separation had taken place. Soon, Isabelle returned to the French
Court demanding the precedence due to the wife of a ruling Prince, and the King, still susceptible to her
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charms, was happy to grant her wish, to the great annoyance of a number of duchesses, who had to
give way to her. (Isabelle’s enhanced status meant amongst other things that she could sit in a chair in
the King’s presence, rather than having to settle for a perch on a small stool; such were the profound
matters that exercised the Court of King Louis XIV.) The situation was regularised by the death in 1666
of the previous Duchess of Mecklenberg, but the scandal and another claim of precedence did nothing
to increase the popularity of the Montmorency-Boutteville family. The marriage soon looked like a sham
with Isabelle refusing to leave France to reside with her husband in Mecklenberg, and it was believed
by everyone that her sole objective had been to acquire status at the French Court and greater wealth.
While all this was going on, brother and sister became separately involved in a Court intrigue, described,
at great length by Luxemburg’s French biographer, and briefly here to illustrate further why Luxemburg’s
attempts to ingratiate himself with the King had little success. Henriette, (Minette), sister of the recently
restored King Charles II of England and Scotland, was married to the King’s younger brother, (and her
own 1st cousin), known at Court as Monsieur. Although the marriage produced four children, two of
them daughters who reached adulthood, the husband made no secret of his homosexuality. Thus, it is
not surprising given the mores of the time that Minette sought consolation elsewhere, though it is
strange that she selected the Count of Guiches, son of a Marshal of France, the Duke of Gramont, and
something of a protégé of Condé, but also a sometime sexual partner of her husband. Minette’s affair
began in 1663. It soon became an open scandal, and Guiches was forced to leave Paris and go into
exile.
Isabelle was involved because she was a confidante of Minette, and the other principal player was a
certain Count of Vardes, already possessed of an unenviable reputation for deceit and dissipation, but
who as friend and agent handled the personal business of the absent Guiches. Isabelle and Vardes
had had uneasy previous contact when the latter had served Cardinal Mazarin, but they had become
allies in furthering Minette’s affair. However, Guiches had foolishly made confidential letters accessible
to his agent, and when he returned to Paris three years after his departure, it was to find some of them
in circulation amongst prurient courtiers. Vardes, had released them for somewhat obscure purposes
of his own, (it is possible that he had his own aspirations as regards Minette and simply hoped to
discredit Guiches). He claimed to have been robbed, but no-one really believed this. Luxemburg entered
the fray at this moment, no doubt seeing his role as protector of his mentor, Condé’s other protégé,
Guiches, and attempted to gather support for the proposition that Vardes should be banished from the
Court for his dishonourable conduct.
Probably, Luxemburg did not understand all the ramifications of the affair and almost certainly did not
realise the extent of his sister’s involvement with the miscreant. He was soon to learn. Isabelle arranged
for the publication of pamphlets which attacked her brother viciously, falsely accusing him of
involvement with the wife of Guiches, and then apparently overcome with rage, foolishly released a
tranche of letters which further traduced him along with almost everyone at court. Inevitably this had
the effect of making Luxemburg a principal in the scandal, and suggested that his own behaviour had
been disreputable. Meanwhile, Vardes had taken the matter further by attempting to blackmail Minette
with a threat to release some of the letters she had written to Guiches, but she responded by confessing
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all to the King and throwing herself on his mercy. Since she had long been his favourite relative, she
took little risk. The denouement was that both Guiches and Vardes were exiled, the former to Holland,
where he went into a decline after Minette’s death in 1670, and died three years later aged 35.
Luxemburg and Isabelle had a violent (verbal) altercation and for the only time in their lives broke with
each other for several months; the former, though really only a minor participant in the affair, must have
suspected that his credit with the King had been further reduced, if indeed that was possible. Spats of
this kind were inevitable with all the proud and ambitious aristocrats in the realm, compelled by the
crown to live in close proximity if they wished to gain royal favour. However, not everyone got involved,
and that should have been Luxemburg’s policy but he seemed temperamentally incapable of such
restraint. Isabelle, similarly driven, led a charmed life as regards remaining in favour, and on this as on
other occasions simply withdrew from the Court for a short time, returning to behave as if nothing had
happened, and although some courtiers attempted to cold-shoulder her, the King and Minette were both
happy enough to welcome her back.
4.3 Resumption of Luxemburg’s Military Career
The timing of these events might have been especially unfortunate for Luxemburg because the years
of peace which followed the Treaty of the Pyrenees were coming to an end, the French army was being
expanded, and command opportunities were being created. The French took a minor part in the 2nd
Anglo-Dutch War, which started in 1666, giving half-hearted naval assistance to the Dutch, and
deploying detachments of soldiers which repelled opportunistic depredations by her then ally’s German
neighbours. On a different scale was the renewal of hostilities with Spain, planned since the death of
the Spanish King, Philip IV, in 1664, which was certainly going to involve land campaigns. I referred
earlier to the fact that when Louis XIV married Maria Theresa, daughter of Philip IV, a large dowry was
fixed in return for Maria Theresa’s renunciation of all claims to Spanish possessions. However, Spain
was so impoverished by the long wars which had just ended, that the dowry could not be paid, so King
Louis was able to argue that she retained her rights. Lawyers for the French King did not attempt to
dispute the succession to the throne of Spain, of Charles II, the son of Philip IV by his second wife, but
they suggested that according to its ancient laws, parts of Spanish Flanders should ‘devolve’ to his
daughter by his first wife, Maria Theresa, (hence the description of the conflict which followed as the
War of Devolution). Spain refused to accept the opportunistic French claim, so it was pursued by force
and Flanders was invaded by a large army commanded by Turenne, in May 1667. Luxemburg
accompanied this army as a volunteer, by the good grace of Turenne, but he had no official position.
It seemed that King Louis would be able to seize whatever he wanted. The impoverished Spanish had
no field army in Flanders, so the campaign amounted only to a series of sieges of lightly defended
towns; most were quickly taken with only Lille holding out for as long as a month. By the time that winter
imposed a halt in campaigning, all of Spanish Flanders was at the mercy of Turenne’s force. King Louis
and his advisors counted on the acquiescence of his recent ally Holland, and were confident that
England, humiliated in the 2nd Anglo-Dutch War, which was coming to an end, would not be a factor, so
saw this success as only a start. Next, the King and Turenne prepared a new campaign to capture
Franche-Compté, a Spanish possession on the eastern border of France. Court politics then took a
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hand, because the Le Telliers feared that Turenne (who was in the process of converting to Catholicism)
was becoming too influential, and did not want to see him acquiring yet more glory from the expected
easy conquest of Franche-Compté. Accordingly they persuaded King Louis to give the command to
Condé, pointing out that this would cement the reconciliation which had ended the Fronde revolt, and
ensure that the other great French general was available for sterner tests, which might lie ahead. The
French King agreed but got more than he probably wanted when the Prince immediately requested the
services of Luxemburg. The latter benefited again from the generosity of Turenne who backed Condé’s
request, and from support given by the Secretary of War, Louvois, who had become a friend of the
would-be general in the preceding months. King Louis agreed to Luxemburg’s appointment to command
an independent corps in the Jura Mountains at the start of 1668.
The campaign itself proved little more demanding than that in Flanders, the previous year, Luxemburg
took his objective, Salins-les-Bains against little resistance and then re-joined Condé and the main force
which was preparing to besiege Dole, the best defended fortress in the territory. The garrison was talked
into surrendering after only two days, and thereafter, there was no opposition to Condé’s occupying
force. However, the French leadership had misjudged the responses of the other countries of Western
Europe; both Holland and England reacted with horror to the prospect of France acquiring the Spanish
Netherlands, which would bring her army to the Dutch frontier and her navy into ports directly opposite
the Thames. An alliance had been cobbled together by January 1668 between Spain, England and
Holland, and the three countries issued an ultimatum to France that the conquered area of the Spanish
Netherlands must be returned to Spain. At first, King Louis treated this demand with contempt, as he
demonstrated by his attack on Franche-Compté, and thereafter by preparing plans for the invasion of
Holland. Calmer councils then prevailed, and he recognised that France had not yet mobilised sufficient
forces to take on the rest of Europe along extended frontiers. Neither side really wanted a major war at
this time, so negotiations at Aix-la-Chapelle were successful. France agreed to evacuate most of her
gains including all of Franche-Compté and most of Flanders, but she did retain a number of major
fortified towns on her northern border including Lille, Charleroi, Tournai, and Courtrai, adding to gains
bestowed by the Treaty of the Pyrenees. In spite of this, the peace was very badly received by the
French army, and there was particular bitterness towards Holland, which country was accused of
betraying the ally who had helped her to gain independence, and taken her side in later conflicts.
As part of the afore-mentioned plan to invade Holland, (strictly, the United Provinces of which Holland
was by far the most important), Luxemburg with a force stationed around Liege, (then an independent
bishopric), had been charged with the capture of the state whose name he bore. The decision to cease
hostilities meant that his task was reduced to extracting as much money as he could from the province
which he occupied, and Louvois stressed that his methods should not be gentle. The treaty negotiations
took some time, and even after they were agreed, excuses for further delays in the departure of the
French army were manufactured, so Luxemburg continued his depredations till almost a month after
the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle was signed on 27th May 1668, and left for France reputedly bringing half
a million Livres with him. By any reckoning, with an exchange rate of 25 French Livres to 1 pound
sterling, even allowing for inflation by a factor of 80 between then and now, the sum of a bit more than
one and a half million pounds is not huge. Purchasing powers tend not to be fully reflected by such
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calculations but on this as on later occasions, when Luxemburg engaged in official pillaging, it must be
doubted if the rewards were worth the resulting obloquy. However, he could be satisfied with his return
to active command, and he had performed well enough, though in truth the challenge to the French
forces had been almost non-existent. Nonetheless, his services attracted no real mark of royal favour.
It was hardly surprising that he was not one of the three new Marshals of France, named that year,
though the appointment of Crequi, his rival since the Battle of the Dunes, cannot have pleased him
much. He might have hoped for a commission to command one of the household regiments, but all that
was forthcoming was an almost derisory payment, to compensate for expenses incurred during the
campaign. Viewed in hindsight though, Luxemburg had made a breakthrough, insofar as he had been
given military appointments in spite of the King’s dislike, and his own botched efforts to gain favour as
a courtier. Henceforward he would have a key asset, namely his friendship with Louvois, who was
exercising an ever-increasing influence on French military affairs, including of course the selection of
commanders. The proximity of Louvois to the Throne also gave Luxemburg a channel through which
he could express obedience and devotion to the monarch, without intruding his unwelcome presence.
Segur prints letters addressed to the War Secretary, containing sycophantic sentiments, which were
intended for the perusal of the King. Whether they were written with humility or received with pleasure
must be doubted, but at least they allowed the King to imagine that he would be showing grace and
magnanimity to a penitent, if he gave way to the suggestions of Condé, Louvois, and even Turenne, to
appoint Luxemburg to important commands in the future.
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5. The Dutch War, 1672-1673
5.1 The Background to France’s Dutch War
France’s Dutch War was only one of her aggressive wars fought during the reign of King Louis XIV, but
it differed from the others, in a number of significant ways, as we shall see. The conflict was of seminal
importance in Luxemburg’s career as it gave him the chance to demonstrate that the abilities, which he
had already shown in subordinate roles, equipped him to command an independent army successfully.
Although he still had to give place quite frequently thereafter, it was only to those of royal blood, most
often his great relative, Condé.
In later life King Louis XIV, portrayed
in 1670, considered that his decision
to invade Holland in 1672 was the
greatest mistake of his reign, but of
course that was with the benefit of
hindsight. His chagrin must have
reflected a sense of opportunities
missed and unforeseen longer-term
consequences. However, he may
also have felt in retrospect that he
had

fallen

below

his

normal

standards of statecraft, ignored
such good advice as he was getting,
and allowed his heart to rule his
head during his relentless progress
towards

war.

Whether

his

aggressive and expansionist foreign
policy was ever justifiable is one
thing, but from that standpoint, the
possibility of a war with Holland was
bound to be in the mind of the King
and his advisors in the early 1670s. There were three considerations which might have led in that
direction.
One was economic. On 17th century maps, the area occupied by the United Provinces, as the Dutch
state was called officially then, is extremely small, and the population wasn’t above 2 million, yet this
was the greatest maritime and commercial power of the age. (The United Provinces comprised seven
provinces of which Holland was by far the most populous and influential, together with a region called
the Generality, immediately to the south of the Rhine estuary, and an enclave around the town of
Maastricht. I will follow many in using Holland on most occasions, to denote the whole country.) England
had already started to kick against the stranglehold being exerted by Dutch sea power, and two naval
wars had been fought in the 1650s and 1660s. Cromwell’s state had claimed the advantage in the first,
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but the Dutch had ended the second contest, until then evenly contested, by burning or capturing a
large part of the English fleet, prematurely laid up in the Medway.
The timing of this reassertion of Dutch supremacy was important because it coincided with major
developments in France. The French Finance Minister, Colbert, had begun to transform his nation’s
economy, and important elements of his programme were the establishment of trading companies and
the building of a substantial merchant fleet sailing out of ports like Nantes and Bordeaux. It seemed to
be inevitable that this expansionist marine policy would, sooner rather than later, clash with Dutch
determination to maintain dominance in sea-borne commerce. It would be easy to conclude that the
alliance between England and France, explicitly directed against Holland, agreed by the Treaty of Dover
of 1670, and its follow-ups, had as a strong motivation the reduction of Dutch sea-power. In most English
eyes this was probably the case, and her putative rewards of islands in the Dutch seaways would have
achieved that and more, but the French perceptions were very different. King Louis would have seen
the use of war to pursue commercial ends as completely unworthy, placing him at the level of the
Amsterdam merchants for whom he had contempt. Colbert was strongly opposed to any war, in spite
of the potential advantages for the French marine and trading companies, which would follow a
diminution of Dutch power. The Finance Minister was far more conscious of the costs which would be
incurred. He had laboured for years to place his country’s finances on a sound footing; the high taxes
which had prompted insurrections earlier in the reign had been reduced, and expenditure controlled,
but war would mean a greatly expanded army and large subsidies to allies. Colbert pushed his
opposition to the King’s preparations for war as far as he dared, until he eventually received the tart
warning that if he wouldn’t find the necessary money, the King would turn to someone who would. So,
it is clear that the French King’s own deliberations were not influenced by any economic case for war,
not least because his main advisor was strongly opposed to the whole idea.
It has also been suggested that religious considerations might have motivated King Louis. The
argument is that the French King, who had certainly moved away from the foreign policy of Cardinals
Richelieu, and Mazarin which had led France to ally herself with Protestant nations to achieve her
geopolitical aims, was by 1670 allowing policy to be subordinated to achieving the aims of the Roman
Catholic Church militant. Simply, it is suggested that with the offer by King Charles II to switch his
religion to Roman Catholicism in his pocket, King Louis was dazzled by the prospect of destroying
another protestant bulwark, Holland, and reducing Protestantism to a cult confined to the fringes of the
continent. That scenario insults the intelligence of the French King, who knew that his own country had
suffered fifty years of Civil War before a settlement was reached with the 5% or less of the French
population who were Calvinist, and cannot have harboured illusions about the chances of persuading
large protestant majorities in England and Holland to convert. King Louis never seemed nearly as
concerned about the religious clause in the Treaty of Dover which defined his English alliance, as those
dealing with the arrangements for a war against the Dutch. He made little resistance to paying the
subsidy tied to that clause, up-front, rather than waiting until Charles had taken meaningful steps to
comply, and later was quick to accept that the English King would have to withdraw his grant of limited
toleration (to Catholics as well as Non-Conformist Protestants), when parliamentary opposition began
to jeopardise English involvement in the war. King Louis did indeed reinstate Catholic worship in those
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parts of Holland which his soldiers occupied, and when making his first extreme demands in response
to Dutch attempts to negotiate peace, he included requirements for public Catholic worship to be
allowed, and for state payment for priests, but these were a small part of an extensive package of
measures designed to humiliate the Dutch in every conceivable way. As we shall see, during the war
itself, Louis gave instructions which treated religious dissention in Utrecht as a potential aid to his army,
rather than a trigger for a religious crusade. The balance of evidence suggests that religious motives, if
not entirely absent from the French King’s thoughts, were very much secondary.
A third rational motive is linked to the argument that most of the wars of Louis XIV were driven by the
long standing French desire to secure ‘natural frontiers’, the quadrilateral enclosed by the Rhine, the
Alps, the Pyrenees, (and of course, the western seas). It is contended that in order to secure the area
lacking in the north, mainly the Spanish Netherlands, he had to weaken Holland, which, more than a
declining Spain, had become his main adversary there. However, he was to refuse early Dutch offers
to cede their territory immediately south of the Rhine estuary, which might have cleared the way for his
gathering in the Spanish possession. In truth he probably knew very well that the rest of Europe was
very unlikely to accept any major adjustment of his northern frontier, except conceivably as a part of a
much wider settlement, so he was happy enough to prolong the Dutch agony, by forcing them to offer
ever more humiliating concessions, which he more or less ignored. This was for the future, but in the
lead-up to the war the geopolitical case that King Louis had to listen to was in fact made against the
war, on the expectation of just such a wider settlement. Spain was then ruled by a sickly child, whose
eventual survival for another thirty years was anticipated by no-one. The French Foreign minister,
Hugues de Lionne, had negotiated a secret partition treaty with Emperor Leopold in 1668, which would
have brought huge territorial gains for France on the death of the boy King, not least the Spanish
Netherlands, and he saw war with Holland as at best a side issue and at worst a threat to his hard won
treaty, since it would almost certainly lead to a confrontation with the Emperor. His objections probably
helped to delay decisions and preparations for war, but he died in 1671, and to the extent that there
was ever any doubt that the French King would insist on having a war, that death removed it.
So, there we have it. The war with Holland could not be supported by logical arguments, and for that
reason was opposed by two of the French King’s most distinguished advisors. There was plenty of
emotional support for war, since the annoyance about Dutch actions which had led to the Treaty of Aixla-Chapelle in 1668, had never subsided. The army and its leaders were especially vocal about the
humiliation involved in giving up captured towns and territories. The war party at the highest levels of
government was led by Turenne and the Le Telliers, father and son, the latter, Louvois, having
succeeded the former as Secretary of State for War in 1666. King Louis XIV was certainly at one with
the war party from the start. He had felt the national humiliation engendered by Aix-la-Chapelle, more
strongly than anyone, and on the positive side was suffused with ideas about the glories of victorious
war. France was going to fight with the intention of humiliating Holland and that country’s treacherous
leaders, and was going to win great battles. However King Louis was fundamentally a cautious man,
who did not like going against the advice of such as de Lionne and Colbert, and the fact that he had
done was probably a large part of the reason for his future self-recrimination.
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What of the objects of the French King’s hostility? The Dutch were fully aware of the disposition of King
Louis, and led by the Francophile (and Anglophobic) de Witt brothers, they offered apologies for past
errors, and sweeping concessions, including the removal of trading duties, and promises to surrender
fortresses, in an effort to rebuild past alliances. The submissive approach of the Dutch might at least
have been expected to delay matters, but with King Louis set on war, the French didn’t even deign to
negotiate. Instead they continued openly to make military preparations. The devious path towards war
simultaneously pursued by her ally, England is not relevant to this book, but it should be noted that King
Louis had taken care to negotiate the provision of English regiments mustering 5000 soldiers for his
invading armies. No doubt, he well remembered watching the impressive performance of a similar force,
14 years earlier, outside Dunkirk.
5.2 Preparations for War
With the elder Le Tellier taking a
back seat, the de facto War Minister
in charge of French mobilisation
was Francois Michel Le Tellier,
Marquis Louvois, only just over 20 at
the time, beginning 30 years as
Secretary of State for War. He was
constantly engaged in inspections of
army

units

and

fortresses,

sometimes in the company of his
King, and for a short period after
Lionne’s death in 1671, and before
the new minister, Simon Arnauld de
Pomponne, could return from his
posting as Ambassador to Sweden,
he acted as Foreign Minister, as
well. Certainly, Turenne and Condé,
by then taking a full part in royal
conclaves, influenced the strategic
planning for the war, and the latter
sent

associates

information

about

to

gather

the

possible

routes for the armies, but it was the War Minister working with the King, who decided who would
command where, resolved disputes, such as one about whether the main obstacle on the likely invasion
path, Maastricht, should be besieged and taken, or masked by a covering force, and determined the
size of the invading armies. He alone took responsibility for the completion of the multi-fold logistical
tasks associated with putting large armies in the field. The War Minister’s growing authority was good
news for Luxemburg, because their friendship had thriven in the previous few years, and he could be
fairly confident that Louvois would procure him worthwhile employment in the war to come.
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The superiority of the armies at the disposal of King Louis and Louvois was overwhelming. They
numbered around 120000 men, of whom 25000 were cavalry, the whole force drawn mainly from
France but including large contingents of Swiss and Italians, and the 5000 English soldiers already
mentioned. They were strong in artillery, and generally well trained by the standards of the time, (a
certain Colonel Martinet had played a major role during the 1660s). This was possibly the largest force
ever seen in Europe, and set against it was a Dutch army comprising only 47000 men. The disparity
was far greater than conveyed by the numbers, because the Dutch army was largely dispersed in
fortresses, not just in the seven Dutch Provinces, and possessions like Maastricht, but in other
territories, especially along the River Rhine, where garrisons were stationed with the agreement of small
sovereign states there, so that it seemed doubtful that the Dutch would be able to muster a field army
of many more than 10000 to confront the French. It was also true that the equipment of their soldiers
was not of the quality one might have expected of the richest state in the world, and their training and
morale were poor. However, the French task was not quite as easy as is suggested by the comparison
of the relative strengths of the armies, because the aggressor had to take account of geography
favourable to the defence.
As can be seen from the map on Page 14, the direct route for a French invasion of the United Provinces
led through the middle of the Spanish Netherlands, but to proceed that way would inevitably have
brought Spain fully into the war, and possibly other countries as well. Sonnino claims that King Louis
would have much preferred to fight in Flanders, but that he was constrained by the fact that his ally,
England, was desperate to avoid war with her main trading partner, Spain. France did have an
alternative, which was to send her army further to the east, across the River Meuse and up the valley
of the River Rhine. It would not be possible to avoid all Spanish lands but sovereignty was differently
viewed at that time; provided that the French army in transit made no demands on the inhabitants and
did not actually attack the United Provinces from Spanish soil, a diplomatic breach would be avoidable
even though Spain was formally allied to the Dutch state. From the eastern edge of the Spanish
Netherlands, the French route progressed through the territory of the independent Bishopric of Liege,
a friendly state, and then reached the Rhine, in the Archbishopric of Cologne, another friendly state.
Thereafter the plan was for the two French armies led by Turenne and Condé, to hold respectively to
the left and right banks of the Rhine, and to advance into Cleves, a possession of the Elector of
Brandenburg, where fortresses garrisoned by the Dutch were expected to provide the first serious
opposition. Shear weight of numbers were expected to brush this aside easily enough and the French
advance would then bring them into the Dutch province of Gelderland where the Rhine divided into
three major tributaries the Waal, the Lec and the Ijssel. There, fortresses like Arnhem and Nijmegen
along with the river barriers seemed to offer the Dutch their best opportunity to halt the invasion force.
The French plan included a means of outflanking any such check. France had two allies in the west of
Germany, namely the Archbishop of Cologne, whose territory, as already mentioned, formed part of the
French line of march, and the Bishop of Munster, whose lands lay adjacent to the western Dutch
provinces, Gelderland and Overijssel. The grand plan included an advance by a Franco-German force
from Munster to the River Ijssel where the Dutch had garrisoned forts like Kampen, Deventer, Zutfen
and Doesburg, but where a breakthrough would threaten with encirclement, any force seeking to
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oppose the main French armies in Gelderland. Louvois set off for Cologne at the end of 1671, taking
Luxemburg as part of the French delegation, to put in place the alliance which would provide the
invasion from Germany. He must have envisaged difficulties from both potential partners; the
Archbishop-Elector of Cologne, Maximilian Henry, was a cipher who was dominated by his First
Minister, Franz Egon of Furstenberg, the Bishop of Strasbourg. The latter ecclesiastic never deviated
in his willingness to advance French interests, but was notoriously indecisive, and lacked the
administrative competence to put an effective army in the field. Christoph Bernhardt von Galen, the
Prince-Bishop of Munster could not have been more different; although in holy orders and in his late
sixties, he was militant, rapacious, headstrong, and ambitious. He maintained a large army, employing
many mercenaries, and lavished attention on a formidable artillery arm; as a result, he was feared by
his neighbours, and his own subjects. A few years earlier, during the second Anglo-Dutch War he had
opportunistically invaded Holland with a force of almost 20000, and conducted a vicious campaign of
looting and pillaging, before being shepherded away by the forces of France, at that time allied to
Holland. Essentially he was being asked to repeat the operation, this time with French support, but the
focus was to be on getting quickly to the River Ijssel, rather than looting the intervening towns.
As anticipated, negotiations with two such disparate individuals proved difficult, and matters were
confused by the fact that von Galen, in spite of his belligerence, had been compelled by his Council to
agree that he would not commit to any binding undertaking without further reference. However, with the
other arrangements ready for the French attack, Louvois would not countenance delay and a treaty was
agreed and signed with the Archbishop-Elector of Cologne on the 4th January 1672. It provided for
Munster and Cologne to supply 18000 men, to which France would add 2000 cavalry and 4000 infantry,
the whole force to be funded by France. Von Galen indicated that he would return to Munster without
signing the Treaty, so keeping his word to his Council, but that he would sign it at the end of the month,
(as he did). The next step was to designate a commander of the French contingent, who would lead the
whole allied force. It is clear that Louvois always intended the position to be filled by Luxemburg, though
there was no shortage of eager candidates, including two Marshals of France, and a certain Count
Chamilly, who had carried out an initial reconnaissance of possible invasion routes at the instance of
Condé, and who was favoured by the German princelings. Luxemburg was to have his first real taste
of independent command in the most difficult of environments, because his control over the allied
forces, although recognised by the treaty just agreed, was tenuous in the light of the freedom of action
granted to Von Galen, who would lead the German contingent.
Sure enough, when Luxemburg returned to Germany shortly afterwards, with his French soldiers, he
was faced by predictable problems; on the one hand, it proved almost impossible to get any preparatory
measures implemented by the ineffectual rulers of Cologne, whereas it was all he could do to restrain
Von Galen from attacking immediately. However, with the help of letters to the rulers from King Louis
and Louvois, Luxemburg established control, and perhaps surprisingly given his own abrasive
personality, forged excellent personal relations with his disparate allies. As a result, his authority was
boosted at their insistence by his formal appointment, albeit with less than wholehearted approval from
King Louis, as Field Marshal of the combined force. This event was an excuse for festivities in which
Luxemburg took a full part but most of his time was spent studying the terrain over which he was
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expecting to have to fight; details and proposals for action were sent back to Louvois who was still
engaged with the King, Turenne, and Condé in finalising the routes of march of the main French armies.
5.3 The Invasion of Holland
Eventually, all was ready, and the principle French attack began, accompanied by the invasion of
eastern Holland by Luxemburg, with Von Galen in the van. Opposition here was negligible, and there
were no battles worthy of the name (or description). The German Prince-Bishop created a trail of
devastation, using his formidable artillery to batter any town which did not surrender immediately, and
sacking them whether they resisted or not. Luxemburg tried unsuccessfully to restrain his ally, but
Louvois and King Louis took a different view, and the latter made a special visit to Von Galen, presenting
him with a jewelled cross in token of his efforts. However, it soon became clear that the attack on
eastern Holland was superfluous to French needs, because the main thrust along the Rhine was proving
irresistible, the fortresses in Cleve fell quickly, and within days Condé had manoeuvred his force into
the heartland of Holland, beyond Arnhem. This was enough to compel the Dutch forces stationed along
the River Ijssel, facing Luxemburg, to fall back in panic, and they soon disintegrated as a fighting force.
The advance-guard of the main French force under Count Rochefort pushed on to Utrecht, which thanks
to a misunderstanding between the local inhabitants and the central representative body, (the States
General) fell without a siege. Rochefort then reached the Zuider Zee, at Muiden only a few miles from
Amsterdam. Had he known it, the main sluice gates which controlled water flows into the region
separating Utrecht from Amsterdam were within his grasp. Fatefully, Rochefort did not realise this and
thinking he was in danger of being cut-off, decided to withdraw to Utrecht, rather than holding on and
awaiting reinforcement; this one decision may have saved Amsterdam, and greatly influenced the
course of the next forty years of European history. At the same time, Luxemburg continued his struggle
to impose some discipline on the allied force in eastern Holland, and his relationships with the German
princes deteriorated. With French forces ensconced in central Holland, the strategic justification for
Luxemburg’s mission had vanished, so he was instructed to seek a pretext for withdrawing the French
contingent of his army, and to join the King at his headquarters, now in Utrecht. Von Galen continued
regardless but his offensive spent itself in unavailing attempts to take the town of Groningen, and
thereafter he faced the same type of water barriers that were to thwart the French army beyond Utrecht.
Most of the French high command had been surprised by their easy success, and plans to exploit new
opportunities did not exist, but it was generally thought that the war was won anyway. Condé alone had
been insistent that they must keep up the pressure by advancing immediately on Amsterdam, but he
had been removed from the scene, when shot in the hand while supervising the crossing of the Rhine,
and the other leaders from the King downwards were more than willing to relax and savour their
victories. There was reason for their complacency. The resistance offered by the Dutch forces
everywhere had been pathetic, belying the reputation held by their infantry of being amongst the best
in Europe. The country was in a state of near civil war, with one party, based on a majority in the States
General, and led by the younger of the de Witt brothers, Jan, who held the chief administrative office of
Grand Pensionary, wanting peace with France at almost any price, whilst the other faction backed the
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hereditary Stadtholder, the 21 year old William, Prince of Orange, who wished to wage total war on the
invaders.
In the years of William’s minority, the States General had withdrawn almost all the Stadtholder’s rights
and privileges, including that of commanding the army. Although the mood of the assembly had begun
to change, and William had been appointed Captain General before hostilities began, he was so hedged
around with councillors by whose opinions he had to abide, that his real power to direct operations was
negligible, and he had been able to do nothing to impede the French advance. Their High Mightinesses,
the members of the States General, still held the upper hand and Jan de Witt still formulated policy, so
new peace offers including the surrender of Maastricht, and the cession of control of forts on the Rhine
were submitted to King Louis for his consideration. At the same time, a policy of inundation to prevent
further French advances had been initiated, but divisions amongst the populace meant that some
interfered with the process of opening sluices and breaking dykes so gaps remained in the wall of water
which was meant to confront the invaders. Amsterdam still appeared accessible, so Louis rejected the
Dutch approaches, abject as they were, perhaps on the assumption that he could at any time advance
on the Dutch commercial capital and dictate his own terms, but certainly to give them more time to
wallow in their own misery.
The Orange party derived its support from the mass of the population who normally had no say in the
government, which was a self-appointing oligarchy chosen from the wealthiest in each province, but in
the spring of 1672, the citizenry began to take matters into their own hands. By threats, and real acts
of violence they intimidated the governors of each province, and through them, their High Mightinesses
of the States General, to the extent that all the privileges of William as Stadtholder and Captain General
were one by one restored to him, and the curbs placed on him were withdrawn. Almost the first sign of
his burgeoning authority was the growing area and depth of the flood waters in front of the French army;
it was no longer possible for land-owners to put preservation of their own livelihoods before the
protection of the state. It was at this time that the continuing possession of the sluices, once threatened
by Rochefort, became critical as they were opened to flood much of the land between Utrecht and
Amsterdam with sea water to a depth of several feet, (rendering the land barren for agricultural purposes
for the next ten years or more). King Louis ought to have realised that he had miscalculated at this
point, but rather than reconsidering the Dutch offers, he seems to have listened to advisors who told
him that when winter came, the waters would freeze, and his army would easily be able to resume its
advance. His faulty decision-making in these months, rather than his decision to go to war with Holland,
may have sewn some of the seeds of the reverses of the later years of his reign.
5.4 Luxemburg in Command at Utrecht
Luxemburg arrived in Utrecht when the French advance had already stalled, as has been described
previously. It was to be his opportunity, but also a source of much frustration. It is difficult to escape the
notion that many of the French leaders seeing a diminishing prospect of spectacular marches and
victories, of successful sieges, and of earning glory by their exploits, took the rising waters as a signal
to leave the scene. The King himself decided to return to Paris, taking Louvois with him. Turenne had
departed to command an army on the French eastern frontier, to cover any threat posed by
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Brandenburg, and Condé was still recovering from his injury. Other possible commanders had ruled
themselves out of consideration by refusing to serve in a subordinate capacity at the start of the war,
while Rochefort who was usually even more favoured by Louvois than Luxemburg, was under a cloud
because of his premature withdrawal from his bridgehead on the Zuider Zee. Luxemburg was in the
right place at the right time, and was given the command of the French army at Utrecht and appointed
governor of the occupied territories. However, his power to act was limited not least because Louvois
and King Louis were still unable to decide on their strategy. Unwilling to negotiate, they seemed frozen
into inactivity by their wish to avoid any risk to their army, and deliberately restrained their new
commander by withdrawing a substantial part of the French force into reserve. Luxemburg was
instructed to hold the land gained, especially Utrecht, and to attempt no further advance of more than
a tactical nature. It was made clear to him that his main task was to extract as much money as possible
from the citizenry. As was normal at the time, Louis and Louvois were determined to make war pay by
using the territory gained as a source of income, and a location for the free quartering of their army.
In fact, organised pillaging had become a theme of Luxemburg’s career at much cost to his reputation.
First, Burgundy during the Fronde uprising, then around Liege at the end of the War of Devolution, and
at this time in Utrecht, and one must presume that he had become fairly expert at the task. He operated
with one deputy, Intendant Robert, who dealt harshly with everyone, and another, Stoppa, who was
Governor of Utrecht, and attempted to maintain good relations with the leading citizens. Initially,
Luxemburg may have leant towards a leniency, which he tried to disguise by the harshness of his letters
to Louvois, (at least that is a charitable interpretation of documents which seem to revel in the distress
of some of the victims, and exaggerate the extent of their persecution), but Robert also communicated
directly with the War Minister, and a rising tide of rebukes compelled Luxemburg to toughen his stance
in line with his words. He ran into further trouble with Louvois over the indiscipline of his soldiers,
because those who were being employed to rob the local inhabitants saw little reason to pass on all
their spoils to the French tax collectors working for Robert. Louvois had no concern for the hardship of
the Dutch; he cared only about filling the French exchequer, while Luxemburg may have cared little
more for the local population, but was concerned for his popularity with his poorly paid army. Yet another
bone of contention between Luxemburg and his superiors concerned his attitude towards religion.
Louvois, probably prompted by the French king, suggested that showing favour to the Catholic citizens,
who were a substantial, if minority, group in Utrecht, might create a fifth column. Luxemburg was more
realistic, in recognising that all sections of the native population were equally hostile to France, even if
the Catholics leant towards Spain, rather than the Dutch, and that any effort to favour one part of the
community was only likely to stir up unrest, which would make the French occupier’s task more difficult.
However, dramatic developments in Holland marginalised these disputes.
…………………………….
The struggle between the two factions in Holland, most easily characterised as the peace party led by
Grand Pensionary, Jan de Witt, and the war party led by William of Orange, was coming to a climax.
Throughout the second quarter of 1672, de Witt pursued negotiations with France through Luxemburg
as intermediary, offering territory in return for an end to the war and an alliance against England. De
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Witt’s anti-English policy may have been far-sighted, because in the very long run, the loss of the contest
for trade and maritime supremacy with England was a major factor in the loss of Holland’s status as a
major power, but his posture towards France seemed abject to most Dutchmen. William’s party saw the
short term peril as far more threatening than anything else and feared that the concessions which de
Witt was willing to offer would render the country indefensible against French attack in the future. In
addition, William fourth in line to the English throne, did not then share de Witt’s hostility to England and
even thought that he would be able to persuade his uncle, King Charles II, to ditch his French alliance
and join with the Dutch. It was to take him some time to accept that these hopes were unrealistic.
Meanwhile, King Louis procrastinated, probably unable to foresee that if he failed to come to agreement
with the amenable de Witt, he would have to deal with the far more hostile William, when he moved on
from enjoying the Dutch discomfiture, to attempting to enforce a settlement which would bring lasting
benefits to France.
In the event, he delayed too long, and a patriotic tide washed away de Witt in a horrifying manner. As
already noted, William had been gradually restored to the positions which would allow him to control
Dutch foreign policy, and lead her army. Then, Jan de Witt was attacked indirectly when his elder
brother, Cornelis, was dismissed from his position as a provincial governor, imprisoned in The Hague,
and sentenced to banishment, all this immediately after his return from serving valorously at the naval
Battle of Sole Bay. That same month, August 1672, Jan de Witt accepted that the raising up of William
had destroyed his power, resigned as Grand Pensionary, (to be replaced by a recent convert to
William’s cause, Gaspar Fagel), and arrived at The Hague with a coach, ostensibly to conduct his
brother to the frontier, and into exile. There seems little doubt that he envisaged some kind of
demonstration or cavalcade which would have garnered support for his faction, and challenged William,
but he had misjudged the situation catastrophically. Though it has been difficult to tie the Stadtholder
directly to what followed, no student of the events seriously doubts that at very least, he gave tacit
approval for an assault on his adversaries.
His supporters in the city militia first trapped the de Witts in the prison where Cornelis had been confined,
then, when they emerged after negotiations seemed to have paved the way for their departure, attacked
them with staves and musket stocks, beat them to death, shot them just to make sure, and fired a
celebratory volley over the corpses, before melting away into the crowds. By this time, passions had
got beyond anyone’s control; the mutilation of the bodies and the sale, cooking and eating of body parts
which followed, must have horrified William as much as the rest of Europe, if only because he knew
that his name would be tarnished by association with the foul deeds. He belatedly answered the call for
aid from the city governors, which he had refused a day earlier and dispatched a force into the town
which restored order, but he made no move to punish anyone for the assassinations of his rivals. In
truth, he probably did not feel sufficiently secure to start making examples of his own supporters, but
the episode and his response are regarded as stains on his reputation, even by some of his most fervent
admirers. The disturbances in The Hague were followed by riots in the rest of the country which
completed the rout of the supporters of the previous regime, and a combination of the terror generated
and his own restored powers allowed William to pack the provincial and national assemblies with his
own followers. The counter-revolution was complete, certainly to the satisfaction of King Charles and
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perhaps even of King Louis. Future peace proposals coming from the monarchs were to include
recognition of the hereditary rule of the Orange family over that part of the United Provinces that was
to be allowed to remain independent. However any idea they may have had, that William would become
tractable to their demands with his own status assured, soon showed itself illusory.
It is reasonable to ask what Luxemburg and the French army did to exploit the apparent disintegration
of the state against which they were fighting, and the answer is very little. In fairness, it should be
remembered that the breaching of the sea dykes had left them confronting water rather than Dutch
forces, so the confusion of the latter did not open the way to Amsterdam and the rest of the country.
Certainly, there were raised roads on the tops of the dykes along which the French army could have
advanced under normal circumstances, but the autumn of 1672 proved excessively wet so even those
routes were hardly passable. More important even than the weather conditions was the continuing
determination of the King and Louvois that Luxemburg should take no risks, to which end they held his
total troop numbers down to 20000, a number which they calculated and he grudgingly accepted to be
insufficient to permit any other than minor offensive actions. So William was granted the time he needed
to do what he was to prove best at throughout his career, namely to assemble and galvanise an army.
Indeed, King Louis greatly facilitated his task by selling back the 27000 Dutch prisoners taken by France
up until then. Of course, the French saved the money and resources needed to guard and feed those
men as well as receiving a significant sum of money, but it would be hard to over-emphasise the
assistance this misguided action gave to William. (The return of large numbers of rank and file prisoners
at a price and more understandably, their exchange, while war was on-going was nothing new, and was
to continue for another century, but it is surprising how little account of the possible consequences
seems to have been taken by the parties involved. The possibility of making a windfall financial gain
while struggling to fund a war was usually the deciding factor, certainly humanity hardly featured.)
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5.5 The First Confrontations between Luxemburg and William of Orange
It

was

to

be

the

destiny

of

Luxemburg and William of Orange,
whose portraits, both flattering, are
on this page, appropriately with the
former’s on top, to contend against
each other in battle for more than
twenty

years.

There

were

similarities between them; each was
born a posthumous, sickly and
deformed child, but had an inner fire
and massive determination which
allowed these weaknesses to be
overcome. William’s royal birth gave
him opportunities, which he took, to
play a critical role in European
affairs, and for that reason he rightly
occupies a central position in the
history of his times; put simply he
was a great man, with long-term
vision and unequalled strength of
will. However his dearest wish was
for

success

as

a

military

commander, the activity which he
regarded as his profession, but his
career was not to be much blessed.
Late in life he acknowledged the
fact, and placed the blame on his
lack of a military apprenticeship,
assisting some first rate general, no
doubt thinking of the time spent by
his perennial adversary, Luxemburg
with Condé. Perhaps this was a
contributory factor since William
was only 22 when he assumed
command of the Dutch forces, but
inborn

deficiencies

were

more

important. William was competent
enough in performing the more
routine tasks of a general, and quite
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skilful in manoeuvre, but he lacked the stuff of military genius, the instinctive knowledge of when to
attack, when to push that bit harder when it seemed impossible to do more, and how to be always at
the critical position along a battlefront. He lost some battles he did not even need to fight and others
because he failed to recognise their crisis-points. It was his greatest misfortune to spend most of his
military career confronting Luxemburg, who made few if any such mistakes and assessments of
William’s powers of general-ship are sometimes too negative, because insufficient credit is given to his
adversary. Certainly, he had his successes when freed from the presence of his nemesis, and no-one
should undervalue the stubborn-ness that enabled him, time and time again, to recover from defeats,
restoring and reanimating his forces, and remaining in the field. He may not have been too hard to
defeat in battle, but it proved impossible to make him give up.
William was able to collect together 14000 soldiers, a larger field army than Luxemburg could deploy,
because the latter had to garrison some towns in the French occupied zone, and by late autumn, when
the rains had eased, the Dutch commander was ready to take the offensive. As was to happen quite
frequently in the future when the two generals clashed, William claimed an initial advantage by
deceiving his adversary, but then made mistakes which were ruthlessly punished. He made a feint
towards Naerden, north-east of Utrecht, drawing Luxemburg with about 5000 men off in that direction,
then, leaving only a masking force, he moved swiftly to besiege the town of Woerden, to the west of the
occupied city. Luxemburg had captured that town during the summer, as a stepping stone for a winter
offensive, across the ice, (when it eventually formed) towards The Hague, and had garrisoned it with
2000 men. Again it must be emphasised that although movement of forces was possible, the flooding
was still such that the only reliable pathways seemed to be the roads along the top of dykes, and a
consequence of William’s decision to ‘surround’ the town was that his force was cut into three separate
entities by the flood waters.
As was always to be the case, once he understood an awkward situation, Luxemburg was electrified
by the need to act; he rushed back to Utrecht and charged his deputy, de Genlis, with collecting most
of the French troops there, and bringing them to a rendezvous, three miles east of Woerden. He then
returned to his soldiers at Naerden, and force-marched them to the rendezvous. By the next morning,
when de Genlis had not arrived, Luxemburg realised that he would have to attack with the force he had
to hand if he wanted to save Woerden from capture. He had the useful counsel of a French nobleman,
the Vicomte de Montban, who had spent years in the Dutch service rising to senior command before
falling from grace earlier that year, when he had led the Dutch force, which Condé had out-manoeuvred
to get the French army across the Rhine. William on assuming power had unfairly accused Montban of
treachery and obtained an order to imprison him for fifteen years, but he had escaped and joined
Luxemburg. Even then, he had asked to be excused from taking part against his old employers, but
news that William was exacting revenge against his relatives, (Montban had married a daughter of the
Dutch political philosopher, Hugo Grotius), persuaded him to offer his services to his native France.
Given the need for haste, Luxemburg had little choice but to attack the nearest of the three separated
Dutch forces, which happened to be the largest, with 8000 of William’s 14000 men; its commander was
a relative of the Prince, called Zulestein. There were only two means of access to the Dutch force, both
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along dykes. One would have taken him by way of a village called Harmelin to the east of Woerden, but
as the obvious point of direct attack from Utrecht, it was well defended. The other came in from a village
called Kamerik to the north of the besieged town, which had not been strongly fortified because it was
surrounded by a large inundation. The Dutch general had assumed that his adversary could only reach
this dyke by making a very long detour around the water. Luxemburg had been advised differently, and
sure enough reconnaissance showed that the water was generally only two feet deep, though there
were some deeper pits. On gaining this information, he immediately decided to take his force through
the water to Kamerik, and to make his attack southwards along the dyke leading towards Woerden,
leaving his cavalry to demonstrate against the fortifications on the more direct route. The inundation
was traversed during the following night with only one real alarm, when a few steps into the water, the
little general stumbled and fell into one of the aforementioned pits, but he was hauled out and calmed
the accusations of treachery which had sprung up against Montban, who had first suggested the route.
Next morning, the French attack went in with Luxemburg leading a first assault on a fortified mill, and
then charging, sword in hand, to the capture of two cannons which were threatening to repulse his force.
The Dutch fought hard but were unable to recover from the initial shock, and the disrupted remnants of
Zulestein’s force were driven into Harmelin, while the French re-established contact with the garrison
in Woerden. William still had substantial superiority of numbers although his force remained divided,
but harassed by sorties from Woerden, and mistaking the demonstration by Luxemburg’s cavalry to be
a strong French reinforcement from Utrecht, he decided to retreat. It was a real setback; fourteen
thousand Dutch soldiers had been defeated by five thousand French, with the loss of 500 prisoners,
2000 killed, including Zulestein, and nine guns. William’s only comfort lay paradoxically in the casualty
figures which demonstrated that he had succeeded in getting his compatriots to fight determinedly for
almost the first time since the war had started. Otherwise, he had to acknowledge that he had been outgeneralled from the point, when Luxemburg had realised what he was about. Not all was perfect in the
French camp either, with de Genlis arriving only when the battle had been won. He was recalled to
Paris in disgrace, but Luxemburg spared him in the official account he rendered to Louvois, giving his
real opinion only in a letter to Condé.
In general, Luxemburg seems to have accepted the plaudits accorded him with some modesty, false or
not, and his success had the fortunate effect of diffusing a row which had arisen with Louvois. Even
when their friendship was at its height, they delighted in bating each other, and usually managed to stay
just on the right side of creating real offence, but Louvois knew that he had the whip hand, and rarely
failed to remind his correspondent of the fact. Luxemburg had written to the War Minister shortly before
the action at Woerden, suggesting that it would be beneficial to appoint a commander in chief of all the
French forces facing the Dutch, and transparently offered himself for the position. Louvois ignored the
self-promotion, and instead deliberately misinterpreted the letter as a plea for a lessening of
Luxemburg’s responsibilities by the appointment of another French general to serve over him. His reply
that he was searching for a suitable candidate succeeded all too well in his aim of upsetting Luxemburg,
and the next communication he received was an offer of resignation. Given the character of Louvois, it
is not impossible that the offer would have been accepted to the great detriment of Luxemburg’s career,
and French military affairs over the next twenty years, but the fight at Woerden intervened, and the
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matter was not pursued. Indeed, Luxemburg finally received some royal recognition with appointments
as Captain of a regiment of the Royal Guards, together with the household sinecure of Master of the
Wardrobe, to provide the wherewithal to pay the large expenses associated with the Captaincy.
Predictably, the demonstration of royal favour triggered abject letters of gratitude, and apologies for
fractiousness; Luxemburg well knew the behaviour expected of a courtier, but compliance tried his
patience severely.
William had made an inauspicious start as commander of the Dutch forces, but his own resolve was
unshaken and he set about reconstituting his army with great energy, so that within a matter of weeks
he could claim that it was stronger than before. However, many of the delegates to the States General
were dismayed by this latest set-back, and to pacify them, Fagel initiated another round of negotiations,
using the Provost of Woerden as his envoy. Whether or not this was actually a blind to deceive the
French is unclear, but hopes of any agreement soon faded. Then William made a bold move, taking
10000 men south and east through the Spanish Netherlands, towards the Rhine, in an attempt to
combine forces with the Elector of Brandenburg who had recently entered the war. Had the juncture
been made they would have been able to cut Luxemburg’s communications with France, and possibly
threaten his whole force, but the two leaders had discounted Turenne, who had been deployed to
prevent any intervention from Germany. The Marshal interposed his army, driving back the
Brandenburgers, and left William no choice but to withdraw. In an effort to rescue something from his
expedition, the Stadtholder appeared in front of the town of Charleroi which was held as an enclave in
the Spanish Netherlands by a French garrison. Its capture would have been a coup and might also have
threatened the supply lines of Luxemburg’s army, but when Montal, the French garrison commander,
refused William’s summons to surrender immediately, the latter had no choice but to retrace his steps
because he would have risked disaster, if he had attempted a formal siege at a point which could easily
be reinforced by the French. Additionally, the return of his force to the neighbourhood of Amsterdam
seemed urgently required if Luxemburg was to be prevented from breaking through there.
Around Christmas 1672 unseasonable mild weather had given way to freezing temperatures, and
Luxemburg was able to contemplate an advance towards the heartland of Holland, in the knowledge
that William had removed a substantial part of the defending army. Presumably, this weakening of the
force opposed to him explains why the French high command allowed him to take the offensive. The
only viable route followed a dyke-top road beside the old cut of the River Rhine towards Leiden, which
was defended by three fortified villages, in order east to west, Nieuwerburg, Bodegraven and
Swammerdam. The strongest was that nearest to Utrecht, Nieuwerburg, which was protected on all
sides, but William had only fortified the other two villages on the eastern side, seeming to have learnt
little from his experience at Woerden. Accordingly, with a favourable weather forecast of continuing cold
weather, Luxemburg determined to move across the frozen inundation to attack Swammerdam in the
rear on its western, unfortified side, with a force of 8000 men, then to work back towards Utrecht taking
the other fortified villages, and thereafter to advance along the dyke-top road to Leiden.
Weather forecasts were even less reliable then than now, and Luxemburg had no sooner set off on the
ice than a thaw set in, and the journey became nightmarish with the army suffering casualties by
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drowning as the ice gave way. As ever Luxemburg led from the front, and never contemplated
abandonment of the operation; his resolve was rewarded, at least initially, and after a desperate night,
his force emerged more or less intact behind Swammerdam. The garrison was outnumbered, and
without protection on that side of the village, so the defenders were easily and quickly over-run, fleeing
east to Bodegraven. The captured village was sacked with Luxemburg doing nothing to restrain his
soldiery, perhaps because he felt compelled to allow them some reward for the hardship they had
undergone the previous night. However, he knew that he had to move on before his enemy had time to
reorganise, and collecting 1500 men, he marched to Bodegraven which he found deserted. Another
orgy of destruction and looting took place, and this time it threatened to turn against the French because
the bridge connecting the village with Swammerdam was seriously damaged by fire. Then four Dutch
frigates appeared on the river next to the village and their cannonade threatened to destroy
Luxemburg’s advance-guard, until he managed to cajole most of them into leaving the rich pickings
from the Dutch houses and to retire across the damaged bridge, so reuniting his force.
History does not relate why the frigates retreated, though they had sustained some damage, or why the
Dutch made no serious effort to complete the destruction of the bridge. At any rate, Luxemburg was left
free to restore order to his small army and to consider his next move. In fact he had no choice. The
thaw was by then in full swing with torrential rainfall, and the Dutch had added to the impossibility of
moving off the dyke tops by opening yet more sluices, rendering his original plan of advancing towards
Leiden untenable. So he had to return towards Utrecht, but even in this he should have faced difficulties
with his route blocked by Niewerburg which by then contained the remnants of the garrisons of
Bodegraven and Swammerdam, as well as its own, and ought to have put up strong resistance.
However, instead of perceiving Luxemburg’s difficulties, the garrison commander saw only his own,
caught between French forces east and west of the village, so he took the chance given by Luxemburg’s
pause to regroup, to evacuate all his forces. The operation ended with Luxemburg razing the villages
and their fortifications, and returning to Utrecht, victorious against the Dutch, but defeated by the
weather and to a degree by his failure to control the excesses of his own army.
Initially Luxemburg received praise from Louvois and the King for his actions, and there is no doubt that
in a purely military sense it was deserved. Reports of the licence given to his soldiers in the captured
villages soon tempered the acclaim. It seems ironical and hypocritical that the War Minister, and even
the King, who had spent the past year urging Luxemburg on to greater excesses, in the cause of filling
the French exchequer, and were to do the same in the future, suddenly began to criticise him for
imposing hardship on the Dutch people. However there was reason behind their change in attitude,
namely that they had belatedly realised that they were engaged in a propaganda war with Holland as
well as a military struggle, and that, however successfully they were conducting the latter, the former
was being lost. It was becoming clear, that if perceptions of French rapacity gained much more strength,
Holland would no longer be left to battle for survival, almost alone. So it profited Luxemburg little to
claim that he had only paid back the Dutch for atrocities committed by William near Charleroi, or that
he was bringing home the cost of supporting William of Orange. He seemed for a short while to be in
some danger of being used as a scapegoat by his own side, should Louvois and the King decide that
France’s image needed repair, but soon enough French policy was reversed again.
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William’s reputation had suffered badly from the recent events, and his return from Charleroi was
greeted by outbreaks of unrest in the major towns. It was well understood in Holland that only the
weather had thwarted Luxemburg, and William’s southern thrust, which had left the said towns largely
unprotected, was widely, if surreptitiously condemned. The Stadtholder responded in his usual ruthless
manner by targeting the commanders who had failed to withstand Luxemburg, having one executed
and others demoted. He also began a ferocious propaganda campaign, distributing countless
pamphlets, which condemned the conduct of Luxemburg’s army, and he was successful in obscuring
his own recent failures, in galvanising Dutch resistance, and in arousing sympathy for Holland in
countries he saw as potential allies. The propaganda also did lasting damage to Luxemburg’s
reputation.
5.6 Stalemate in Holland
The unseasonably mild and wet weather continued, immobilising the armies, and belatedly they were
put into winter quarters in January 1673. Though King Louis and Louvois did not know it, they had lost
their chance of achieving a clear-cut victory. Luxemburg, as always, frustrated by inactivity, sought
compensation in a dalliance with a lady of Utrecht, whose appearance seems to have been little better
than his own. Louvois, supplied with details by other officers wintering in the town, was able to indulge
in remorseless teasing. Relations between Luxemburg and the War Minister were to be further tried in
the months which followed. After the short interlude when the King showed some concern about the
treatment meted out to the inhabitants of the occupied areas, the more ruthless attitude of Louvois
regained the ascendancy, and his correspondence is filled with exhortations to make the Dutch pay.
Inevitably, the soldiery instructed to extract the wealth of the citizens for official purposes, engaged in
private enterprise that amounted to looting, and where thwarted, destroyed houses and property, and
injured and killed some who tried to resist. Luxemburg was well aware that the behaviour of many of
his junior officers was no better than that of the men they led, but his concern was more about how they
performed in battle, than the discipline they enforced while making requisitions.
Not that the commanders were much better. Luxemburg’s biographer relates that when Condé returned
to Utrecht a few months later, he and Luxemburg selected their own ‘high class’ loot from cathedrals
and mansions, including presents for the King, and then, almost unbelievably, arranged with William of
Orange for its safe transport back to France, in return for a gratuity to the Stadtholder of a cart-load of
the best French wines. War was costly for senior commanders, who had to pay some of the expenses
of fitting out their armies, and there was almost a convention that they would reimburse themselves in
part with captured booty. No doubt, if the boot had been on the other foot, Condé and Luxemburg would
have been equally accommodating to William, but that must have been small consolation to the
dispossessed. At any rate, with that example before them, it is hardly surprising that the rest of the army
resorted to self-help, and Louvois was untypically naive in expecting to be able to encourage official
looting, while discouraging its private counterpart.
The acrimonious exchanges between the War Minister and his commander in Holland rumbled on until
spring and may have influenced the dispositions which Louvois made for the campaigns of 1673. French
forces were divided in three, with Turenne continuing to watch the German frontier, where he was faced
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by the forces of Brandenburg boosted by an Imperial contingent; an army of 30000 was assigned to
Utrecht to oppose William, and the highest profile force under King Louis, with the considerable
assistance of Vauban, was assembled to attempt the capture of Maastricht. In view of his successes of
the previous year, Luxemburg might have expected to remain in command at Utrecht, but Condé had
recovered from illness, and Louvois sent him to take over. It would have been entirely in character for
Louvois to have made the change to pay Luxemburg back for his fractiousness of the previous year,
and his less than perfect obedience to the War Minister’s instructions since. However, in fairness, noone would have lightly passed up the chance to re-employ ‘the Great Condé’, and the command at
Utrecht was the only appointment he could have been given. Whatever his feelings, Luxemburg
reverted to the role of Condé’s deputy with apparent good grace, but the next few months added lustre
to neither of their names.
A damp spring had followed a wet winter, and added to the flood water which lay over the country
around the French headquarters. William was well ensconced on all the routes which the invaders might
have followed, and content for once to wait for his opponents to take the initiative. Luxemburg, with
Condé’s son, the Duke of Enghien, in train, explored every possible line of attack but was forced to
admit that none was promising, and Condé himself became ill, at least in part because of frustration.
(In Ekberg’s account of the war, it is recorded that the Prince received a letter from a friend at Court
warning him to attempt nothing too bold, as it might cost him his command, if he overshadowed the
King’s campaign, but in reality the opportunity did not exist).
Condé’s morale was somewhat restored by a visit to Utrecht by Luxemburg’s sister, the Duchess of
Mecklenberg whose career had continued to entertain and scandalise the French Court. Although by
then almost 50 years old, she had retained her looks and vivacity, and Condé was subjugated again by
her charms. Her relations with her brother had been patched up fairly quickly after their explosive quarrel
over the affair of Minette and the Count of Guiches in 1666, but her marriage was in disarray. She had
eventually agreed to her husband’s demands that she go to Mecklenberg, but he must have quickly
regretted her obedience, because she soon pushed him to one side, and seemed to have taken charge
of the state. He then left in disgust for Paris. By early 1673 with Isabelle apparently in control, the French
government decided to use her to improve their relations with one of the German state-lets, which was
then choosing between France and the Emperor. However, her husband retained more power in his
principality than she realised, and on the point of setting off to meet the Duke of Zell to plead the French
cause, she was detained. Of course, it was easy enough for King Louis to put pressure on the Duke
who was still in Paris, and as a result Isabelle was freed to return to Paris, which she chose to do by
way of Utrecht.
The first military development of the new campaigning season had seen Turenne, early into the field,
again outmanoeuvre and defeat the army of Brandenburg, bolstered by an Imperial detachment, and
then he occupied territory on the east bank of the Rhine, laying it under contribution. France, still wishing
to concentrate on the unfinished business with Holland, was happy to concede generous terms, actually
paying the defeated Elector Frederic William to withdraw from the struggle, but requiring the Emperor
to withdraw his army into his own lands of Bohemia. Another condition of the peace agreement was
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that Turenne should leave the territory of Brandenburg, and with the Imperial force no longer in
Germany, his army ought to have been pulled back across the Rhine. (The Treaty of Westphalia which
had ended the Thirty Years War had granted France rights to station an army in Germany, but only as
a counter to an Imperial army). Instead the French government delayed a decision, claiming that
Emperor Leopold was planning a new advance, and Turenne remained in Germany, living off the land
and causing mounting fury.
Meanwhile the French King had marched his army to Maastricht, through Spanish Flanders, passing
under the walls of Brussels. As noted earlier, conditional access through the territory of a non-belligerent
was allowed by the conventions of the time, but the French choice of route was certainly provocative
and was bound to raise Spanish ire. France may have seen this action as paying the Spanish back for
co-operating with William during his raid towards Charleroi, but they ran the risk of triggering more such
co-operation. The King’s siege was successful in under a month, rather than the expected three, though
at the cost of significant casualties, including the ‘real’ D’Artagnan, the hero of the novels of Dumas. At
this point a hiatus in the war became inevitable as there were no more Dutch targets for the French to
attack, with Condé’s army contained by water and weather. Negotiations between France and Holland
restarted in Cologne, this time brokered by Sweden, but both belligerents were happy to go on talking
to little effect. Louis XIV still thought he was so dominant militarily that he could put forward draconian
conditions requiring the cession of swathes of territory and fortresses in the Dutch heartland, together
with commercial and religious conditions referred to earlier, and a huge indemnity, though by then he
was willing to ignore the demands of his English ally. (One French demand was for a gold medal to be
cast each year in Holland and presented by a Dutch delegation to King Louis to mark his generosity in
allowing what would have been a truncated and impoverished state-let to retain a degree of
independence). William with Fagel’s aid was still trying to detach England from her pact with France,
and more profitably, he was putting together the alliance of European powers which would soon
transform the military situation. French actions in the months following the fall of Maastricht greatly
aided the latter task.
Cardinal Richelieu had begun a French policy in Germany of nurturing relations with the larger German
states so as to prevent the Hapsburg Emperor from bringing a united German force against France.
The actions of the armies led by the King, after the seizure of Maastricht, and Turenne after his defeat
of the army of Brandenburg, largely consigned this policy to history. The King’s army was paraded
through Alsace, Lorraine, and the Electorate of Trier, (territories in which both France and the Empire
had rights stemming from the Treaty of Westphalia), imposing itself on the countryside, and occupying
and destroying fortified towns, while Turenne gradually moved south towards the River Main, trying to
restrain his army from looting but inevitably with limited success. It became an easy matter for the
Emperor to garner support for a renewed assault on Turenne. The latter had been promised
reinforcements which had not been forthcoming, but unusually for him had issued a stream of bombastic
communications about what he would do to any Imperial force which confronted him, so it is perhaps
understandable that Louvois did not show great urgency in strengthening his army. With another military
giant of the era in command, Montecuccolli, the Imperial army completely out-manoeuvred Turenne’s
bedraggled force, avoiding the battle sought by the French but driving them back across the Rhine, and
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exposing their allies in North Germany to Imperial retribution which was not to be long in coming. The
French also faced the prospect that in a repeat of the attempt of the previous autumn, William might
this time be successful in adding his force to that of the Imperial general and attacking supply routes of
the French army around Utrecht.
So the military situation had been transformed, and inevitably attitudes at the peace conference in
Cologne changed. Suddenly, the Dutch cause no longer seemed lost either to themselves (not that
William had ever felt that way), or to the rest of Europe. A recent naval battle had seen the English and
French fleets failing to make their material superiority tell over de Ruyter’s fleet, in a way that raised
deep suspicions with the former about the commitment of her ally at sea, and removed the danger of
an amphibious assault on the Dutch seaboard. An agreement was signed between Spain, the Emperor,
and the United Provinces that they would seek to overturn the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, never mind
recent French conquests. Dutch money would fund the Imperial army in Germany, and Spanish forces
would be added to the Dutch army in Flanders. A lesser threat had been enough to end the War of
Devolution, but King Louis was not willing to be humiliated again, and a glance at the relative strengths
of the combatants shows that he still had some reason for confidence, even if there had been a dramatic
change since he had marched on Holland less than two years earlier.
In that age, as now, any country’s military capacity was related to its population, though not necessarily
in direct proportion, because the size of its armies depended also on having the wherewithal to equip
and pay the soldiery. France in 1673 had a population of 21 million, more than ten times that of Holland,
three times that of Spain, and half as great again as that of Austria plus the rest of the Empire, which
even at this time was not completely united against France. On this basis, France had the potential to
field armies at least as large as those of its adversaries, and in the later years of the expanded struggle
this potential was realised, with the French army strength estimated as 280000 in 1678; by contrast,
Holland, Spain, and Austria never fielded many more than 200000 men, between them. France also
seemed to have the advantage of interior lines, meaning that she could more easily transfer forces
between distant fronts, but in truth, roads were generally so bad that little benefit was likely to be
extracted from the geography. However, whatever the prospects for eventual French success, the
country was ill-prepared for a wider conflict in 1673, with armies badly positioned to withstand a
combined assault, so King Louis and Louvois, whether or not they realised it immediately, faced a
looming crisis and probably a period on the defensive, until their forces could be redeployed and
expanded.
In this accounting, I have not mentioned France’s allies because they were not to be a major factor in
the continuing war. England, with a population then of less than 6 million was compelled to make peace
later that year, when Charles II found himself unable to withstand his English Parliament’s objections
to his policy, which had yielded little success, offended the religious beliefs of most of his subjects, and
looked to be about to destroy his country’s most important trading relationship, (that with Spain).
However, significant numbers of English soldiers remained in French service, during the early stages
of the widening war. The Bishoprics of Munster and Cologne were contemplating attack by the Imperial
army, and although the belligerent Von Galen continued to hold to his French alliance in the months to
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come, it was inevitable that the statelets would soon enough be forced out of the war. Indeed, Von
Galen who seemed unable to exist, other than in a state of war was to be found amongst France’s
adversaries within a couple of years. Part of the French raison d’etre for taking part in the Cologne
peace conference had been to convince Sweden that the blame for the war did not lie with France
alone, and in this regard French policy was successful as Sweden joined her in the war during the next
year. However, that nation, with perhaps 2½ million inhabitants, though still a major territorial power in
Northern Germany, was beset by too many regional foes to be the threat to the Emperor it had been,
during the Thirty Years War.
In sum, a war which had begun with France in a position of overwhelming superiority, and whose initial
course had reflected this, had changed fundamentally in nature to become a balanced contest. The
question was whether France would be able to adjust quickly enough to the new reality, to prevent
William’s new alliance claiming a decisive early advantage.
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6. The European War, 1673-1678
6.1 Luxemburg’s Retreat from Utrecht
The measures forced on France by the widening of the war had an immediate consequence for
Luxemburg. As part of a redistribution of forces, Condé moved to Lille to take command of a French
army assembled to repel any invasion of Northern France, and Luxemburg was restored to his
command in Utrecht. However, the balance here had changed as William reinforced with a Spanish
contingent, had an army of 20000 infantry and 10000 cavalry. In addition, French forces hitherto
occupying the Meuse valley, and threatening southern Dutch towns like Breda and ‘s Hertogenbosch,
were withdrawn to make up part of Condé’s army, so William was able to concentrate all his forces
against Luxemburg. The French commander still disposed of around 20000 men, but Louvois removed
about 3000 cavalry, and did not allow him to give up any outposts to concentrate his force. Their
correspondence at this time was full of Luxemburg’s concerns about the strengthening of William, the
loss of some of his own mobility, and his warnings that the initiative was being conceded to the Dutch.
Louvois was little help to any of his field commanders in the next few months, appearing unsettled by
the increased scale and changed shape of the war, tinkering ineffectually with their armies, ordering
transfers of units, and then as quickly, countermanding the orders. Though he was probably aware that
the French armies were over-extended in the new situation, he was as yet unwilling to risk his reputation
and maybe even his position by counselling major withdrawals to the King.
In early September 1673, William with his enlarged army moved for the second time towards Naerden,
but this time it was no feint, and he placed the town under siege. Luxemburg made a sortie with the
cavalry he still had and battered some Dutch units, but he commented on a great increase in their spirit
and fighting ability which made it clear that the task of relief would not be easy. However, the town was
strongly fortified with a garrison of 3000, and its governor, the Sieur de Pas was a respected, if elderly,
officer, so Luxemburg assumed that he had some time to prepare his response. A strong reinforcement
was provided by Von Galen, who was still occupying Eastern Holland, and Luxemburg was able to
begin an advance to rescue Naerden with 12000 men under command, a few days later, only to learn
almost immediately that the town had been surrendered without any sort of fight. Luxemburg was not
alone in his fury, and de Pas, who on yielding Naerden had been permitted by William to march his
troops back to join Luxemburg, was shipped straight to Paris for trial. A sentence of degradation and
imprisonment was less severe than Louvois for one had wanted; the court showed some mercy because
de Pas was thought to have become overwhelmed by his responsibilities, rather than being guilty of
cowardice or treachery. Luxemburg’s humour was not improved by the War Minister’s refusal to allow
him to attempt the recapture of Naerden, which he thought essential as its continued occupation gave
William the opportunity to bypass Utrecht to the north and deploy his more numerous cavalry on suitable
terrain further east.
An explanation for the decision was not long in arriving, and Luxemburg soon learnt that the French
high command had decided to withdraw his army. The logic was probably sound in the long term given
the Spanish entry to the war, and the near impossibility of advancing towards the Dutch heartland over
the flooded terrain. A glance at the map on Page 14 shows that reinforcements were more easily sent
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from the Spanish Netherlands to William, than up the Meuse valley from France, and the same was
true of supply in general, so the most that Luxemburg could probably have achieved would have been
to defend what he held, and events at Naerden had shown that even this was going to be difficult,
unless he was reinforced. There was also immediate danger of a juncture between the forces of William
and Montecuccolli, which might overwhelm him, or at least sunder his supply line from France. Louvois
had eventually summoned the courage to persuade King Louis that the Dutch conquests must be given
up, overcoming strong opposition from Condé, who thought the French army should hang on, even if
every outpost could not be defended, rather than suffer such a loss in prestige.
Certainly, withdrawal was not without its own costs. When the news broke it produced consternation
amongst the leadership of France’s German allies, the state-lets of Munster and Cologne, who saw
themselves as deserted. Luxemburg could give them only temporary relief by sending French soldiers
to help garrison some of their most important fortresses, thus blocking any immediate advance by the
Imperial army up the Rhine; their longer term fate had become inevitable. The impact of the news in
Paris was no less, sparking demonstrations against the King’s ministers. The populace had until then
been fed a diet of glorious victories and it seemed that for no good reason they were being asked to
accept an inglorious retreat. It is clear also that Louvois, whose position was for a short time under real
threat, underestimated the potential difficulties of the withdrawal. His instructions to Luxemburg were
all about extracting as much money as possible from the long-suffering Utrechters, demanding that they
be made to pay heavily for the privilege of avoiding a final orgy of destruction. Luxemburg seems to
have dealt with the Dutch residents rather more humanely than had been his practice in the past, but
still accumulated a very large ransom for his masters, (the sum quoted is 550000 Livres). As was normal
practice at the time, he also took hostages to protect any who had collaborated with the French
occupiers. During October, he concentrated his army in and around Utrecht, withdrawing from all
forward positions, and on 16th November 1673 departed from the city, accompanied by hundreds of
wagons laden with booty; not all destined for the French Exchequer. The city erupted in celebrations
when the residents were sure that the invaders had gone for good.
Luxemburg’s situation was unenviable. Apart from the difficulties inherent in any retreat, especially
when encumbered with excess baggage, to which his soldiers were likely to be over-attached, he was
apparently threatened on all sides. William had repeated his march across the Meuse valley of the
previous autumn, and this time had been able to unite his force with that of Montecuccolli, who following
his triumph of manoeuvre over Turenne, had turned north leaving the French marshal to flounder
impotently in his wake. The combined force then laid siege to the fortress of Bonn, in the Archbishopric
of Cologne, less than 100 kilometres from Luxemburg’s initial destination of Maastricht. Bonn
capitulated on 12th November, four days before Luxemburg left Utrecht. William attempted to persuade
Montecuccolli to accompany him in a move west into the Meuse valley where as events played out they
would have been in a position to intercept Luxemburg with overwhelming superiority, but the cautious
Imperial general clearly thought he had accomplished enough that year, and returned to Vienna, after
putting his army into winter quarters. Meanwhile, Luxemburg was able to complete the first stage of his
withdrawal, reaching Maastricht without alarms.
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Even without his ally, William fielded a substantially larger army than Luxemburg and sensibly
positioned himself at Tirlemont, west of Maastricht, where he could threaten the continuation of
Luxemburg’s march, whichever route the French general selected. Luxemburg attempted to give
William the slip by eschewing easier routes to the south-west, and setting off south towards Rochefort,
but William quickly divined his intention and a race ensued which favoured the Dutchman, because his
army had the benefit of better roads, and was not encumbered by wagon-loads of looted goods. The
issue was decided when a river crossing was botched by Luxemburg’s army, and they only escaped
interception by William’s superior force by turning back and regaining the shelter of Maastricht.
Needless to say this manoeuvre cost the French army many of its ill-gotten gains, and left Luxemburg
in danger of being trapped in the fortress by greatly superior forces. Belatedly, King Louis and Louvois
awoke to the fact that they were close to suffering a disaster, and summoned Turenne and Condé to
confer.
The upshot was that the latter was instructed to move forward towards Liege, with 35000 men from
Northern France to open the way for Luxemburg’s retreat; in truth, this was an obvious measure which
should have been initiated at the same time as Luxemburg moved out of Utrecht, or even earlier.
However, by the time Condé moved, Luxemburg had already placed himself beyond danger by a
manoeuvre which had deceived William completely. He set off again from Maastricht, this time with a
mobile force, as if he was going to make another attempt to reach France by a southerly route. As soon
as he was sure that William had committed himself to intercepting his assumed path by crossing to the
right bank of the River Meuse, he reversed his direction; crossed to the left bank of the river, and hurried
south east to make a junction with a French detachment of 8000 men commanded by the Huguenot,
General Schomberg. With this reinforcement, which raised his strength close to that of his adversary,
he returned to Maastricht confident that he was strong enough to repel any attack that might be made
on him. The boot was by then on the other foot, because William was in serious danger of being caught
between Luxemburg with 25000 men, and Condé coming up quickly from the south-west with his 35000.
Judiciously, William pulled back northwards and avoided the trap, leaving Luxemburg to complete the
evacuation of his army at his leisure. Luxemburg’s management of his retreat in the face of superior
enemy numbers can be seen as the point when he stepped into the top rank of generals of his age, and
it is also fair to acknowledge that William never performed better in command of an army than during
his campaign of the autumn of 1673, when he was just 23 years old.
6.2 Quarrels with Louvois and the Battle of Seneffe
There can be little doubt that Luxemburg arrived back at the French Court with expectations that his
services in Holland and skilful withdrawal of his army would be the award of a Marshal’s baton, but
although Louvois suggested that appointments were under consideration, nothing happened. Certainly,
Luxemburg had already achieved considerably more than many granted the rank, but the King seemed
unusually reluctant to make new appointments, feeding a suspicion that he was delaying because he
knew whose name would have to be at the top of the next list, though it is also true to say that it would
have seemed curious to confer such honours in the aftermath of a major setback to French arms.
Regardless of Luxemburg’s own achievements, this was certainly the general view of the evacuation of
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Holland. Receipt of the ultimate promotion was not just a matter of prestige. Continuation in the lower
rank of Lieutenant General meant that Luxemburg would have to accept appointments which he
certainly thought beneath him, or risk being thrown on the scrapheap. The likelihood of this happening
had been increased by the deterioration in his relationship with Louvois. Jibes and squibs, which a few
years earlier would have been taken in reasonably good part by either, were by then sparking
resentment, and Louvois was nothing loath to use his power to humiliate anyone who crossed him. The
next year was to bring this home forcibly to Luxemburg, and his career came close to derailment.
By early 1674, France was without allies, except for Sweden, which could exert little influence on the
main campaigns. As has already been noted, this should have left the two sides quite evenly balanced,
but total numbers under arms initially favoured the allies. Louvois decided to remain on the defensive
on the German border where Turenne, who had by then regrouped and refurbished his army, faced
Montecuccolli, but hoped to attack with his two other armies, led by Condé in Northern France, and the
King on the frontier opposite Franche Comté. Luxemburg was assigned to the army led by the King,
which if less than the desired independent command, at least gave him a chance to live up to the many
words of devotion which he had penned during the preceding years. More practically, a striking success
under the gaze of the King might have earned the elusive baton. However, matters turned out differently.
While the King’s main force smashed through weak opposition and successfully besieged the major
towns including Besancon, Luxemburg was detached to undertake lesser tasks, taking small villages
and fort-lets. No doubt, he was fulfilling a necessary covering role, but in his own eyes, he was being
rendered a virtual bystander. Luxemburg showed his disenchantment with his role in letters to Louvois,
and exasperation with these complaints probably contributed to the War Minister’s conduct towards him
in the next few weeks.
Condé, whose health had not fully recovered from his sojourn in Utrecht, asked for Luxemburg to act
as his deputy, and potentially to take over if the Prince had to leave his command to recuperate further;
Louvois at first acceded partially to the request. It was agreed that Luxemburg and the Duke of Noailles
should each command a division of Condé’s army, and that if Condé could not continue, the two would
alternate in taking charge of the whole army; hardly a recipe for effective command, but presumably
Louvois thought the arrangement would appease the fractious generals with whom he was dealing.
Noailles, who was the older, and senior to Luxemburg, protested, and Louvois while confirming his role,
then demoted Luxemburg to the joint command of his wing of the army, with two officers, Rochefort and
Fourilles, both able enough, but much younger and less experienced than him.
It is difficult to see this response by Louvois as other than malicious, but the War Minister must have
thought that Luxemburg had taken leave of his senses, when he encouraged associates at Court to try
to enlist the King’s support, against the arrangements. Louvois might have feared such an initiative from
some generals, but not Luxemburg, given that he was still barely tolerated by the King. So the
disaffected officer was subjected to yet more humiliation when he received a peremptory demand that
he apologise abjectly, and accept his demotion, unless he wished to be disgraced and banished to his
estates. Such a draconian response was not without risk for Louvois, since by flouting the wishes of the
ailing Condé, as much as those of Luxemburg, he could have lost the services of two of his best
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generals at a difficult time for France. However, as Louvois had no doubt calculated, Luxemburg feared
unemployment during a war even more than humiliation, so pride was swallowed and the apology was
made; Condé could do no more than ease the feelings of Luxemburg in the short term by giving him
command of a detachment sent to repel a Spanish incursion into Champagne. Thereafter, serious
military developments overtook the squabbles.
Regardless of the overall balance of forces between the two sides, the allies often achieved local
superiority during the continuation of the Dutch War, but rarely made much of it, mainly because of the
superiority of French general-ship. The Battle of Seneffe in August1674 gave an example of this on the
frontier between Northern France and Flanders. The allied army in Flanders commanded by William of
Orange was appreciably larger than Condé’s force, even after he had called in Luxemburg, and
concentrated. Presumably for this reason as much as his failing health, Condé did not show his
characteristic aggression. Certainly he advanced his army to the north-east of Charleroi, but he did not
move much further before taking up a strong position near to Seneffe, and awaiting William’s response.
The Stadtholder appeared to have three alternatives; he could simply have moved to a position opposite
Condé, and waited, returning the initiative to the French commander, who un-typically had seemed
willing to concede it. This might well have been his wisest course, but his numerical advantage (60000
men against 45000) persuaded him that he ought to attempt more. Obviously, he could have attacked
Condé frontally, but this seemed to be what his adversary wanted, and his allied deputies dissuaded
him from considering the idea. His last option was to attempt to bypass Condé, making to invade
Northern France and this is what he decided to do. He expected to draw Condé out of his position, since
he thought that the French commander would have to try to block him, and hoped to get an opportunity
to make his superior numbers tell. He was well aware of the danger of confronting, as a 23 year old
tyro, a general of Condé’s stature, but he had probably gained confidence from his strong performance
during the previous year.
The great risk that William was running was to present his adversary with the opportunity to mount a
flank attack on an army on the march. When Condé realised what was happening he reacted like his
younger self, and sent his cavalry against the rear-guard of William’s force, smashing its mainly Dutch
defenders, and destroying all the army’s baggage. William had to abort his forward movement, and
drew up his army on a nearby ridge; it was still of course by a significant margin the larger force. Some
military historians have taken the view that Condé should have left matters there having won a
significant victory and hamstrung William’s attempt to bypass him. However, Condé having tasted blood
was greedy for more, and the remainder of the battle saw him and his subordinates contending against
superior numbers on ground that favoured his opponents. It was entirely his battle, with Luxemburg
playing a wholly subordinate role, indeed eye-witnesses recorded that Condé, racked with gout so
severe that he had gone into the battle in slippers rather than riding boots, was so irascible that not
even Luxemburg could make a suggestion without incurring the Prince’s wrath.
The fighting saw Condé always disadvantaged by the lie of the land, successively taking on different
contingents of William’s army, forcing them back but with the encounters becoming fiercer as the day
wore on. Eventually the decisive phase was reached when Condé attacked the hill-top which was at
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the core of William’s improvised defences. The Prince commanded the infantry in the centre with
Luxemburg in charge of a strong cavalry force on the right. At first, Luxemburg carried all before him,
but he was drawn away from the front by the need to beat off a threatening attack on his flank, and his
main advance faltered in his absence and was pushed back. Condé came up himself and tried to inspire
further attacks but could not break through, so instructed Luxemburg to hold his ground under heavy
pressure from well sited Dutch guns and riflemen, and switched his main attack to the left. Luxemburg’s
elite regiments had to stand on the defensive under heavy artillery fire for the remaining hours of the
battle incurring many casualties. Condé was no more successful on his left and when darkness fell
there was stalemate between the two armies. After various alarms, both pulled back during the night,
and each claimed victory. By the normal reckoning Seneffe was just about a French victory, but their
material advantage in captured flags and guns was entirely due to the initial phase of the battle. The
French army incurred fewer casualties, perhaps 7000 compared with between 8000 and 9000, but some
of the best units had suffered severely in the last phase of the battle, and they had failed to force their
adversaries from their position, hence the common assessment that the Battle of Seneffe was drawn.
Strategically, it is undoubtedly true that France derived most advantage, as the operations of the larger
allied army were brought to a shuddering halt and the campaign of 1674 which probably represented
their best opportunity of the war petered out. William could console himself with the knowledge that
Condé took no satisfaction from the outcome and he was to receive a generous tribute from the Prince
for his conduct on the battlefield. Seneffe was Condé’s last major battle and furnished episodes of the
decisiveness and aggression that had won his great victories in the past, but he had been unable to
conjure a winning plan from the admittedly unpromising circumstances. As for Luxemburg, he had done
everything within his power as a loyal subordinate; the justified praise for his vigorous actions in the
battle restored him to a degree of favour, and gave a timely reminder of his ability. With Condé’s
deteriorating health rendering him old beyond his 53 years, and Turenne ten years older, even if he
was about to turn the tables on Montecuccolli and fight his most renowned campaign, the days of the
next generation of generals were approaching fast, and Luxemburg was clearly by then at the head of
the list. A realisation of this by the French high command perhaps contributed to an easing of his
relations with Louvois, in the next few months.
However, the start of the campaigning season of 1675 once again saw Luxemburg marginalised, since
the French forces were reduced to two main armies, one led by Turenne on the frontier with Germany,
and the Army of Flanders, in command of which Conde was joined by the King. The presence of King
Louis was a signal that the French army would attempt a siege, since this had become his speciality,
and the town of Limbourg, east of Liege was duly invested and taken. His mission accomplished the
King left the army, which restored Condé to the sole command and he duly recalled Luxemburg to his
side. The Prince was by this time seeking a permanent release from his duties on the grounds of his
health, but rather than proposing that Luxemburg succeed him as he had a year earlier, he tried to
arrange for his son, the Duke of Enghien, to be appointed, offering to hold himself in readiness to return
if the situation became dangerous, hardly an overwhelming endorsement of his son’s abilities. Apart
from a natural wish to see his son prosper, Condé may well have thought that the King would never
agree to the appointment of Luxemburg, and that the suggestion would only serve to stir up trouble for
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his cousin, as in the previous year. Reasonable assumptions perhaps, but events were quickly to prove
the Prince mistaken.
6.3 Luxemburg, Marshal of France
On 27th July 1675, Turenne was killed by a stray shot at Sasbach near Strasbourg, while preparing for
a battle which he had forced Montecuccolli to accept on conditions advantageous to the French. The
immediate consequences were grave for his disheartened army, because far from winning a victory,
they performed feebly after the demise of their leader and Montecuccolli routed them and swept a
disorganised rabble back towards the French frontier. Louis and Louvois persuaded the ailing Condé
to accept the command of the beaten army, convincing him that he had to respond to a national crisis,
and stabilise the situation. On grounds of capability there was only one realistic candidate for the
succession to Condé in command of the Army of Flanders, and this time Louis and Louvois did not let
personal considerations influence their decision; Luxemburg was given the position. Moreover, the
death of Turenne was taken as the occasion for the appointment of 8 Marshals of France, and
Luxemburg finally achieved his life’s ambition when he received his baton.
It is likely that King Louis accepted that he could not charge Luxemburg with the command of one of
the two principal French armies, while with-holding the rank which would give him the appropriate
status; it has also been suggested that Louvois was desperate to raise up his favourite, Rochefort,
which necessitated the promotion of all the generals senior to him. This probably explains the large
number of appointments, but Luxemburg’s own nomination is best ascribed to a reluctant acceptance
of the inevitable. Certainly his reputation, even then, towered over those of his fellow appointees;
d’Estrades, Navailles, Schomberg, Duras, la Feuillade, Vivonne, and the aforementioned Rochefort, his
future achievements and historical perspective have of course widened the gap. He was 48 years old,
and it was 29 years since he had first distinguished himself in battle by rescuing Condé at Lens. His
long apprenticeship was over.
………………………..
King Louis and Louvois were understandably cautious after the events of the summer. Turenne became
an even greater general, after death than he had been alive, with the sense of loss heightened by his
state funeral in Paris. The normally competent Marshal Crequi, who had been sent to the front
immediately after Turenne’s death, had added to the French gloom by inviting and losing a battle at
Konzer Brucke, and he then had allowed himself to be locked up in Treves, and captured when the
town fell to Imperial forces commanded by Charles, Duke of Lorraine. It seemed that France might lose
the war and both Condé and Luxemburg were pressed to remain on the defensive by Louvois. The
former, much troubled by illness and still nagged by disappointment over Seneffe, was no longer driven
towards aggression at all costs, and settled without protest into the war of marches, counter-marches,
feints and manoeuvres, which was had becoming the norm on the French eastern frontier. Though
Condé deserves credit for stabilising the front with forces demoralised by recent defeats, it was probably
his glittering reputation, added to Montecuccolli’s innate caution, that combined to enable the French
forces to survive unscathed until winter. Things proceeded very similarly in Flanders, but the difference
was that neither William nor Luxemburg was content with the manoeuvring to which they were limited,
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the former by the restraints imposed by his Spanish ally, the latter by the iron grip kept on him by
Louvois. Luxemburg’s messages to Louvois showed his frustration, and though relations did not
deteriorate in the same way as they had the previous year, the days of poking fun and exchanging
confidences were largely gone. Eventually William accepted that he would not be able to gain any
advantage, so he returned to politicking in Holland, and both armies went early into winter quarters.
Luxemburg at least had the satisfaction of receiving the King’s commendation for his conduct, but he
had come to regard any campaign without an end-point, namely a victorious battle, as an opportunity
wasted, and this must have been especially true as he sought to prove himself as a principle
commander.
6.4 The Philippsburg Debacle
The year 1676 saw the disappearance of the generation of generals who had contested battles in the
decades since the last phase of the Thirty Years War. First, Condé made another attempt to secure the
succession of his son to his command, this time jointly with himself, but his retirement was accepted
and Luxemburg was sent to take his place on the eastern frontier. Then Montecuccolli, who had already
retired once before, demitted his command of the Imperial army, reputedly stating that one who had
contended on equal terms with Turenne and Condé was not going to risk his reputation by fighting any
upstart. His successor as Imperial Generalissimo was Charles, Duke of Lorraine, who had responded
to the loss of his patrimony to France by taking service with the Hapsburg Emperor, and had
distinguished himself fighting against the Turks and the French, most recently at Seneffe and Trier. He
was by then 33, and was to go on to share with King John Sobieski of Poland, the glory of relieving
Vienna from the Turks in 1683, and thereafter he liberated Hungary. His status amongst great 17th
century generals should perhaps be higher than it seems to be, and in the early months of 1676, he
was to do much to put the one major dent in Luxemburg’s military reputation.
Philippsburg was a fortress on the right (eastern) bank of the River Rhine, which had been captured by
Condé during the Thirty Years War, more than a quarter of a century earlier. It was valuable as a
bridgehead for France, since the possibility of attack in this quarter could never be wholly discounted
by the Empire, though in recent years the French posture there had been wholly defensive. It was
unusually sited, not close by the river but some distance east, with marshland in the intervening space,
and the whole area, encompassing the river valley as well, was surrounded by low hills. During the
previous year, Montecuccolli had set the scene for an attack on the fortress by occupying most of the
aforementioned hills, and establishing a bridgehead on the left (western) bank of the Rhine at a village
called Lauterbourg. Both Condé and the great expert in fortifications, Vauban, pointed out then, that
Philippsburg was in danger and in response, one of the recently appointed Marshals, Rochefort, was
instructed to retake Lauterbourg during the winter of 1675/76 but delayed long enough to allow the
village to be reinforced, and failed in his assault. He was then ordered to get a strong convoy of
reinforcements and supplies into Philippsburg, but failed in this endeavour as well. As a result, the
fortress appeared to be in even more jeopardy when Luxemburg arrived to take command in the spring.
Almost his first action was to request permission to move immediately to the aid of Philippsburg, fighting
if the Imperial army chose to confront him. This was far from the wishes of Louvois and King Louis who
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were planning a major attack in Flanders, and saw Luxemburg’s role as purely defensive, at least until
they had achieved success, so his request was ignored, and untypically the Marshal let the matter drop.
The Flanders campaign unfolded during the spring, and the King and his advisors conducted two
successful sieges, capturing the fortresses of Condé and Bouchain. They followed this up by
outmanoeuvring William of Orange comprehensively and creating a golden opportunity to fight a
successful battle against the Dutch/Spanish army at Urtebise. At the critical moment, the King hesitated,
and none of his lieutenants proved willing to risk advising him unequivocally to fight, so William was
able to withdraw without damage. The dilemma for the subordinate French generals had been that
battle, even under the most favourable circumstances, carried risk, and the presence of the King
increased the stakes. If the battle should be lost, the blow to royal prestige was incalculable if the King
was seen as responsible, though scarcely much greater than actually occurred when he was perceived
to have let a great opportunity slip. There was also the fact that the physical risk to commanders was
not negligible at this time, as Turenne’s recent death had shown; battles often broke up into localised
fights which passed no-one by, and instances of capture and wounding of senior officers were
commonplace. The thought that King Louis might be killed, wounded, or probably worst of all, captured,
lay heavily on the minds of his advisors, though it would be wrong to imply that such personal
considerations had influenced the thinking of the King. Nonetheless, the affair was a grave
disappointment to the King, and he looked for an early opportunity to restore his reputation and selfesteem.
At royal instigation, Louvois proposed to Luxemburg that King Louis might join him in command on the
German front, but that the monarch, chastened by his experience at Urtebise, would not interfere with
the Marshal’s freedom of action. Whether Luxemburg believed this is one thing, but the last thing he
can have wanted was to be encumbered by the royal presence, and possibly that of Louvois as well,
so his answer was blunt enough, indicating that if he had to fight while King Louis was with him, he
would feel compelled to assign so many men to the King’s protection that his freedom of action was
bound to be constrained. His reply ended the matter, fortunately for the King’s prestige as matters were
to pan out, and in fact ended the King’s direct involvement with his field armies, though he continued to
take a prominent part in sieges, which if hazardous enough were at least more predictable.
In comparison with the rest of his career, Luxemburg behaved strangely in the early months of 1676.
He remained tightly constrained in what he could do by Louvois, but that did not prevent him before or
afterwards, from taking some initiatives. In particular, given his knowledge of the vulnerability of
Philippsburg, and the totemic status of the fortress, his failure to take any action to address its situation
is puzzling. He actually seemed quite content to remain on the defensive, a unique state of mind for
him, but sent a stream of requests for reinforcements to Louvois, while complaining constantly about
the state of his army. His requests for reinforcement were spurned, no doubt because Louvois was
worried about what he might try to do with the extra numbers, but Rochefort’s force in the Moselle valley
to the west of Luxemburg’s front was augmented, and the two marshals were instructed to co-operate.
Then Rochefort, whose health had been badly affected by depression over his failures to succour
Philippsburg, the previous winter, died suddenly aged only 40, so Louvois told Luxemburg to unite the
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two forces. The appointed rendezvous was at Saverne, north-west of the allied stronghold of
Strasbourg. Charles of Lorraine with the Imperial army pressed forward as though eager to engage
Luxemburg’s force while it was on the march and before the junction of the French forces, though in
fact, his plan was more subtle.
Charles understood that if he had moved directly on Phillipsburg, he would have been closely followed
by Luxemburg, and most likely forced into a battle which he would have had a less than even chance
of winning. His tactic of racing Luxemburg to Saverne might have created an opportunity to fight the
Marshal on advantageous terms, and he might have been able to keep the French armies divided, but
assuredly he took Luxemburg’s eye off Philippsburg. Predictably enough, Luxemburg proved more than
equal to the Duke of Lorraine when it came to manoeuvring his army, and had much the best of the
skirmishes that took place when the two forces closed. He probably felt rather pleased with himself
when he united the two French armies, and settled down around Saverne to reorganise and re-supply
his expanded army. It will have been no surprise to him that Charles drew off because he was well
outnumbered by the combined French force, but the Imperial general then carried out his master-stroke
and immediately marched by way of Strasbourg, up the right bank of the Rhine to Philippsburg where
he quickly opened the siege of the fortress, ringing the works with the rest of his army.
It may well be that Luxemburg had had no option but to pause in Saverne; this was the view of King
Louis and Louvois who considered him blameless militarily for what ensued. It is also true that King
Louis had resigned himself to the loss of Philippsburg, months earlier when its situation had been fully
explained to him by Vauban. However, Luxemburg knew that he had in the Duke of Wellington’s words,
‘been humbugged’ by Charles of Lorraine and he became absolutely determined to relieve the fortress.
Probably, no general in history has completed a career of any length without being outmanoeuvred on
occasion, and Luxemburg was no exception. What always mattered was the reaction of the general
concerned, and especially the limitation of any damage. In this case, Luxemburg was found wanting,
not as we shall see because he squandered men and materials in a forlorn pursuit of a lost cause, but
because he blew the issue up into a national emergency, and raised the hopes of his country, so
ensuring that there would be grave damage to his reputation if he did not raise the siege. One thing he
did have going for him was the quality of the garrison commander in Philippsburg called le Fay, who
was energetic and capable, and with his force of 3000, determined to sell the place dearly, and resist
for as long as possible. That there was nothing else in his favour became obvious when he brought his
army up to confront Charles.
In order to cover his siege operations, the Imperial general had taken up a formidable defensive
position, around the aforementioned village of Lauterbourg, on the inside of a bend on the left bank of
the Rhine, connected by a sturdy bridge to Philippsburg, on the other side. Even if Luxemburg had been
able to force this position, he would have faced problems because all the surrounding hills were held
by his enemy, but on first surveying the ground he could see little chance of getting this far and must
already have begun to regret his freely expressed promises of success. Indeed, his first proposals sent
back to Paris were not to attack the position at Philippsburg, but to embark on a siege of Strasbourg
which he hoped might draw Charles off, or in the event that it did not, would at least provide a prize
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which could be traded for Philippsburg, when peace was negotiated. The suggestion, which on the face
of things, appears reasonable, was treated with contempt in Paris, and publicly released in a way that
attracted ridicule, making it clear that Luxemburg was being fitted up as the scapegoat for when
Philippsburg was lost. It was made crystal clear that he was expected to keep his word and find a way
of relieving the besieged fortress directly.
Luxemburg’s first attempt had to be abandoned before it started; it was to have been a surprise attack
through a wood to the left of the Imperial position, but reconnaissance showed that the trees were so
thick as to be impenetrable. Then it seemed that an opportunity might arise when his army crushed a
strong Imperial cavalry sortie. However Archduke Charles ensured that a general engagement did not
ensue, by accepting the heavy loss and withdrawing behind his defences. Luxemburg had limited time
to achieve his aim before he would have to move to find forage and other supplies; Charles having
prepared for a static defence only had to wait. After a few days of further probing, Luxemburg made his
last throw. He prepared a complex plan which involved a frontal attack on the Imperial army’s position,
coupled with an assault by boats on the bridge, and an attempt to reinforce the garrison in Philippsburg
with several hundred men sent across the river. Secrecy was critical if there was to be any chance of
success, but as so often in those times, deserters alerted the Imperial defenders. Chains were hung
from the bridge to thwart the boats, the frontal attacks were beaten off, and extra troops deployed on
the right bank mopped up most of the party intended to augment the garrison. No doubt, Luxemburg
could have battered away at a cost, for a bit longer, and indeed his relatively easy acceptance of failure
is completely at odds with his usual determination. For some reason, his heart wasn’t in it and he
accepted what seemed to be inevitable and drew off his forces. Philippsburg held out for a month longer,
until ammunition ran out and surrender with full military honours was negotiated. However, events still
had one more thrust to make at Luxemburg’s reputation because two weeks later, the Rhine burst its
banks and in those circumstances a continuation of the siege would have been impossible. With
hindsight, it is clear that unreasonable persistence might have saved the fortress for France.
The Imperial army paid quite a heavy price, losing 10000 men to injury and disease, including the siege
commander, the Marquis of Baden, but the prestige gained across Europe was massive. The
corresponding chagrin in France was just as great, and Luxemburg felt the full weight of it in succeeding
years, whether from scurrilous jibes from the general populace, or snide remarks from courtiers. He
received his just deserts because he had wilfully set himself up at the centre of the affair. Though he
had indeed been outwitted by Charles of Lorraine at the start of the siege, thereafter, his actions had
been considered and measured, even if his words had not. The loosening of the French hold on
Philippsburg had largely been completed before he arrived. The King, and even Louvois, made it very
clear that they did not hold him responsible, in private, but did nothing to counter the flood of public
criticism, partly because they were happy enough to deflect the blame, but mainly because they knew
that Luxemburg had brought the response of the nation on himself. Otherwise, Luxemburg was his own
sternest critic, and if on the one hand he craved support to counter criticism, on the other he took it to
heart, and for all the victories that were to come, he never quite overcame the feeling that by his own
standards, he had let himself down at Philippsburg. In the short term, he vented much of his chagrin in
letters to Louvois, and the latter resented the insinuations of failure to give public support, even if they
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were true. Then a more tangible issue arose between them when Louvois asked Luxemburg to transfer
some soldiers to Crequi, who had replaced Rochefort in the Moselle valley, and was met with
obstruction until he threatened the Marshal with dismissal.
Thereafter, the rest of the campaigning season saw Luxemburg and Charles of Lorraine manoeuvring
for position on both banks of the Rhine, following the pattern of Turenne and Montecuccolli, but an endproduct was lacking. Battles rarely took place in this era unless desired by both antagonists, and after
his success at Philippsburg, Charles had no need to push his luck. However, the year 1676 finished on
a slightly better note for Luxemburg, when he achieved a little coup at Montbeliard. There were many
small independent state-lets in Alsace, comprising little more than a small fortified town with a bit of
hinterland, and Montbeliard was one such, but it did command an important cross-roads. The French
concern was that its ruler, who happened to be a distant relative of Luxemburg, was planning to invite
the Imperial army to occupy the town, and Louvois wished to displace him. However the War Secretary
entertained doubts that Luxemburg would be willing to deprive a kinsman, given the discontent he was
expressing with those in charge of French policy. He need not have worried, because Luxemburg
realised he had got himself out on a limb, and was happy to see a way of restoring relations, and getting
back a little self-esteem. The method he adopted was neat, if deceitful. The ruler of Montbeliard was
invited to dine with the Marshal, and at the conclusion of a banquet, was given as a mark of respect, a
guard of honour which kept him close company during his return journey. The result was that when he
re-entered the town fortifications he was followed in by a substantial French force, and thereafter he
was quickly relieved of his possession; the incident was referred to as the ‘Conquest of Compliments’.
This marked the end of Luxemburg’s difficult year in the field, though he was given re-assurance when
he returned to the Court, because his reception was much better than he had anticipated. In spite of
Philippsburg, the King realised by then that Luxemburg, if not yet indispensable, was his most capable
general, and tailored his Court’s behaviour accordingly.
6.5 Rehabilitation
The next year, 1677, saw a continuation of the normal pattern of the war, with the French attempting
little more than to defend their eastern frontier, while seeking gains in Flanders. The first target was
Valenciennes, the scene of the major victory achieved by Condé and Luxemburg over Turenne, more
than 20 years earlier. Although King Louis had ‘retired’ from campaigning with French field armies, he
still regarded himself as the master of siege-craft, at least when accompanied by Vauban, and took
personal command. Luxemburg was one of five Marshals of France in attendance, and took his turn as
General of the day on an equal basis with the others. For all the reassurances he had received, it is
easy to infer that Louvois was exacting a price for the Philippsburg debacle; Luxemburg was not to hold
an independent command again until late in the year. The key to Valenciennes was an outlying fort,
separated from the rest of the town’s defences by the River Scheldte, but well protected, called the
Pâte. Whether by design or not, the French attack on the outworks of this fort was scheduled for one of
Luxemburg’s days in command, and although siege-craft was not a skill he was often called on to
display, it must be assumed that he had something to do with the adoption of an unorthodox approach.
His force was divided into three to assault from different directions with a reserve held back to reinforce
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success, but the variation on normal tactics was to time the attacks for dawn, rather than during the
night. A heavy bombardment was started as night fell, and continued until 5.00 AM when it was halted.
The defenders, thinking the danger was passed, stood down the town militia, sending some of them to
tackle the fires started by the cannonade, and were totally unprepared for the attack on the walls which
was launched at 7.00 AM. Far from taking only the outworks, the attack was pushed on to take the fort
of the Pâte, and in the confusion some soldiers got into the town itself. Luxemburg then demonstrated
his great ability to profit from opportunities in the heat of battle, and collecting some of the reserve,
joined his advanced party and forced his way into the centre of the town where he personally confronted
the Town Governor and demanded his surrender. With difficulty, Luxemburg then managed to prevent
his jubilant soldiers from sacking the town, and later that morning had the pleasure of presenting the
keys to the King, having dispensed with quite a few of the steps prescribed in the formal manuals of
siege-craft. Thereafter, Luxemburg was sent south-west along the Scheldte valley to take Cambrai, but
when, after occupying the town, he was preparing an attack on the citadel, he received orders to take
reinforcements west to St. Omer which was being besieged by an army nominally led by the King’s
brother, Monsieur, the Duke of Orleans.
The French by now had mustered larger forces than their adversaries on the Flanders front, but by
splitting them between the King and his brother, they gave William of Orange the chance to gain local
superiority, and he did so at St. Omer. William’s force comprised 35000 Dutch and Walloon soldiers,
while Monsieur, mentored by Marshal, the Duke of Humieres, had around 25000 to which number
Luxemburg added a few thousand, when he arrived. William’s first objective was to feed reinforcements
into St. Omer, and this conditioned his tactics when he confronted the French army shielding its
besieging force at Cassel, a few kilometres north-east of the town. Luxemburg took command of the
right of the French army, while Monsieur and Humieres looked after the left. William tried first to occupy
high ground on the French right whose possession would have allowed him to mount a strong sortie to
put more soldiers into St. Omer, but Luxemburg prevented him from doing so. On the next morning,
11th April 1677, William attacked again and succeeded in taking the high ground, but Luxemburg threw
him off. All the time, William was weakening the right wing of his own army, and when he took more
soldiers away to mount another attack on Luxemburg, the French left attacked and broke through, at
which point Luxemburg also moved forward and the unavoidable Dutch retreat degenerated into
something of a rout.
The only blot on the French success was an inadequate pursuit, in part because of the distraction
offered by the capture of the Dutch baggage, including William’s plate, maps, and correspondence. A
cavalry force held back by Luxemburg expressly to exploit any break-through had, unbeknown to him,
been switched by Monsieur’s staff to the French left to bolster the attack there. In truth, Cassel was in
this regard no different from most other battles in the period, the best commanders like Luxemburg tried
to make provision for a strong pursuit after victory, but usually found it necessary to commit the forces
husbanded for this purpose at some critical stage, leaving themselves bereft of fresh units. Luxemburg
did not complain afterwards about the alteration in his dispositions, partly one imagines, because of a
rare outbreak of tact, but also because it was by no means impossible that his reserve had tipped the
balance on the French left. It is difficult to allocate overall credit for a decisive victory which cost the
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allies more than 10000 casualties and prisoners, though following the conventions of the time, high
praise was given by all involved to the Duke of Orleans in what was to be his only campaign. The course
of the battle was dictated by William, who certainly did not distinguish himself in unbalancing his army,
but there is little evidence that the French were operating according to any master-plan and the two
wings of their army fought separately until the closing stages. One consequence was of course the
capture of St. Omer.
Luxemburg had been wounded at Valenciennes, and left the army after the Battle of Cassel, to
recuperate at Piney. He was recalled to take command of the main army when the King left Flanders a
month later, but in his time away some things had changed. The political situation was turning against
France, because England, which had already moved from its alliance with France to neutrality, was
swinging towards the allies. King Charles, badgered by the English first minister, the Earl of Danby, and
Parliament, was finding it hard to maintain his own pro-French stance, not least because French gains
in Flanders were seen as a threat to English security as much as that of Holland. Accordingly, King
Charles asked King Louis to adopt a more defensive posture on his northern frontier, and for the
moment the French King acquiesced. Luxemburg had to accept the transfer of some of his army to the
eastern armies of Crequi and Schomberg stationed on the Rivers Rhine and Meuse, respectively, and
was himself ordered to stand on the defensive. Then William, who as always had wasted little time in
repairing his army after Cassel, took his forces to Charleroi and opened siege lines. The French got
wind of an allied plan to bring Charles of Lorraine with an Imperial army across the Rhine, and into
Flanders where with William’s army, he would have achieved a massive superiority over Luxemburg.
Louvois decided to counter this by moving Crequi’s army to Luxemburg’s support, but knowing that
neither of the Marshals would willingly accept the authority of the other, decided to take personal
command of the combined army. Accordingly he set off for Luxemburg’s headquarters, only to find
when he got there that Crequi had denied Charles of Lorraine the passage of the Rhine, so nipping the
allied plan in the bud, and eliminating the need to move his army to Luxemburg’s aid.
However, Louvois, having made the journey, was reluctant to return without achieving anything, so he
decided to remain and began to interfere with military operations. Luxemburg speedily outmanoeuvred
William and threatened to get between him and his base, so compelling him to raise the siege of
Charleroi and retreat. At this point, Luxemburg thought he had the opportunity to take William in flank
while he was marching away, and to administer a heavy defeat, but Louvois refused to allow him to
attack, so William escaped. The similarity to the missed opportunity at Urtebise, when the King’s
hesitancy was to blame is striking, though unlike his master, Louvois did not have the excuse that he
received contradictory advice. Luxemburg although without doubt annoyed, showed some discretion
in not making his views widely known, but members of his staff were not so reticent. Unsurprisingly,
Louvois assumed that they had been prompted to comment by their master, and relations between the
Marshal and the War Minister cooled still further. At the same time, Luxemburg compounded matters
by openly establishing a regular correspondence with Colbert, the Finance Minister who led the
government faction opposed to the Le Telliers (Louvois and his father), signalling a potential switch in
allegiance to all at Court. The price he was to pay for this unwise move shall soon become clear.
Otherwise, Louvois continued his unwelcome visit, giving Luxemburg little freedom of action, and
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returned to an old theme by demanding that he raise money from the occupied territory in Flanders. It
is hard to think that Luxemburg did not welcome the end of this campaigning season.
6.6 The Last Stages of the War
That autumn had seen the plans of the English minister, Danby, to enlist his country in the alliance
against France, take a giant step forward when he persuaded the King to allow the marriage of his
niece, Princess Mary, to William of Orange. A treaty was signed at The Hague which committed England
to mediate between the two sides, but from a position which favoured the alliance, and with the thinly
disguised threat that a failure of the negotiations would see England enter the war against France. In
fact the situation was not quite as serious for France as it appeared because with the King still
unsupportive of his first minister’s policy, and parliament trusting neither, England was too disunited to
enter the war in a whole-hearted fashion. In any event, the next spring (1678) saw no diminishing of
French will, and the largest army yet seen, comprising 260000 men in total, was raised and divided
between the various fronts, while the English mediation was rejected with some contempt. King Louis
took charge of the largest force and advanced into Flanders to besiege Ghent, with Luxemburg leading
a covering army of 30000 which he deployed to ensure that the town would not be relieved. An unreal
air was given to the siege by the presence in the surrounding towns of many courtiers, male and female,
including especially Madame de Maintenan, the King’s mistress, soon to become his morganatic wife.
In some ways it was as if Versailles had been transplanted into Flanders, as a round of parties and
fetes took place only a few miles from the siege-lines, but occasionally reality intruded on the celebrants,
and they suffered some hardship when food ran short temporarily, as was common for armies in the
field. Luxemburg’s contingent was not threatened by any relieving force so he had time enough to join
in the socialising and it was at this time that he began a long-lasting friendship with the dramatist, Jean
Racine who had been appointed as a Royal Historiographer, and was rather unwillingly obeying the
royal command to make a close study of siege-craft.
After about a month, Ghent fell, the Court returned to Versailles, and the army moved on to besiege
Ypres. This time the King allowed Luxemburg to lead an assault, and the town was taken speedily but
at the cost of fifteen hundred French casualties. As usual, with the planned sieges successfully
concluded, the King left the army in the charge of Luxemburg, but he was under strict instructions not
to seek battle. He moved the French army east to sit under the walls of Brussels, though he did not
open trenches, while a detachment under Schomberg besieged Mons. In fact, the war which had lasted
for six years finally seemed to be coming to an end. In Holland, a peace party led by the richest
merchants of Amsterdam was slowly asserting itself against the war party of William of Orange. Though
the whole country acknowledged its debt to the Stadtholder as its saviour in the first two years of the
war, his lack of military success thereafter weighed heavily on the people. After taking Ghent and Ypres,
King Louis offered a truce of a month to allow negotiations to take place at Nijmegen, and he made it
clear that although he expected to retain some of his gains in Flanders, the more grandiose ambitions
of 1672 and 1673 had long been discarded, and he was willing to accept that a barrier of fortified towns
in the Spanish Netherlands was essential to the Dutch to render their frontiers defensible. His more
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reasonable line was dictated in part by French war-weariness and partly by the fact that eventual
English adherence to the alliance against him seemed inevitable.
The truce saw much fraternisation between the armies, but it wasn’t long before the negotiations at
Nijmegen reached a serious impasse. The problem concerned Sweden, the one remaining ally of
France, whose forces had proved to be no match for the combined armies of Denmark, Prussia, and
the Empire; as a result Sweden was threatened with the loss of all the territory she had held in northern
Germany. King Louis made the partial withdrawal of his own armies conditional on a less draconian
settlement with Sweden. To emphasise the point, Luxemburg was instructed to resort to the timehonoured practice of sending out requisitioning parties in the large area of Flanders which he occupied,
and to recommence siege operations against Mons, to which end he took personal command there. In
the knowledge that Mons could hold out for no more than another month, he eschewed an assault and
set himself to wait, placing his covering force in a strong position on raised ground, with its right fixed
to the village of St-Denis, north-west of Mons.
Meanwhile William of Orange was still determined to prolong the war, and of course found his situation
relative to the peace party in Holland strengthened by the apparent failure of the negotiations. He
showed his usual vigour in putting together a relief army which he marched towards Mons. His force
was boosted by a large English contingent under the command of James, Duke of Monmouth, present
because Danby had used the breakdown in negotiations as justification for shipping many English
regiments over to Flanders, and allowed the money voted by the English Parliament to pay for their
disbandment, to be used for their deployment. So in early August 1678, the two armies, French and
allied faced each other outside Mons, but negotiations to end the war continued in Nijmegen, and it was
unclear whether a settlement would be reached before battle could be joined.
In fact, a peace agreement between France and Holland was signed on 10 th August 1678, but
negotiations between France and Spain continued, with the French happy to delay matters on the
assumption that their hand would soon be strengthened by the fall of Mons. This event would not be
long delayed if the larger Dutch part of the army confronting Luxemburg had to withdraw. Messengers
had been sent to the protagonists, but the very fact that the allied army lay between Nijmegen and
Luxemburg’s headquarters, meant that the news was certain to reach William first. So he received
notification, unofficially at least on 13th August, (there are stories of his stuffing an official dispatch
unopened into his pocket). William had two obvious motivations for his behaviour; in the first place the
Peace Treaty had been agreed very much against his will, and he might have hoped to stir up enough
trouble by ignoring it, to cause a renewal of hostilities, and, he knew that a victory over Luxemburg’s
army would have raised the siege of Mons and removed the danger of the town being ceded to France.
Whether he hoped also that news of the Peace Treaty would have reached Luxemburg, and that he
would be thrown off his guard can only be a matter for speculation. At any rate a messenger arrived at
Luxemburg’s headquarters on the next morning (14th August 1678), to be closely followed by news that
William’s army was moving forward to the attack. The Marshal’s first inclination was to send an emissary
to William to inform him that their two countries were at peace, but he then realised that William must
have received the news of the Peace Treaty and was attacking regardless of this knowledge. In some
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accounts it is stated that Luxemburg decided that his honour required him to respond to the challenge,
but in reality it would have been almost impossible to avoid battle if William was determined to attack
him; his army couldn’t just stand and refuse to fight, while to attempt a withdrawal would have risked
disaster.
Luxemburg’s army was positioned along an escarpment running north to south between the villages of
Casteau and St-Denis, but his headquarters at the Abbey of St-Denis was separated by a ravine and
stream from the rest of his line. After the battle Luxemburg had to deny rumours that William had
surprised him in the midst of celebrating the Peace there, a highly unlikely eventuality since he probably
viewed the end of the war with as little approval as William, but there is no doubt that he had anticipated
neither a battle, nor William’s plan of attack. Had the battle been fought in ordinary circumstances,
William would surely have focused on the right of Luxemburg’s line, to the south, where he would have
attempted to get across the River Haine, so opening the way to mounting an attack on the besieging
force and relieving Mons. The fact that he was making a last throw, after peace had been declared,
meant that he did not have to pay attention to the further steps in a campaign, and he focused simply
on defeating Luxemburg. The French general having been rather caught on the hop was also slow to
divine William’s intentions, and was to depend on his formidable powers of recovery, and on the fact
that William was far from his equal on the battlefield.
William first attacked and took the Abbey of St-Denis, which was only lightly defended after Luxemburg
left to take up station in the centre of his defensive line, but French reinforcements soon blocked any
further advance there. Then William attacked the centre of the French line, but was fairly easily thrown
back, though with good cover, his soldiers were able to take quite a heavy toll of the defenders. In the
next phase of the battle, William attacked on both flanks but Luxemburg, still assuming that William’s
eye would be focussed on the south, extended his line to the River Haine and reinforced his right wing.
Whether William realised this fully may be doubted, but he soon began to enjoy real success on
Luxemburg’s left, capturing the village and citadel of Casteau, and beginning to roll up the French line.
The French retreat was slow, but they lost most of their original position and eventually fell back across
the previously mentioned ravine near the Abbey. At this moment Luxemburg seems finally to have
grasped the situation fully, and putting himself at the head of his reserves, mounted a ferocious attack
which drove the allied forces back along the ridge and through the village of Casteau. The defence of
the citadel there had been entrusted by William to a French Huguenot regiment whose members dared
not surrender, but they were burnt out and killed to a man.
William as quite often when facing Luxemburg had claimed an initial advantage but had been undone
by the intensity of the French response, though he did everything he could to rally his army displaying
great personal courage throughout the action; another noted personage to distinguish himself on the
allied side was the Duke of Monmouth. It was all to no avail though, and Luxemburg looked to complete
his victory by releasing his cavalry against the retreating allied infantry. However darkness was coming
on and the pursuing French were silhouetted against the burning castle in Casteau, making easy targets
for such allied guns and muskets as were still firing. Accordingly, Luxemburg called off the pursuit, and
after remaining in occupation of the battlefield for a few hours to confirm his victory by the conventions
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of the day, pulled back to a new line still resting on Casteau but now swung south-west to the banks of
the River Haine. William drew off further to a line between Thiusies and Havre, and both generals
paused to review the costs and consequences of the battle. There was no doubt that on all measures
of normal reckoning the French had won; the two armies had begun with about equal strength, 25000
men, but the allies had lost 4500, compared with the French loss of 2500 casualties, and the latter had
remained in possession of the field. However, it can be argued that William achieved at least one of his
aims because shortly afterwards, King Louis was persuaded to allow the re-victualing of Mons, so
ensuring its retention by Spain. The Truce which permitted this operation also provided the opportunity
for William and Luxemburg to meet for the only time, (so far as is known). They discussed the battle,
and agreed that the ending of the war was to be deplored as it would leave them little pleasurable to do
but hunt, which was for each of them but a poor substitute. Certainly there is no evidence of any warmth
between them, but that is hardly surprising. William was always supremely conscious of his dignity as
a ruling prince, and no doubt insisted on due respect. On the other hand, it would have been out of
character for Luxemburg not to display a modicum of professional condescension towards someone he
had bested so frequently. Judging from their later confrontations, neither gained any real insight into
the workings of his opponent’s mind.
Eventually, an agreement was reached which permitted the armies to withdraw from Mons, and William
returned to Holland. There he was much criticised for what was seen as a purposeless shedding of
blood at St-Denis, and with the peace party in the ascendant, and no army to command, he had to
reconcile himself to a loss of influence, at least temporarily. Luxemburg’s army resumed its vigil outside
Brussels while peace negotiations continued, until agreement between France and Spain was reached
on 17th September. The French gains from six years of war were largely contained in this treaty,
comprising Franche Comté and several towns in Flanders including St. Omer and Valenciennes.
Though a long way from the lofty ambitions of the start of the war the conquests represented a
significant strengthening of France’s northern frontier and another increase in the security of Paris.
However there is no doubt that Holland, which had received back Maastricht in its own peace treaty
with France, had made an extraordinary recovery from its dark days of 1672, and early 1673, thanks
mainly to the efforts of William of Orange. Having sorted out matters on its northern frontier, France
was left in a good position to settle issues to the east with the Empire, and to secure a favourable
outcome for Sweden. Numerous treaties, generally in accord with French wishes, were signed over the
next few months finally bringing hostilities to an end, and most observers take this as the apogee of
French power, at least under the Ancien Regime, though it can be argued that by uniting most of
Western Europe against him, King Louis had already sown the seeds of future decline. It is also true
that the French King was as yet not fully aware of the implacable hostility of William of Orange.
Luxemburg was left to shepherd the French army back home where it faced disbandment. Another
serious spat with Louvois arose when two officers, one of whom, Tallard was to become a Marshal of
France in the future, took part in a duel. Luxemburg disciplined them, but not too severely, and informed
Louvois but with the request that he should not take the matter further, or publicise it. Louvois, perhaps
feeling that Luxemburg was taking too much on himself, informed the King, and the upshot was that
Tallard was sent back to Paris and flung into the Bastille, and Luxemburg was rebuked. However, on
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his return to Versailles he was well received by the King, so perhaps he imagined that the return of
peace would not be too problematic, but in fact his roller-coaster career was about to take another
downward plunge.
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7. Indiscretion, Imprisonment, and Disgrace, 1678 -1688
7.1 The Prospect of Peace
I have already drawn attention to the fact that Luxemburg agreed with William of Orange about one
thing, and that was in preferring a state of war to peace. Although he had achieved his ambitions of
commanding French armies successfully, had the status of a Marshal of France, and was over fifty
years old, his appetites for glory, and the more tangible rewards for success, were a long way from
being satiated in 1678. Perhaps he was recognised by many of his peers as the most able French
general still active, but the reputations of Turenne and Condé far surpassed his own, and he couldn’t
hope to alter this as long as peace lasted. Additionally there was still the shadow left by Philippsburg to
haunt him. For all his successes during the last few years of the recent war, it is clear from his surviving
correspondence that his one failure loomed much larger in his own mind, and his enemies at Court, of
whom there were more than a few, kept the debacle in the public mind.
In war-time the balance of his life had generally been close to ideal for one of his temperament, with
periods of adrenaline-charged frenetic activity as he manoeuvred armies, and fought pitched battles,
frequently with sword in hand, interspersed with shorter quiet spells in the winter when he recuperated
at Versailles, assured of at least some approbation from the Court. In these times, with his position
close to the throne as a commander of the palace guard, he perhaps believed that he enjoyed some
royal favour, while his martial exploits gave him glamour, at odds with his appearance, which helped
with his never-ending pursuits of elegant courtesans. His visits to his main estate, where his wife resided
and followed her own inclinations, were confined to a minimum necessary to check on the progress of
his children, and to complete essential business with his agents. The coming of peace meant that
activities which had with difficulty been squeezed into three or four winter months, between campaigns,
became the sole purpose of his existence, and the really fulfilling part of his life vanished. The 1660s
had already shown where this was likely to lead him, namely into intrigues and disputes, and if he wasn’t
careful, disgrace.
The early signs after peace terms had been agreed were not propitious. He remained discontented with
his ranking as a Duke and Peer, even boosted by the status of a Marshal of France, and his case to
have his precedence restored to second place amongst his fellows still rumbled on. He came up with
the idea of having the Duchy of Piney-Luxemburg recognised by the Emperor as an independent statelet, which would have given him the higher status at Court of a foreign prince, (like Turenne), but the
necessary backing from Louis XIV was not forthcoming, and without that, he had no chance of success.
The King’s attitude was probably dictated mainly by the weakness of the case, because the dukedom
had long been a French title with a tenuous connection to the old Duchy, but Luxemburg chose to see
a new demonstration of the King’s lack of regard for him. Perhaps he was correct to an extent, but he
should have realised that peace had largely freed the King from any need to humour him in the interests
of the country’s military affairs. Successful generals were a devalued commodity in the absence of war.
In this period, he lacked friends at Court to guide him through its tortuous pathways and especially to
restrain him. His long-time sponsor and defender, the Prince of Condé, had retired to his estate at
Chantilly, prematurely old and sick and no longer sought to influence the King. For ten years, Louvois
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had mainly looked after Luxemburg’s interests, even latterly, when good advice was mixed with harsh
admonitions, criticisms, and unwelcome jibes. In return, Louvois had expected loyalty to himself. We
have already seen how their increasingly fractious relations had been strained to breaking point in the
penultimate year of the war, when the Minister had become directly involved with Luxemburg’s army,
and that the latter’s response had been to make it known publicly that he was corresponding with
Colbert, the War Minister’s rival. It is likely that Luxemburg had intended only to warn Louvois that he
should treat his friends with more consideration, but his manoeuvre proved the final straw in destroying
the relationship, and put nothing tangible in its place.
Perhaps, Luxemburg underestimated the likely fall-out, because he did not appreciate the extent and
bitterness of the rivalry between the Finance and Navy Minister, Colbert, and the Minister for War,
Louvois. The Marshal’s timing could not have been worse, because his gesture, small as it was, came
when Louvois was already feeling threatened. He knew he was likely to lose his position as the King’s
pre-eminent servant when peace was declared, since there would be no campaigns to plan and a large
part of the army he had created was going to have to be disbanded in the interests of economy. Sure
enough, a shift in the balance of power was signalled when Colbert’s brother, Colbert de Croissy,
succeeded to the position of Foreign Minister in the summer of 1679, overcoming competition from a
protégé of Louvois. The timing of the announcement on the day of the wedding of the War Minister’s
daughter might have been a slight, though more likely it was a demonstration that the King saw the day
to day conduct of his business as more important than any concession to the feelings of his servants,
however illustrious. Nonetheless, Louvois saw Colbert as behind an effort to cause him embarrassment,
and searched for a means of retaliation which could not be direct as the Finance and Navy Minister was
‘untouchable’, so would have to be aimed against a known associate. By publicly paying court to
Colbert, Luxemburg had placed himself in the firing line, but this of itself might have meant nothing had
he not also indulged in indiscreet behaviour in the past. It was his own actions over preceding years
that caused him to be drawn into the extraordinary ‘Affair of the Poisons’, even if it was the hostility of
Louvois, a lack of any compensating support from Colbert, and the detachment of a King, most
concerned to distance his Court from scandal, that was to make Luxemburg’s escape from the toils so
difficult.
7.2 Background to the Affair of the Poisons
Much has been written about the Affair of the Poisons; the most recent popular accounts in English
have been produced by Mossiker back in 1970, and Somerset in 2003; I would most recommend the
former. Both authors deal with Luxemburg’s involvement, but understandably as a peripheral episode
rather than a key link in the chain of their narratives, whereas it has to be the main task of this book to
focus on the impact of the affair on its subject. Nonetheless, this still requires me to give an idea of the
context, and an outline of the course of events, in which Luxemburg became embroiled.
Nowadays, we still follow Voltaire, at least to some extent, in viewing the 17th Century as the dawn of
scientific enlightenment, when almost two thousand years of stagnation in human understanding of how
the working of the natural world could be explained, was brought to an end. In this period, the modern
scientific method, as defined by the likes of Bacon and Descartes, was applied by exponents as great
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as Galileo and Newton, and many others only a little less renowned. However, the sciences were not
described and limited in the way we understand now, so speculation ranged very widely, even although
churches of all denominations would have liked to set their own tighter boundaries. This is well
illustrated by the activities of the mathematician and astronomer, Kepler, who held his astrological
investigations to be at least as significant as his astronomical work, and applied similar methods to
each, and those of Newton, who is thought to have devoted more time to searching for the chimera of
the philosopher’s stone, (a means of turning base metals into gold), than to the studies that have earned
him a undying fame. The wish of the Roman Catholic Church establishment to prevent scientific
investigation in areas pronounced on by the bible, (or even by church leaders through the centuries) is
demonstrated by the treatment of Galileo. (It is also fair to say that many Protestant churches, with an
even stronger view of the centrality of the bible, were just as concerned to limit speculation based on
science.) However, many churchmen, including some priests and higher clergy, saw the new scientific
method as a valuable tool for enhancing knowledge of their God and his creation, so there was no
consensus as to what, if any, enquiries and investigations should be prohibited.
Just as in England where the infant Royal Society of London had many aristocratic backers, so in
France, the highest in the land lent their interest and money to the pursuit of knowledge, and in neither
country was the subject matter confined to ‘respectable’ topics. There was a continuum extending from
natural philosophy, through astrological prediction, to the occult and black magic. In Paris and
Versailles, the Court was bigger and richer, than that on the other side of the Channel, and its
aristocratic members, largely frozen out of government, had little to occupy their time other than the
pursuit of pleasure, or at least the avoidance of boredom, so an industry grew up to supply the demand
for strange and wonderful displays and demonstrations. Some of these practitioners were undoubtedly
genuine in their pursuit of knowledge but many were confidence tricksters and criminals, whose claims
to be able to perform miraculous deeds, tell fortunes, and cast spells which would benefit clients and
damage enemies, depended on illusion and deceit.
The 1670s had seen a growing apprehension in French governing circles that the great obsession with
the occult that seemed to grip so many of the aristocracy might have a more sinister side than had
hitherto been suspected. Initially, perceptions of what had been going on covered conjuring tricks,
smoke and mirror illusions, and fortune-telling with cards and other artefacts, or by inspecting palms,
faces, and head-shapes, at the harmless end of the spectrum, and the inducing of trances, casting of
spells, and provision of love potions at the other end. However a number of sudden deaths, beginning
with that of Henriette, Duchess of Orleans in 1670, raised darker suspicions which could not be allayed
by science since there was then no means of detecting poison in a corpse. The highest authorities in
the land began to suspect that it was only a short step from having a spell cast to encompass the death
of a wealthy relative, or disfigurement of a rival in love, to taking more concrete measures, and that
poisons had been procured and used. Worst fears seemed to be confirmed by the sensational case of
the Marquise de Brinvilliers who was convicted and executed in 1676 for poisoning her father and two
brothers, and making other failed attempts on the lives of her relatives. Thereafter, it was another short
step to wondering if the life of the King could be in danger, and sure enough in 1677, the Jesuits came
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forward with information about a plot to poison the King and Dauphin, though they were unable to
identify the culprits as the information derived from confessions.
The task of investigating this alleged plot fell to Nicolas de La Reynie, who had been Lieutenant-General
of Police in Paris since the start of the decade. Had the Affair of the Poisons not intervened, there is
little doubt that La Reynie would have enjoyed a wholly positive reputation, anticipating in some ways
Robert Peel in Great Britain, as he organised an effective police force in Paris, cleaned up the city, and
arranged for it to be lit at night. Thanks to him, Paris began to look a bit like a modern city at least a
hundred years earlier than anywhere else. He was a good organiser, pertinacious, and very hard
working. Unfortunately, the Affair of the Poisons demonstrated some less impressive characteristics,
including gullibility, extreme obsequiousness, and a willingness to dissemble and deceive. La Reynie
had no problem in knowing how to start his investigations, and quickly began to fill the Bastille with
Paris low-life, and especially with mainly female practitioners of the dark arts. He had little difficulty in
extracting information about the supply of poison as well as the casting of spells and horoscopes, and
must have realised fairly quickly that the purchasers of the services being identified were members of
the Court, and might prove to be very close to the King.
We can be sure that La Reynie informed the King of the direction his investigation was taking, and this
knowledge must have influenced King Louis towards setting up a special court, called officially the
Chamber of the Arsenal, because of its location beside the Bastille, though it was to become better
known as the Chambre Ardent. The special court was provided with fourteen judges chaired by a future
Chancellor of France, Louis Boucherat, and began sitting in April 1679. The King’s ostensible purpose
in so handling the matter was to prevent interruption of the normal progress of justice by a flood of
cases resulting from La Reynie’s investigations, but the innovation also allowed him to retain full control
of the proceedings, and limit disclosure. La Reynie was joined by another member of the Paris
Parliament, Bazin de Bezons, as joint ‘rapporteur’, charged with supplying the evidence, which the court
would use to decide whether to proceed further against those held, while Robert whom we met earlier
as the representative of Louvois in Utrecht, was appointed Solicitor General, with the task of giving legal
advice to the court. Both rapporteurs, and Robert communicated frequently with Louvois, and through
him with the King, and this was the route for royal instructions; in particular, neither accused, nor
witnesses, nor evidence were allowed to reach the full court without royal consent.
At the same time as the special arrangements were put in place, those already arrested were moved
to the fortress of Vincennes, away from other prisoners of the state; another measure to guard against
leakage of sensitive information into the public domain. The allocation of a central role to Louvois cannot
have been inevitable, but the King probably realised early that his own reputation was at stake, and so
wanted his best ‘fixer’ involved. For Louvois, the whole business was a godsend as it kept him at the
heart of the King’s affairs, when his influence must have otherwise been declining in step with the
demobilisation of a large part of the French army. It seems unlikely that he played any devious part in
initiating the Affair, not least because it had its beginnings when he was riding high as War Minister, but
he certainly did much to prolong it.
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7.3 The Circumstances Leading to Luxemburg’s Entanglement
Luxemburg was one amongst many of high status, who was gripped by the fashion for the occult in the
1670s, (his distinguished relative, Condé was another), but the former was augmenting a reputation
which was already sinister in the eyes of many at Court. In response to his harsh conduct in several
campaigns, he had already been accused of devilish attributes by Dutch and German propaganda,
some of which had made its way into France. His dissolute lifestyle had in no way abated as he moved
into his fifties, and those, who sought explanations as to why a man looking a bit like a twisted satyr,
should have such success with young and glamorous women, could in those days easily conclude that
he must have supernatural help. He had dubious companions, including a familiar called Francois
Bouchard, an ex-forger who acted as spy, astrologer and fortune teller, and a relative, Antoine de Pas,
Marquis of Fequieres, who was obsessed with the occult and drew Luxemburg into his intrigues. Many
Court insiders would have scorned the notion that he was simply pursuing the hobby of a cultured man
of wide knowledge and curiosity, who was genuinely interested in anything not wholly understood. It is
known that he was warned of the risks he was running, not least by Louvois, but his involvement with
the occult continued during the winters he spent at Court during the wars of the 1670s, and though he
didn’t know it, he was already entangled with some of the principle actors, when the Affair of the Poisons
burst into public knowledge in 1679.
Luxemburg’s biographer, Segur, chronicles two sequences of events, initially completely separate,
which came together and seemed to provide motivation and opportunity for alleged activities which, if
proved to have taken place, would have left the Marshal open to the most severe penalties.
Chronologically the first, which appeared to be totally divorced from his life in Paris and Versailles, arose
as early as 1665, and concerned his estate at Ligny-en-Barrois, which was located about two thirds of
the way from Paris to Strasbourg, in the Duchy of Lorraine. An agreement was reached to sell a large
forestry concession on the lands held by Luxemburg and his half-sister in law, the Princess of Tingry,
with whom he got on much better than with his wife, (so much better, that their relationship was the
subject of scurrilous rumours). However, a lawyer, du Pin, who had drawn up the legal documents,
seems to have been dishonest as well as incompetent, and benefited financially from disputes between
Luxemburg and the purchasers of the concession, over the inadequately defined terms.
The situation remained unresolved for years, which was by no means unusual with such cases, but
eventually Luxemburg began to suspect that his own agent, whose name was Antoine Moreau, also
‘had a finger in the pie’, and was helping to prolong the dispute. In 1673, while otherwise engaged in
Holland, Luxemburg asked Louvois, with whom he was still on relatively good terms, to intervene on
his behalf, and the War Minister had Moreau imprisoned, and questioned, not confining the enquiries
to the matter in hand but ranging over all aspects of the management of the estate. Inevitably given
Luxemburg’s lack of interest (and probably competence) in such matters, some of the details unearthed
were not to the credit of its owner. Typically, Louvois filed that information away, in case it should prove
useful in the future, without disclosing everything he knew to his disorganised friend. Still focussed on
his military activities, Luxemburg hired a new agent for the Ligny estate by the name of Prieur, who has
no role in the tale except that he delegated the responsibility for Luxemburg’s affairs to a long-serving
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clerk called Pierre Bonnard, a decision which proved disastrous for the Marshal. Bonnard, who seems
to have been a malign combination of the energetic, incompetent, corrupt and gullible, decided to try to
free up the negotiation by visiting du Pin and retrieving the documents which had caused all the trouble.
This was fair enough, but instead of meeting the lawyer, he met the latter’s mistress, a woman by the
name of de Bosse, and offered her a reward, if she would search out the documents in question and
clandestinely put them in his hands. Of course, he could not have known that the woman had intimate
connections with a group who were to be principals in a separate chain of events involving Luxemburg
in Paris. This coincidence, combined with Bonnard’s foolishness thereafter, was to consign Luxemburg
to the Bastille, but we must now pick up the other leg of the story.
The start of the second chain of events can be traced back to 1674 when Luxemburg’s relative, the
Marquis of Fequieres, was visited seemingly out of the blue, by a woman trailing a young boy, whom
she claimed to be the godson of the mother of the Marquis. She requested that the Marquis take the
boy under his protection, but he detected a fairly common confidence trick of the time, and refused.
However, he was sufficiently uncertain to seek advice, and for him this meant asking a fortune teller to
pronounce on the antecedents of the boy in question. Accordingly, he made contact with a circle centred
on Adam Coeuret who had adopted the name of Lesage (the Wise One), and his partner, Catherine
Montvoisin. Lesage was fifty years old and had been born in Caen; he described himself as a wool
merchant, but had long made a living as a magician and caster of fortunes and spells for the high-born.
He had been exposed once in 1668, with the result that he had been sent to row in the King’s Galleys,
usually a life sentence, but he had been freed mysteriously, presumably by the agency of one of his
aristocratic clients, and had brazenly returned to his trade in Paris. Montvoisin was a fortune-teller and
supplier of potions, some intended to further relationships and relatively harmless, others better
described as poisons of greater or lesser potency.
Luxemburg came into the picture, late in the same year (1674), when he was between campaigns; one
day, he entered the salon of the Marquise du Fontet, who was a devotee of magic displays, to meet
Fequieres, prior to going on to fulfil another engagement, while Lesage was holding a session. The
encounter was indeed down to chance, but the Marshal knew well enough the enthusiasms of the
Marquise and his own relative, to be clear as to the kind of people he might find there, and his insistence
on intruding himself into the presence of the magician was a sign of his own interest in such matters.
However he showed his normal scepticism, and made uncomplimentary remarks about Lesage’s
performance. The latter then fell back on what can be termed his ‘party-piece’, which involved getting
members of his audience to write down questions on pieces of paper which he then pretended to burn,
without looking at the scribblings. The denouement was normally the return to their owners of the
‘miraculously’ restored papers, along with answers, a few days later. Luxemburg and Fequieres had
been joined by a third associate, and the three agreed to participate, presenting Lesage with a paper,
which he appeared to burn. As usual, he said that if they would all return in two days, he would return
the paper, with answers to their questions appended.
Luxemburg was unimpressed with the first part of the exercise and contemptuously tossed Lesage a
couple of coins, but said that if he fulfilled all of his undertaking, he would be well rewarded. Much was
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to depend on what the questions were; when called to account, Luxemburg and Fequieres both insisted
later that they had been frivolous if indecorous enquiries about scandals around the Court, of which
Lesage would not have been expected to have knowledge, whereas the magician claimed, as we will
see, that they were far more sinister. In any event, when the party reconvened, Lesage produced the
said paper but without any answers, and Luxemburg refused to pay anything more. Presumably the
paper was destroyed at this point, as its production thereafter would have been conclusive, one way or
another. Luxemburg had made an enemy, but given their respective positions in society, it must have
bothered him little, and it is likely that he forgot the incident.
What Luxemburg did not then realise was that Lesage was already involved with his affairs. The deputyagent Bonnard’s attempt to secure the forestry agreement by way of the lawyer du Pin’s mistress failed,
but she made plausible excuses, and offered the help of her mother, a Parisian fortune-teller, and the
latter’s associate, who were of course Catherine Montvoisin and Lesage. Accordingly Bonnard found
himself attending sessions in which Lesage employed his full panoply of illusionist’s tricks to convince
the agent that the death of du Pin would result from the spells and incantations he had cast, and that
the documents Bonnard sought would soon fall into his hands. The war was still in progress and with
Luxemburg’s focus elsewhere, Bonnard found it easy enough to obtain a power of attorney from him,
nominally to arrange payment for the receipt of the legal documents.
By this time, Lesage harboured ill-will for Luxemburg, and he saw an opportunity to make trouble by
persuading Bonnard to forge an addition to the power of attorney which indicated that Luxemburg
approved of Lesage’s involvement, without being specific as to what that amounted to. However, the
magician then over-reached himself by making contact with the other parties to the forestry deal, to
offer them information, no doubt hoping to make money as well as scuppering his adversary’s case.
Luxemburg was informed and dragged information out of Bonnard about most of his actions, but
significantly, not about the altered power of attorney, before dismissing him. Prudently, Luxemburg cut
his losses and arranged for a settlement of the long running forestry dispute, accepting less than he
had hoped for, to avoid disclosure of the manoeuvres which had gone on ostensibly with his approval.
Thereafter, he probably assumed the matter was resolved, and his assumption would have been correct
but for the fact that the Affair of the Poisons flared up almost immediately after his return to Paris late
in 1678. Still unconsidered by Luxemburg, Lesage had remained his enemy, but would under normal
conditions not have dared to raise his own profile by making accusations, and it was to be desperation
that made him do so.
………………………….
It is a feature of the period in question that whenever a plot was ‘discovered’, there was rarely a problem
in procuring evidence to fill in details and to incriminate those unfortunate enough to be suspected of
involvement; the Popish Plot which occupied the English governing class at the same time is another
example. Explanations for this situation included of course, the techniques used to extract information,
in France, culminating in torture once a suspect had been pronounced guilty, the rather low levels of
corroboration required, and the partisanship of judges acting as prosecutors. There was also an element
of mass hysteria which seemed to convince many of the accused of their own guilt, regardless of
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whether they had done anything seriously wrong or not. Whatever the explanation, the inquiry, which
focussed at first on the lowly workers in the cottage industry of the occult, soon had more than enough
evidence to begin sending practitioners of dark arts to deaths, by the rope, at the stake, and ‘on the
wheel’. In those early stages, there was no attempt to implicate aristocratic customers, even though La
Reynie must have known that some of those being dealt with had information which could have widened
the enquiries in that direction; the Chambre Ardent under guidance from the King and Louvois, refused
at first to allow him to follow those trails. As he worked his way through the evidence, it was inevitable
that he would reach Catherine Montvoisin and Lesage eventually, and when they were arrested later in
the year, matters took a new turn.
The magician if not his partner was shrewder than his wretched fellows and quickly realised that his life
might be prolonged, and perhaps even preserved, if he were able to convince the judges that he had
evidence bearing on those in high places. It was a case of aiming as high as he could with the most
damaging allegations he could imagine, and he had no intention of waiting to be asked for such
information. This created a new situation since it was one thing to avoid asking questions which might
produce answers damaging to those in high places, and entirely another to ignore such information if
offered. The King, and the few advisors in his confidence on the matter, still had to consider the loss to
the prestige of the French Court certain to accompany any disclosures, but they could hardly refuse to
investigate claims that members of the nobility had plotted murder. So, the King after some hesitation
made it clear that he expected the rapporteurs to pursue their enquiries, wherever they led, doubtless
assuming that if anyone too close to the throne was implicated, he or she could be warned, and would
have the chance to escape into exile, so obviating the need for a trial and the attendant publicity.
After his arrest, Lesage delayed only long enough to give an impression of reluctance before beginning
his assault on Luxemburg’s reputation. Survival rather than malice was his key motivation, and
knowledge of his perilous situation probably swamped any pleasure he might have taken from the effect
his evidence produced. At the core of the accusations was the encounter at the Marquise de Fontet’s
salon in late 1674, when he claimed that Luxemburg, far from submitting a paper carrying trivial, if
scurrilous, questions about ladies of the Court, had actually asked him to use his powers to carry out a
number of heinous acts, which he had, of course refused to do. According to this testimony, Lesage
had been requested by Luxemburg to arrange for the death of his wife, the Duchess, the marriage of
his daughter to the son of Louvois, that his rival, Marshal Crequi should be in some way disqualified
from command, and that he, Luxemburg, should be made Governor of Burgundy. Cleverly, Lesage also
made reference to the forestry dispute by tagging on to the list, requests that the crooked lawyer, du
Pin should die, and that the papers in contention should be returned to Luxemburg, thus bringing the
forged power of attorney into play. Not so cleverly, he included on the list a request for glory sufficient
to overcome the disgrace of Philippsburg, which of course had not yet fallen in 1674. Lesage also
incriminated Luxemburg’s associate, Fequieres by stating that the paper included his wish that the
magician bring about the death of the guardian of a rich widow, whom Fequieres intended to marry.
(The third of the trio who had challenged Lesage had apparently died in the interim; presumably this
explains why no reference was made to any request of his, and his identity remains a mystery, not least
because Segur gave him a title that has never existed). At a stroke, Luxemburg had become a principle
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in the affair. The strength of the evidence against him was one thing, and presumably was about to be
tested, but other factors like his dubious reputation at Court, the enmity of Louvois, the indifference of
the King, and even the lack of sympathy of his wife would all impact on his fate.
7.4 Imprisonment and Trial
Messrs. de la Reynie and Bazin, who recorded Lesage’s evidence, are portrayed in a very poor light by
Luxemburg’s biographer as weak and especially eager to gain preferment by pleasing Louvois, and
certainly their attitude to Lesage’s allegations gives some justification for this criticism. They appeared
happy to take the accusations at face value, treating Lesage as a reliable witness in spite of his past,
failing to notice the inconsistencies, especially the glaring one about Philippsburg, and passed on the
testimony to their fellow members of the Chambre Ardent and to Louvois with no reservations. By
another malign coincidence from Luxemburg’s viewpoint, this happened soon after Louvois had begun
his search for a means of attacking associates of Colbert. Unsurprisingly, the War Minister gave every
appearance of being delighted, and visited Lesage to encourage him to provide more of the same;
clearly he thought he was getting the material required to destroy Luxemburg, as a figure of importance
at Court, though it would perhaps be wrong to charge him with wishing more than his official downfall
at this point. He probably saw Luxemburg mostly as a proxy for Colbert at this stage. The King also was
informed, and again made it clear to the judges that the law must take its course, while at the same
time resolving to give Luxemburg and any other accused luminary plenty of time to leave the country.
Accordingly, Luxemburg was summoned to see Louvois who presented him with an account of the
evidence against him, refused to listen to any explanations, and advised him strongly to flee the country.
The Marshal continued to protest that he had done nothing wrong and requested an audience of the
King. During this interview, the King allowed him to explain what had happened at the Marquise de
Fontet’s salon, and seemed to believe his account, but his rebuttal stumbled when he was faced with
the evidence of the power of attorney, which seemed to back up at least part of Lesage’s story.
Certainly, the King was not sufficiently convinced to halt the investigation, though he still planned to
avoid embarrassing publicity by ensuring that Luxemburg was not tried. Louvois was able to call in the
rapporteurs and to instruct them to defer consideration of cases against the likes of Lesage and other
more menial prisoners, and instead to proceed against the implicated members of the nobility.
Accordingly, warrants were issued against Luxemburg and three others, the Countess of Soissons, the
Marquise d’Alluye, and the Marquise de Polignac. All were warned and the three ladies duly left the
country. Luxemburg refused to do the same, in spite of the King’s sending Marshal Noailles, three times,
to ask him to go. His conduct although brave, looks foolhardy at this space of time. He was not in a
position to refute all the evidence against him, and he must have realised that Louvois, the second or
third most powerful man in the Kingdom, had become a bitter enemy who would stop at little to do him
harm. In addition the King had made it abundantly clear that the last thing he wanted was a trial that
would drag his Court through the mire. Had Luxemburg left, there was no threat of additional penalties,
like removal of titles or property, and he probably had received assurances that he would be allowed to
return when the investigations were complete, even if it is hard to believe that he would have paid no
price.
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Luxemburg’s blunders did not end there. As a duke and peer of France he was entitled to a trial before
a court made up of his equals, (who would surely have looked askance at the evidence of someone like
Lesage), but because he knew that the King had charged the Chambre Ardent with the investigations,
he submitted himself to that body to avoid giving further offence to the King. Whether he realised it or
not, he had placed himself at the mercy of a body which was very susceptible to powerful outside
influences. His chances of receiving a fair trial were not very high. His decision also caused
consternation amongst his fellow peers, who feared that he had set a precedent which would threaten
their rights. He repaired voluntarily to the Bastille on 23rd January 1680, breaking his journey by design,
if surprisingly given his well-accounted scepticism about religion, to receive the blessing of a priest in
church, and unexpectedly when his carriage crossed paths with that of the King’s long-time mistress,
the Marquise de Montespan, herself soon to be a target for much destructive innuendo arising from the
Affair of the Poisons. It is unlikely that he took much comfort from either of these encounters, because
by this time he can have had no illusions about the danger he was in. The Governor of the Bastille
received him with some courtesy, and at first he was accommodated in decent conditions. Louvois soon
put a stop to that, having him moved to a small sparsely furnished room at the top of one of the towers;
writing materials which he requested as an aid in preparing his defence were refused him, again at the
instance of Louvois.
The news of his detention caused a sensation both at the Court and amongst the citizenry of Paris. The
fact that one so high seemed to have been implicated gave new credibility to the Affair, and at Court,
almost no-one doubted his guilt, none pausing to consider that to some extent his submission to the
Chambre Ardent had been voluntary. The suspicion grew that poisoning was rife in the highest circles,
and the name of France became synonymous with the crime at home and abroad. The very thing that
the King had most feared was coming to pass, and a famous correspondent of the time, Mme BussyRabutin was to prove prescient, when she wrote that it wouldn’t matter whether Luxemburg was found
guilty or not, he would not be easily forgiven by the King for exposing his Court to such abuse.
Luxemburg’s relatives, his mother, sister and later, his wife and children came to Paris, but none was
allowed to see him. The ever loyal Condé dragged himself to the Court in spite of his infirmities, but the
King refused to discuss the matter with him, and in any case the Prince had to be cautious in the febrile
atmosphere because of some of his own past activities. He did manage to calm Luxemburg’s wife who
was threatening her husband’s position further by her wild talk.
………………………….
Luxemburg had his first interview with the investigating judges, La Reynie and Bazin, a couple of days
after he entered the Bastille. He stressed that he was submitting to their judgement voluntarily because
the King had expressed the desire that all cases connected with the Affair should be dealt with by the
Chambre Ardent, and that his decision should not be taken to mean that he had waived his right to a
future trial before his peers in all circumstances. Otherwise the judges recited the case against him, but
nothing new or significant emerged from the session. As far as Luxemburg was concerned there was
then a delay of five weeks while nothing happened, but the judges were busy in this period. Amongst
the many interviewed in an effort to prepare a case were the Marquise de Fontet, in whose salon the
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events described by Lesage had taken place, but she could add no information, not having seen the
vital paper with the questions. Nonetheless, her involvement was punished quite severely as she
suffered 16 months imprisonment before she was released. Luxemburg’s associate, Fequieres, was
interviewed next. He robustly refuted Lesage’s accusations, convinced the judges of his own innocence,
and heard nothing further of the matter. The inconsistency in believing his account but not that of
Luxemburg is another charge against the judges, and presumably stemmed from their knowledge of
the wishes of Louvois. Other witnesses like the Princess of Tingry and the Duchess of Bouillon were
interrogated closely but said nothing to Luxemburg’s detriment. Then Catherine Montvoissin was
brought back into the picture, but neither torture nor impending death by burning produced any
revelation about Luxemburg, whom she had never met. Although all the interviews were private,
information leaked, and doubts that anything could be proved grew. Luxemburg’s family responded by
again asking the King to give them access to him, but the request was refused. Louvois, becoming
concerned that his quarry might escape, got the King’s permission to widen the remit of the Chambre
Ardent to allow them to investigate lesser crimes, and furnished them with the results of his own
questioning of Luxemburg’s agent almost ten years earlier. Presumably King Louis had by then allowed
his anger about Luxemburg’s refusal to go into exile, to overcome his desire to avoid embarrassing
disclosures, and indeed any sense of fair play.
Luxemburg’s second interrogation by de la Reynie, and Bazin in early March 1680 was little more
productive than the first, but it does seem to have led to the detention of the agent’s clerk, Bonnard. He
exonerated Luxemburg from any knowledge of the methods he had used to try to obtain the papers
concerning the forestry dispute, but strangely was not at this time asked any questions about the critical
document giving power of attorney. In spite of the gradual collapse of the case against Luxemburg,
another attempt by Condé to gain access to him was contemptuously ignored by the King, while Louvois
tightened the conditions of his imprisonment. Luxemburg’s health deteriorated, and the Governor had
to write to Louvois stating that he could not answer for his surviving much more of such treatment. This
gave Louvois pause, because the death in custody of a military hero, whom those in the know were
beginning to think innocent of the charges brought against him, might have jeopardised his own position.
Accordingly, Luxemburg was given access to the top of his tower of confinement for two hours a day to
walk about in air which if hardly fresh in the dank, gloomy neighbourhood of the Bastille, was at least
better than that in his cell. Soon the tiny figure pacing at the top of the prison became a much-viewed
spectacle.
Meanwhile, the King was becoming irritated by the delay in bringing matters to a head in such a highprofile case, and must have been aware that information was emerging which made a successful
prosecution unlikely. Louvois who had seemed happy to prolong Luxemburg’s agony, even if his initial
hopes of a conviction were receding, was pressured into writing to La Reynie ordering him to prepare
for a trial. As a preliminary, they brought the principals together, first Luxemburg and Bonnard, when
the former finally got sight of the forged addition to the power of attorney. Horrified, he demanded an
explanation from Bonnard who admitted everything, so discrediting the one apparently solid piece of
evidence against the Marshal. Louvois and the investigating judges still didn’t give up, and there
followed some shady manoeuvres to purchase some incriminating evidence which would allow lesser
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charges, but they failed to produce anything likely to stand up in court. Finally, the key confrontation
between Lesage and Luxemburg took place, in the presence of the judges. The accusations were
repeated in full but apart from the doubt thrown on some of them by Bonnard, Luxemburg was able to
point to the inconsistency of Lesage’s referring to Philippsburg, months before the events which had
tarnished Luxemburg’s reputation took place. However, it was another allegation which totally
discredited the magician’s evidence. Lesage had claimed that Luxemburg was a close associate of a
priest called Davot, who had already been found complicit in the Affair, and that they had met at least
60 times. The magician was unaware that the investigating judges had already brought the two together,
and that it had been obvious to all that neither had any idea of the identity of the other. So the case
against Luxemburg had collapsed, and the star witness had been found wanting. Lesage might have
been expected to face immediate trial, but his ingenuity was such (and the gullibility of La Reynie so
great), that he was able to shift his point of attack to Madame de Montespan, and so prolong matters
for another two years. Of the other principals in the pursuit of Luxemburg, the priest Davot was executed
but Bonnard escaped that fate, though he was sent to row in the King’s galleys, and vanished from
recorded history.
For Luxemburg, there remained the formality of an appearance before the full assembly of the Chambre
Ardent. He was questioned respectfully and acquitted, but then taken back to the Bastille. His freedom
had to come from the King, and was not immediately granted. However in a few days, the warrant
arrived and he went to Versailles, only to be dismissed from his Court appointments and banished to
his estates for an indefinite period. Such treatment seems harsh at first sight, but it is fairly certain that
Louvois, who still had up his sleeve, the evidence of irregularities in the management of Luxemburg’s
estates, was behind it. He was probably preaching to the converted given the King’s animus for
Luxemburg, and the aggravation the monarch must have felt about the damage caused to the reputation
of his Court, by the parade of evidence, occasioned by the investigation of the Marshal. As BussyRabutin had written, there was no way that Luxemburg could emerge unscathed after refusing to go
into exile, but at least he had limited the damage. It is also fair to acknowledge that if he had chosen
the less risky course of absenting himself, the allegations against him would never have been tested,
and he, like his fellow accused, the Countess of Soissons, who did flee, might never have been restored
to favour, regardless of any assurances.
7.5 The Aftermath of the Affair
The latter events took place in June 1680, so Luxemburg had spent almost 5 months closely confined
in prison. His health had been damaged; there appear to have been changes in his outlook, and perhaps
even some quietening of his driven and turbulent nature. He had for the first time experienced hardship
out-with his own control, (no-one could say that battlefield conditions were easy, but he endured them
from choice), and for the remainder of his life his conduct towards those rendered helpless by the
passage of his armies was to be more humane. He had no option but to accept his exile without
complaint, and it may be that he thought that his career was at an end. He faced a more pressing
problem that summer, namely the threat of bankruptcy. He was culpable, in that his affairs had been
allowed to get into a totally disorganised state, as has been illustrated by the problems he had with
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agents. He was not alone among the aristocracy in this, but he was far from being the kind of landlord
who took a close interest in managing and improving the fabric of his estates and trying to maximise
his income, a contrast in this to his relative Condé, who was an improving landowner of note. His lifestyle
at Court and in Paris was expensive, but to a great extent it had to be, to reflect his rank and status,
while in common with most generals, the expenditure he had incurred in fitting out his armies had rarely
been fully covered by the state. So, like many of his aristocratic contemporaries, he had lived his life on
borrowed money, depending on the lenders having confidence that he was high enough in royal favour
to receive gifts and appointments, which would enable him to pay them back at some stage.
Inevitably this house of cards had been toppled by his imprisonment and disgrace, and his creditors
gathered. His wife then made matters worse by seeking, perhaps understandably, to save her own
finances from the wreckage by separating her possessions from those of her husband. For the last time,
Luxemburg was rescued by his long-time protector, Condé, who ill or not, haughty royal prince or not,
threw himself into a rescue operation, and involved himself personally in every detail of Luxemburg’s
disordered affairs. With the help of his own trusted agents, Condé soon found a way through the
problems, by such expedients as selling some lands and obtaining guarantees from Luxemburg’s
mother and sister, and the danger of bankruptcy receded. Intelligent and knowledgeable in many fields
as he was, one does get the impression that Luxemburg’s practical abilities extended no further than
matters military.
A few months confinement to his estates was enough to set Luxemburg working for the end of his exile.
His association with Colbert which had been of little use during the Affair of the Poisons proved no more
helpful, at least in the short term, in getting him restored to favour, and he was even reduced to writing
to Louvois, though he cannot have been unaware of the War Minister’s role in his prosecution.
Unsurprisingly, he didn’t get a favourable answer, though the courtesies were just about preserved.
Then quite suddenly in July 1681, after thirteen months of increasing frustration and boredom, he was
invited to return to the Court. He rushed to Versailles, had cordial meetings with the King and Queen,
who treated him as if the events of the preceding eighteen months had not occurred, and his Court
positions were restored to him. It may be that the King was simply minded to be merciful, feeling that 5
months imprisonment and thirteen months exile was sufficient punishment for any minor crimes he may
have committed and the damage to the Court’s reputation for which he had been at least a catalyst. It
is possible that Colbert whose influence reached its highest point in the early 1680s interceded
successfully, but it is just as likely that the King and even Louvois, who were again contemplating an
adventurous foreign policy, thought that they might soon need the Marshal’s military services again.
For Luxemburg, the tribulations of the Affair of the Poisons could then be said to be truly over, and he
could consider his brave and risky response vindicated, but the investigations rumbled on with
seemingly unstoppable momentum. Thanks largely to Lesage, and La Reynie’s credulity, the focus had
shifted towards the occult, to black masses, sacrifices of babies, and specifically towards the alleged
involvement in devilish rites of the Marquise de Montespan. Louvois and the King were liberally supplied
with accusations that the latter’s mistress (and mother of six of his children), had stopped at nothing to
retain his affection, and had been willing to poison rivals, and feed the King with all manner of noxious
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potions. It was even alleged that she had attempted to poison the King when it seemed that her retention
of favour was becoming a lost cause. Our knowledge of this comes only from La Reynie’s notes, since
the King destroyed all the official records, so we cannot know whether the King believed some or all of
the accusations, but he certainly had to hush matters up for the sake of his own reputation, and that of
his Court. Accordingly he forbade any of those making accusations against the Marquise de Montespan,
or even those who knew of them, from being brought before the Chambre Ardente for reasons of state,
and after a final rush of executions of lesser offenders, the special court ceased to sit in April 1682. In
its three years of existence, 218 people had been arrested, and 104 had been judged by the court; 34
had been executed, 4 sentenced to life in the galleys, 34 had been banished or subjected to financial
penalties and 30 had been acquitted. So Luxemburg had indeed defied the odds. What of Lesage? He
was one of fourteen who were accorded ‘King’s justice’ and imprisoned without trial, held for the rest of
their lives, hung in chains at fortresses distant from Paris, in his case at Besancon in Franche Comté.
So by his cleverness he escaped the gruesome execution that befell many less guilty, but we do know
that Louvois took special pains to ensure that his confinement was severe. We do not know how long
Lesage lived thereafter.
………………………………..
Slowly, things returned to normal at Versailles, though it soon became clear that the ‘reign of
Montespan’ was over, (it seems likely that King Louis believed at least the lesser accusations made
against her), and that of Madame de Maintenon was underway, a change reinforced by the death of the
Queen in 1683. Inevitably, without the distraction of battles to fight, Luxemburg found it impossible to
avoid controversy. Only a year after his return to favour, an incident took place which seemed to presage
yet another fall from grace. As might be expected of the Court of Louis XIV, the matter stemmed from
an affair of passion; the Marquis de Rhodes was pursuing vigorously a Mademoiselle Tonnerre, who
was a relative of Luxemburg, as was her uncle and guardian, the Abbé du Noyon. The Abbé did not
approve of the romance and succeeded in obstructing its progress, to the anger of the Marquis. Finally,
the latter was moved to make scathing remarks about the Abbé, whether deliberately or not in the
hearing of Luxemburg, in an antechamber to one of the King’s private rooms. The Marshal took
exception to the remarks and the pair had to be separated just before the King entered the room. Wisely,
Luxemburg got his own story to the monarch’s ears first, together with a plea that the matter should be
taken no further, to which the King acquiesced. However, events redounded to Luxemburg’s
disadvantage, because it became known that the King had been informed, but had taken no action
against Rhodes, and this led to the conclusion that Luxemburg was being blamed and that he was once
more out of favour. Eventually, the King was forced to respond by banishing Rhodes from Court, but he
must have been frustrated yet again by Luxemburg’s penchant for attracting trouble.
As shall be described in the next chapter, the 1680s were not free of all military action as France
continued to test the resolve of surrounding nations and extended her territory by devious means, but
there was no question of fighting major battles, so Luxemburg was not pressed into service. The breach
with Louvois seemed to have been made almost unbridgeable, when Luxemburg tightened his
relationship with the Colbert interest by arranging the marriage of his eldest son, (who soon became
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Duke of Montmorency), to the niece of the Finance Minister shortly before the latter’s death in 1683.
Otherwise, Luxemburg moved past the age of 60 in early 1688 without much modifying the hectic social
life for which he was notorious, still managing to seduce pretty young women less than half his age. His
sister, Isabelle, also continued in royal favour, being able to count on the support of the King in yet
another dispute with her husband, the Duke of Mecklenberg, who duly ended up in a French prison
again, this time on the pretext that he had broken an engagement with the King of Denmark who was
allied to King Louis. The Duchess had finally lost her dazzling looks to a severe attack of smallpox, but
even when disfigured and over sixty she had the charm and strength of personality to bend men to her
wishes. It can be assumed that both brother and sister were saddened by the final decline and death
of Condé in 1686, but he had been absent so long from the centre of affairs that the impact on the Court
of the demise of the hero of Rocroy and Lens and many other battles, was negligible.
To an observer of the scene it would have appeared that Luxemburg was likely to see out the remainder
of his life pleasurably enough, that his days of feats of arms were over, and that his military reputation
was destined to be viewed as very creditable but some way from greatness. Perhaps this was his own
perception and perhaps he had become resigned to the fact. Actually, his fortunes were about to take
yet another turn, and I must now set the scene for the campaigns which were to catapult his stature
amongst military commanders to a much higher rank.
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8.Triumphant Return, 1688 – 1690
8.1 The Lead-up to the War of the League of Augsburg
Although France had made gains by the Treaty of Nijmegen in 1678 and the other agreements which
completed that peace-making process, King Louis had suffered a check to his expansionist ambitions.
Few European leaders can have expected the respite to be other than temporary, but it could be used
to address other pressing problems of which the greatest was expected to be that faced by Emperor
Leopold, when the Ottomans renewed their assault on Austria’s eastern border. In fact, it took less than
two years for the French King to resume his determined pursuit of acquisitions, albeit that initially he
resorted to more subtle means than outright war. His new scheme involved the use of French courts
called Chambres des Reunions which he established in 1680, and charged with investigating the rights,
and possessions of the towns and territories awarded to France by the afore-mentioned treaties and
agreements. Until then, the boundaries of lands associated with major towns and the questions as to
which smaller towns and villages might be governed by them, had traditionally been sorted out
reasonably amicably at local level. The award of towns to one nation or another had been seen more
as determining where privileges should be sought and taxes be paid, than as a trigger for high level
deliberations over the exact position of the boundary on a map.
Unsurprisingly, the Chambres des Reunions came up with many parcels of land which could be
presented as having been transferred to France, as a consequence of her recognised gains, and Louis
sent in his army to occupy them. Emboldened by the passive reaction of the other European nations,
some with greater concerns at the time, Louis sent a large army to occupy Strasbourg (in September
1681). The fortified town dominated Alsace and Lorraine, where France’s aggressive policies through
the century had led to the gain of many smaller towns and territories. Strasbourg’s capture made these
possessions secure, but not even the inventive councillors of King Louis could provide him with any
justification in law for the brazen act. He and the rest of Europe knew well that only the Emperor could
have defied his coup, and the latter could spare no resources as Vienna awaited the Ottoman advance.
Just as Strasbourg dominated in Alsace, so the fortress of Luxemburg dominated an area of the Spanish
Netherlands in which France had also made recent gains. Again, with absolutely no legal justification,
Louis laid siege to the town, but this time he did not get his own way, unchallenged. The town resisted,
and both Spain and the Empire declared war on France in late 1683, the War of the Reunions, but for
different reasons, neither was able to respond effectively. In the case of Spain, this was because the
country was in rapid decline under an ailing monarch, so had not begun to recover from the previous
war, and as a result was unable to field a substantial army in Flanders. As for the Empire, although
Vienna had been relieved by then, the struggle against the Ottoman army was still intense, and there
were no resources to spare for the west. So France was able to capture a few more towns in the Spanish
Netherlands with little opposition. However, King Louis could not ignore completely the sense of outrage
over his actions, which was growing across the continent, especially in the light of his claimed devotion
to the Catholic faith. Whether many realised that he had actually encouraged the Ottoman attack on
Vienna is doubtful, but while much of Christendom had come to the aid of the Empire, he was seen as
taking advantage of the infidel invasion. Accordingly, rather than pressing on, he agreed to the Truce
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of Ratisbon, signed in August 1684, by which the adversaries submitted to mediation of the frontier
disputes by King Charles II (of England and Scotland). Louis received the favourable hearing he will
have expected from that monarch, and although he had to agree to hand back the Flanders towns of
Courtrai and Diksmuide which he had just captured from Spain, he was confirmed in possession of the
real prizes, Strasbourg and Luxemburg.
As already mentioned, Louis XIV expressed the view late in his life that his decision to invade Holland
in 1672 had been his greatest mistake, and certainly he acquired his most persistent enemy, William of
Orange, by that action. However, the next dozen years had seen many French gains, and by 1684
William had been reduced to relative powerlessness in his own country, with public opinion led by the
merchant class favouring peace at almost any cost, as long as the country could go on trading. Then,
in October 1685, Louis renounced the Edict of Nantes promulgated by his grandfather, King Henry IV
in 1598, and it is arguable that this was a greater mistake than his earlier decision; certainly it is from
1685 that most historians date a decline in French power. By the Edict, France though still very much
a Catholic state had recognised the rights of Protestants to worship freely and to take a full part in the
affairs of the country; there had since been a Protestant First Minister, (The Duke of Sully), and
protestant Marshals of France, (Turenne until his conversion, and Schomberg).
In the intervening years, there had been erosion of some of the rights of the Protestants to maintain
what was almost a state within a state, as when Cardinal Richelieu captured their stronghold of La
Rochelle, but neither he nor his successor, Cardinal Mazarin had challenged the personal rights to
religious freedom of his country’s inhabitants, (rights to worship in a different way to the ruler which
were at that time by no means the norm in Europe). After Louis XIV assumed real power in 1661, the
situation had begun to change, and it became more difficult for Protestants to advance to the upper
reaches of the government, (the conversion to Catholicism of Marshal Turenne when he was bidding
for increased power and influence in the mid-1660s was a straw in the wind), but it was still a shock to
almost everyone inside and outside France when the Revocation was announced. Overnight, it became
a crime to follow Protestant forms of worship and the adherents of the reformed religion soon realised
that they faced a stark choice between renunciation of their beliefs, exile, or persecution carried to
extreme lengths. Many did renounce their religion, but large numbers fled the country especially to
Holland, England, and the Protestant states of Germany.
The Protestants, otherwise known as Huguenots, had been a small minority in France, less than a
million strong, in a total population of over twenty million, but they were as a group industrious, skilled
and prosperous. The loss of a few hundred thousand of them and the demoralisation of the rest had a
disproportionate effect on the French economy, and gave a corresponding boost to those countries
which gave shelter to the refugees. However, there was a more significant consequence, in that the
exile’s tales of persecution stirred up the populations of their new domiciles, and ratcheted up the
hostility already growing towards France on account of the expansionist policies of King Louis. Nowhere
was this more apparent than in Holland, where William at last secured a hearing again, and began to
recover his influence. In Brandenburg (Prussia), already the strongest protestant state in the Empire,
the Elector repudiated his subsidy and treaty with France and began discussions with William and
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Protestant neighbours like Sweden. In England, events seemed to be running more in French favour
as the Catholic James II succeeded to the throne, and easily crushed the Duke of Monmouth’s revolt,
but when King James began to take measures in favour of his church, the example of his neighbour
across the Channel reinforced his people’s suspicions. Also his heir presumptive was Princess Mary,
wife of William of Orange, and they along with the Dutch people were taking a growing interest in events
in England.
In spite of the increasing hostility towards him and his actions in a large part of Europe, King Louis
continued his remorseless quest to advance his frontiers and dominate his immediate neighbours.
Some of the Huguenots had fled from Languedoc to the adjoining state of Savoy, where they had been
succoured by the indigenous Protestants, the Vaudois. King Louis, who was allowed by treaty to
garrison a strong fortress in that country at Pinerolo, browbeat the ruling Duke into moving against the
Vaudois, and sent his own soldiers to support the Duke’s action. The Protestants were duly defeated
and found themselves with French detachments quartered on them, their religion suppressed and their
possessions pillaged. Then, Louis turned his attention to the Palatine state on the Rhine and began to
make noises about the rights there of his sister-in-law, an obvious precursor to another land-grab. The
other nations of Europe had seen enough, and under the prompting of William of Orange and with
strong leadership from Emperor Leopold, the League of Augsburg was formed in July 1686 linking the
Empire, Sweden, (for long a French ally), German states like Brandenburg and the Palatine, and after
some hesitation, Spain. The League was a defensive alliance, but it was clearly directed against France.
The French King was probably not too concerned initially, for three reasons. Firstly, this was virtually
the same combination of powers against which he had more than held his own during the later stages
of the war in the 1670s. Secondly, the conflict with the Ottoman Empire guaranteed that the Empire
would be unable to devote many resources to combating French advances on her border with Germany.
Thirdly, and maybe most importantly, given that it was the threat of English hostility that had largely
persuaded Louis to negotiate the treaty of Nijmegen in 1678, there was now a Roman Catholic King on
the throne of England. Though there were some stresses in the relationship between Kings Louis and
James, the English King’s accelerating efforts to change the religious orientation of his country, seemed
destined if successful to place England firmly in the French camp. However, the next two years were to
see dramatic changes in the European scene.
The Empire gained the upper hand in the struggle on its eastern frontier, winning crushing victories
against the Ottomans at Buda in late 1686, and Mohacs in 1687 which made possible an advance along
the Danube towards the great fortress of Belgrade. King Louis, envisaging that the victorious Imperial
army might soon become available for operations on his frontier, attempted to guarantee his recent
gains by bullying the German states into converting the Truce of Ratisbon into a permanent treaty, but
they could see the potential shift in the balance of power as well as he could, and refused to co-operate.
The trigger for war proved to be the death in June 1688 of the Archbishop-Elector of Cologne. This
prince had been an ally of France for most of his reign, and King Louis tried to maintain the status quo
by having a Frenchman, the Bishop of Strasbourg, appointed by the Pope as his successor. The
Emperor favoured a different candidate, the brother of his General, the Elector of Bavaria, and the
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Pope, who was no friend of France, came down on the Emperor’s side in August of the same year. A
month later, Belgrade surrendered to the afore-mentioned Elector of Bavaria, and the Ottoman Empire
sued for peace. Clearly the forces of the League of Augsburg were about to be greatly reinforced, and
the French King knew that if he was going to act, he should do so quickly. Accordingly, he issued a
statement, (the Memoire de Raisons), which repeated his demands that the Truce of Ratisbon be
converted into a formal treaty, and that the Bishop of Strasbourg be appointed to the Cologne
archbishopric, and declared his intention to occupy the parts of the Palatine, which he claimed on behalf
of his sister-in-law. His army mirrored his words by moving into Germany, and at first, carried all before
them. Philippsburg, the cause of so much angst to Luxemburg, fell after a month’s siege in late October,
Mannheim, likewise, and then a flood of German towns rushed to surrender; Frankenthal, Oppenheim,
Worms, Bingen, Kaiserslautern, Heidelburg, Speyer, and Mainz. Coblenz which resisted was burnt to
the ground, and this was typical of the way that the French army treated the territory it occupied. Once
again practically all Germany was united by outrage against the aggressor.
Meanwhile in England, the years between 1686 and 1688 had seen the grip of King James on his throne
greatly weakened. His precipitate and clumsy manoeuvres to re-establish the Catholic Church had
alienated swathes of the most influential people in the land. William of Orange had at first tried hard to
preserve decent relations with King James, his uncle and father-in-law, on the assumption that with the
latter well over fifty years old, the crown would soon enough pass to the Princess Mary, his wife, and
that the amount of damage James could do in a short reign would be limited. However the speed of
change began to worry him and by 1686 he had established contact with a dissident group of English
peers, amongst whom the Earl of Danby, procurer in chief of his marriage, was prominent. Then a year
later, as tensions in the country increased, the news broke that the Queen of England was pregnant
again, for the first time since the accession of her husband. Queen Mary (of Modenna) had already
given birth to a number of children, including one son, but none had survived infancy. However,
everyone acted thereafter as though they knew that things would be different on this occasion, in that
the child would survive, would be male and thus there would be a new heir, who could be brought up in
the Catholic faith.
William began to prepare a Dutch invasion force, reinforced by English and Scottish contingents made
up of exiles, and regiments lent to Holland, and he concluded an agreement with the Elector of
Brandenburg that would see German troops replace his own, if the invasion of England proceeded, thus
ensuring that King Louis would not be able to march unopposed into the Dutch homeland. The expected
robust son was duly born in the summer of 1688, (James known to history as the ‘Old Pretender’ who
indeed lived to his late 70s), and this was the cue for William to request and receive from the ‘Immortal
Seven’ peers, led by Danby, an invitation to come to England with an army to rescue the nation from a
tyrannical King. There were to be a few twists in the tale, but William landed at Torbay on 5 th November
1688, and advanced on London against minimal opposition, while much of the country rose against
King James. By Christmas, William was in discussions about assuming the crown, and King James had
fled to France; a month later William and Mary were King and Queen of England, Scotland and Ireland
and it became inevitable that these nations would sooner rather than later join those confronting France.
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The best that can be said of the behaviour of King Louis in late 1688 is that he was complacent. He had
warned King James of a possible threat from Holland earlier in the year, but for various reasons neither
monarch had done anything about it. The most obvious deterrent would have been to station French
troops in England but this was politically unthinkable. Nonetheless, the positioning of a French army
where it would have posed a direct threat to Holland, or the French fleet where it could have helped to
intercept the Dutch invasion force, would at very least have given William pause for thought. However,
King Louis seems to have decided that it was too late in the year for William to act, by the time that the
French army was sent into Germany, (and King Louis had further compromised his ability to thwart
William, by sending the French fleet to confront pirates in the Mediterranean). It is actually hard to
escape the notion that the French King was content to allow William to commit most of his resources to
his English adventure; the swift collapse of resistance to the Dutchman was foreseen by no-one. King
James had known little of the extent of the ‘English conspiracy’, so it is hardly surprising that King Louis
was equally ignorant, and it is only necessary to look at the course of events in Ireland to get an idea
of what might have happened in the absence of such a strong internal revolt. It is more than likely that
the League of Augsburg’s efforts would have been fatally compromised if William had faced resistance
in England on the same scale as arose in Ireland over the next few years. By the time King Louis
realised that the state built by King James was collapsing, it was too late for him to do anything about
it. Whether or not the French King realised it, William’s coup had ensured that France’s half century of
largely victorious wars, stretching back, it can be argued, to the 1630s, would come to an end.
The evidence for the change in the balance of power was soon forthcoming, as William, this time in his
capacity as Dutch Stadtholder, and the Emperor signed up to a Grand Alliance in May 1689, with aims
no less than to force France back to its frontiers at the accession of Louis XIV. They were joined by the
other signatories to the League of Augsburg, and those who had recently suffered at the hands of the
French King, namely, the North German Princes, and the Duke of Savoy. In December of the same
year, William brought his new possessions in the British Isles into the Alliance. Even before all this
diplomatic activity, King Louis and Louvois had recognised that the situation was changing, as the
German states united to oppose the French invasion. Accordingly their plans for 1689 involved
retrenchment rather than further advances. In particular, they implemented a scorched earth policy in
those areas of Wurttemberg, Baden, and the Palatinate, which they had occupied in the previous
autumn, ostensibly to deny resources to any force seeking to move against them but simple
vindictiveness also played a part as the duo realised that once again, they had united most of Europe
against France. Between March and June, the French army presided over an orgy of destruction,
burning and levelling towns as famous as Heidelburg, Mannheim and Worms. However, the German
and Imperial armies were not to be denied and in the succeeding months, they took back most of the
land conceded during the previous year, and fortresses at Kaiserwerth, Mainz and Bonn. 1689 proved
no better for French armies in Flanders, where Marshal d’Humieres lost the only battle of note, at
Walcourt, to the Prince of Waldeck ably assisted by the then Earl of Marlborough, or in northern Spain
where the Duke of Noailles was unable to sustain initial successes, and had to retire to Roussillon.
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8.2 Luxemburg’s Recall
So far, the name of the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg has been conspicuous by its absence from this
summary of the early stages of the new war, and it is clear that Louvois, who still generally decided
matters of command, was determined to forego his services. However, the inability of d’Humieres,
Noailles, Duras, d’Uxelles, and a number of others to achieve success meant that the decision to sideline the most celebrated general available to the nation began to look more and more perverse.
Luxemburg, if not in especially high favour with the King, (he never was), was nevertheless visible at
Court, had for once been able to contain the impatience he must have felt about his inactivity, and had
avoided any rash utterances. Although he was over sixty years old, his life-style did not suggest a
diminution in powers. Thus, it was no real surprise when the King offered him the command of the
French army in Flanders at the start of the year 1690; history does not relate whether Louvois attempted
to oppose the appointment, or resigned himself to the inevitable. At any rate, the correspondence
between the two resumed in a business-like manner, without either the original cordiality, or more recent
animus. Up to this point, I have tried to give a fairly general summary of the events before, and in the
early stages of, the War of the League of Augsburg, but I must now home in on the campaigns in the
Spanish Netherlands, to the partial exclusion of the wider picture. The justification is obvious in so far
as this is the part of the war which concerned my subject, but it is also true that once William, the de
facto leader of the Grand Alliance, had stabilised his position in his new realms, he involved himself
exclusively in Flanders, where he had no doubt that the war would be decided. As in a number of wars
that were to follow, the other fronts were seen, except by those directly involved, as side-shows.
Before beginning the account of Luxemburg’s campaigns, it is appropriate to discuss the strategic aims
of the armies fighting in Flanders, especially in the light of comments made by reputable historians that
nothing significant was to happen over the next few years, except for a mindless, incoherent sequence
of marches, sieges and bloody battles. The starting point has to be the fact that there were gains to be
made in the short and long term because of the fertility of the land, and prosperity of the towns. France
had benefitted in the past by stationing armies in Flanders, and paying for them by a combination of
requisition and pillage; it has always been advantageous to fight wars on the territory of adversaries.
Permanent acquisitions of towns and territory there had also brought substantial economic gains to
France in the previous fifty years. However, the area also constituted an all-important buffer zone
between France and Holland, and in a different sense between France and England. The destruction
of the Spanish Netherlands and its fortresses would leave Holland open to direct French attack along a
long frontier, reduced to dependence on the great rivers making up the Rhine and Maas estuaries, and
water released by breaching dykes as last lines of defence. England saw French possession of the
Flanders coast and its ports, as exposing her to a greatly increased risk of invasion, and as providing
bases for piracy, and hindrance of maritime trade. France had just as much to fear from Allied success,
because the loss of its own fortresses would have exposed Northern France to invasion, and it has
already been noted that the route to Paris is short and was hard to defend. Certainly from the French
viewpoint no other frontier was as important to her defence, but equally presented such opportunities
of weakening France’s greatest enemies.
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Having considered the strategic justification for the concentration by both sides on the Flanders front, it
is appropriate to say something about their methods of prosecuting the war. The only way to hold
territory with armies of at most eighty thousand men was to garrison fortresses, which could control the
territory around them; there could be no question of holding linear defences, as in the 20th century when
armies of millions were involved. Equally, new territory could only be acquired by capturing enemy
fortresses, and this meant sieges, but the space and time to prosecute a siege had to be earned by
holding off the enemy army. This could be achieved by marches and manoeuvre, by holding a covering
position which was unassailable, and which would expose the enemy army to attack at a severe
disadvantage, if an attempt was made to raise the siege, or by defeating the enemy army in battle and
forcing it to retire. In this regard generals of the era had their own preferences; Turenne generally
believed in manoeuvre, with battle as something of a last resort and only sought to fight if a large
advantage had been gained, but Condé and Luxemburg favoured battle in almost any circumstances.
Both approaches had their advantages; Turenne was more economical of his own country’s resources,
Condé and Luxemburg imposed a higher toll on their enemies, both materially and with regard to their
morale.
The campaigns which Luxemburg mounted,

over the next few years conformed to the pattern

described, with his own preference for battles dictating his tactics, and were successful in that the
envelope of fortresses occupied by France was extended north and east into the Spanish Netherlands,
as can be seen from the map on Page 14, which locates battles and captured towns. French resources
began to run out during his last year of command, so Luxemburg had to adopt a more defensive posture,
and after his death some of his gains were reversed when William was faced by lesser generals.
Interestingly, Marlborough fought a similar and even more successful campaign in reverse during the
War of the Spanish Succession, but was again robbed of the full fruits of victory, this time less by the
exhaustion of resources and more by the failure of the government to sustain the case for war across
the nation. Then, in the War of the Austrian Succession in the 1740s, Marshal de Saxe, thanks to his
own superb general-ship, material French superiority, and the gross inadequacies of his opponents,
matched Marlborough’s achievements, but in reverse, and drove the allied Pragmatic army back to
Holland’s river boundary. (He was to see his conquests squandered by quixotic French negotiators.) It
can be argued that the strategy of fighting the type of war described was wrong because the countries
on the offensive were unable to press home their victories, but it should not be argued that the strategy
of Marlborough and de Saxe was brilliant while that of France in the 1690s was incoherent.
When Luxemburg arrived to take up his command it seemed most likely that he would have to adopt a
defensive posture from the start, not just because the allied forces in Flanders were superior in
numbers, but because of the attitudes of King Louis and the Marquis Louvois. In the past, when French
armies had enjoyed clear superiority, they had always been cautious enough, with the War Minister
especially reluctant to risk damaging the instrument he had devoted so much time and effort to building
up, by permitting commanders to fight costly battles. The lack of success during the previous year had
further sapped the confidence of the French leaders, and they took it for granted that with France
confronting most of Europe, she could only hope to fight a defensive war and attempt to retain her gains
of the 1670s and 1680s. Luxemburg was as aware of the overall situation as his masters but demanded
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and received permission to command his army in his own way, and this did not involve conceding the
initiative to his adversaries.
At the beginning of 1690 the allied army in Flanders was split into two parts, both held in winter quarters
well back from the frontier; the smaller, largely Spanish, contingent, commanded by the Governor of
the Spanish Netherlands, the Marquis of Castanaga, was stationed near Ghent, while a larger force
comprising Dutch, British and German soldiers was positioned well to the east near Maastricht, under
King William’s deputy, the Prince of Waldeck. This officer was seventy years old and had had a long
career as a soldier and diplomat, serving at different times Holland, and a number of German states,
including Brandenburg and Bavaria. He had taken a prominent and successful part in many
engagements, but had received his first independent command a year earlier, justifying the appointment
by winning the battle at Walcourt. Luxemburg’s first action was to direct his army towards Castanaga,
against whom he enjoyed substantial superiority, but it was a feint; he had no intention of attacking a
strong defensive position, and wanted only to force the Spaniard into defensive mode. He left a
contingent of around 10000 men under Humieres, to watch the Spaniards, but then moved south east
towards his real target, Waldeck.
8.3 The Battle of Fleurus
Waldeck had as expected been nudged into moving to the support of his ally by the French feint towards
Ghent, but was rather slow to react to the new situation which faced him. Luxemburg travelled quickly
along the right bank of the River Sambre, picking up substantial reinforcements, at Gerpinnes, a few
kilometres south of Charleroi, from Lieutenant General Boufflers who commanded French forces on the
Moselle. By this time, Waldeck, apprised of his enemies intent, had moved by way of Wavre, Genappe
and Nivelles to Pieton just east of Charleroi, and was looking for a suitable river crossing to the west of
the city, to confront Luxemburg. However, the French Marshal forestalled him by crossing the Sambre
at Ham, also east of Charleroi, easily brushing aside a weak allied detachment, and concentrating his
army on the left bank of the river. He then led a cavalry reconnaissance north west and encountered a
few allied squadrons which were duly routed. Luxemburg had in fact run up against the advance guard
of Waldeck’s whole army which had been advancing, too late, to dispute the river crossing. The French
commander extricated his greatly outnumbered small force with some difficulty and fell back onto his
main army at Velaine, still on the left bank of the Sambre.
The two armies were thus only a few miles apart, with each commander disposing of just under 40000
men, though the allies had a few thousand more and an advantage in guns, 90 as against 70. Waldeck
had come looking for Luxemburg, but having found his adversary he fell back into defensive mode and
arrayed his army on a ridge, with his two parallel lines extending from a village called Heppignies on
his right, to a point east of Fleurus on the left. His position was covered at the front by deep valleys,
and also by a steeply banked stream, the River Orme, on the left. In addition, Waldeck fortified two
castles to strengthen his line, placing 4000 men at the Chateaus of St Amant and Ligny but they were
to take little part in the upcoming battle. Luxemburg, who was as committed to offensive action as his
adversary was to the defensive, quickly appreciated the strength of his adversary’s camp, and decided
to flout orthodox battle tactics by dividing his force and attacking the two flanks, rather than the centre
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of the allied army. What he was
attempting was close to a classical
double

envelopment.

Effectively,

this meant leaving about half his
soldiers to confront the right of
Waldeck’s line between Heppignies
and Fleurus, while he led his own
right wing on an outflanking march
to the north east by way of Boignée
and Ligny, screened by cavalry and
protected from view by high summer
corn. The dispositions of the two
armies at the outset of battle are
shown on the map. The risk he had
run was that Waldeck, if he learned
of the French manoeuvre, would
have had the chance to concentrate
all his forces on defeating Luxemburg’s left wing, before the rest of the French army was in position to
attack. Luxemburg had hoped to prevent Waldeck from realising what was happening, but probably
assessed his opponent’s mettle accurately, in assuming that even if he did get wind of the French plan,
he would be too cautious to seize his opportunity. The manoeuvre nearly foundered when the French
commander’s progress was halted by a marsh but a local curate showed him a pathway, and after a
march lasting 4 hours, he was ready at dawn on the 1st July 1690, to take Waldeck’s left flank in the
rear.
A cavalry charge began his assault and the left wing of Waldeck’s army was quickly reduced to
confusion, while at the same time the rest of the French army moved forward towards the right of the
allied line near Heppignies. At first, this latter attack also progressed, in spite of the difficult ground, but
the death of its commander and other senior officers caused it to stall and the superior allied numbers
began to push the French back. At this point the battle was still in the balance, but Waldeck, rather than
focussing on the success he was having on his right, was overwhelmed by the chaos on his left, and
halted his advancing troops. This gave the French time to regroup, and Luxemburg having moved round
behind his enemy, arrived to restore order, and get the French left wing moving forward. As was normal,
the battle then broke up into smaller engagements, the scenario in which Luxemburg’s leadership
always thrived, and the allied army began to disintegrate under pressure. However, there was to be one
more crisis point. Luxemburg was in the process of collecting a contingent to mount a pursuit of what
he thought was a beaten army, when Waldeck, an orthodox commander who had deployed in the
traditional way with two lines and a reserve held behind at the village of St. Amant, appeared with the
latter substantial contingent of fresh troops, ready to confront the French who were advancing in
somewhat disordered fashion. Luxemburg only had to hand, some regiments of cavalry led by the King’s
illegitimate son, the Duke of Maine, but he got them to charge repeatedly at Waldeck’s force. Once
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again, Waldeck saw only his immediate problem and ordered all his infantry to stand and form squares
to resist the charges. Entirely orthodox of course, but his action lost him all momentum, and allowed
Luxemburg the time he needed to pull together enough soldiers and guns to mount another formidable
assault, which eventually broke through Waldeck’s last line of defence. However the Marshal had been
sufficiently rattled by the appearance of the allied reserves to refrain from close pursuit for fear of
encountering another batch of fresh soldiers, but this was a minor blemish on a crushing victory. He
had lost 3000 dead and as many wounded, but the allies had lost 6000 dead, 5000 wounded and 8000
captured including those stationed in the chateaus who took no part in the battle; half of Waldeck’s army
had been eliminated. The allies also lost the majority of their guns, 49, and 106 flags, the visible tokens
of victory. The winning army spent the night on the battlefield as was customary, the losers who had
lacked nothing in courage and staunchness were however unable to sustain order in defeat, even in
the absence of pursuit, and the residue of Waldeck’s army disintegrated over the next few days.
Fleurus was in many ways the most spectacular of Luxemburg’s victories and it gave him ascendancy
in Flanders which he never lost. It demonstrated to all, the influence of superior general-ship; the allies
had begun with a slight material edge, and the advantage of a well-chosen defensive position. Their
experienced commander marshalled his troops largely according to the conventions of the time, with
his only fault being an excess of caution, yet he was crushed. Luxemburg had been confident that if he
could engineer a situation where the two armies were in contact on fair terms, the quality of his own
soldiers added to his battlefield leadership would carry the day. His bold and complex plan had set up
the situation he wanted, whereas any sort of orthodox frontal assault would have been extremely costly
and perhaps have resulted in a battle in which too much had been conceded at the outset to the enemy.
He had taken a risk, but it had been calculated, not least because he had assessed his opponent
accurately. The lesson for the French should have been to back success to the maximum extent
possible, but they failed to do so; for the allies the lesson should simply have been to avoid future setpiece battles, which in that age was almost always possible, but as we shall see that lesson also was
lost on King William.
At first the reaction in France to the victory at Fleurus was all that Luxemburg could have desired; letters
of congratulation from the King and Louvois, paeans of praise from everyone in Paris. More tangibly,
he was appointed Governor of Normandy, as much a lucrative sinecure as a position of authority, and
his eldest son, whom he had charged with taking the news of Fleurus to Versailles, was given the
reversion of the Governor-ship, (the right to succeed his father), and some valuable jewels to keep him
going in the meantime. Of more immediate concern to Luxemburg was the debate about how to exploit
his victory. With the allies in disarray, the two great fortresses of Charlerois and Namur were in reach,
and initially both Luxemburg and Louvois wished to besiege one of them. However the King was
exercised by fears that the Dauphin commanding on the German frontier was insufficiently strong to
beat off allied attacks. It is hard to imagine that France could have suffered any loss on what was a
secondary front, if still important, that would have come close to matching the gains which had become
feasible in Flanders, but for King Louis this was not the main point. Just as he had hesitated over joining
battle on very favourable terms in a previous war because of a small risk of defeat which would have
damaged his own reputation, he was equally sensitive to the danger to the Dauphin’s prestige of defeat
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on the German frontier. As for Louvois, his normally sound strategic grasp of affairs could always be
compromised by personal jealousies and enmities, and he allowed himself to be persuaded by the King
that Luxemburg should transfer troops to Boufflers in the Moselle valley, which would allow the Dauphin
to be reinforced quickly at need. No doubt, Louvois would have liked to lay French hands on a major
fortified town in Flanders, but it would have been great consolation that the hands stayed were those of
Luxemburg. Ironically, the Dauphin coped perfectly well without reinforcement, so the transferred
soldiers remained inactive for the remainder of the campaigning season.
Luxemburg seems to have accepted things reasonably philosophically, and remained passively holding
the line of the Sambre, as Waldeck gradually reconstituted his army. With the aid of a large contingent
from Brandenburg, he soon mustered more men than Luxemburg, and Louvois stridently preached
caution to the Marshal. The two armies sat in fairly close proximity, but with Luxemburg weakened and
held to the defensive, and Waldeck much chastened by Fleurus, there was never any danger of battle,
before the armies went into winter quarters in November. Meanwhile the war in 1690 had generally
favoured France elsewhere; the German and Moselle fronts had remained static, but Marshal Catinat
had prospered in Northern Italy, winning a major battle at Staffarda in August 1690, and taking a number
of towns. However, this proved to be another example of French unwillingness or inability to reinforce
success, and eventually Catinat had to pull back, and the same had been the case when Admiral
Tourville won a stunning victory against an Anglo-Dutch fleet at Beachy Head in early July. England
seemed wide open to invasion, with King William and many British soldiers embroiled in Ireland, and
restored first minister, Danby, rushing this way and that, in a frantic effort to improvise coastal defences.
Again, France failed to exploit the opportunity. The one clear cut allied success of the year fell to King
William in Ireland, when he defeated the Jacobite army on the Boyne, ten days after Fleurus, causing
King James to flee back to France. This by no means ended the conflict in Ireland which was to continue
for some years, but any immediate threat of a restoration of James as King there, was removed. King
William felt confident enough of eventual success to leave the campaigning in Ireland to others, and
from then on devoted his efforts to the war in Flanders. So began the final contest between King William
and the Duke of Luxemburg, which was to last almost until the death of the latter.
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9. The Last Great Victories, 1691-1693
9.1 The Campaign of 1691 and the Battle of Leuze
King Louis and Louvois concerted French plans in great secrecy during the winter of 1690/91, planning
an early attack on Mons. The motivation was actually defensive because Mons was the key to the
easiest invasion route into Northern France, along the valley of the River Oise. The fortress itself was
not particularly strong, but if the allies had got wind of the intended attack, they might have been able
to position an army close by, and render a siege impossible. Louvois worked even harder than usual in
the winter months to assemble two large armies, one of 46000 men to carry out the siege, the other to
provide cover, with 36000; he also collected 20000 labourers to dig the siege-works, and the provisions,
general supplies and munitions to allow operations to proceed. All this was done without alerting
France’s enemies, but the King and his War Minister neglected to inform Luxemburg of their plans, even
although he was expected to command the covering army. Needless to say, this caused considerable
offence, when Luxemburg was belatedly given his instructions but he fell into line after some grumbling
and took charge of his army. The siege itself was to be prosecuted by the King with Vauban in
attendance.
Early in 1691, King William had convened a meeting at The Hague to discuss the allied plans, and
agreement was reached to put 220000 men into the field on the Flanders and German fronts. However,
the allied preparations were unhurried and the British King was still at his ease in the palace of the
Stadtholders, the Huis ter Nieuburg at Rijswijk, when he received the news of the investment of Mons
in early March. The French had succeeded in assembling their army at least a month earlier than was
normal and had achieved complete surprise as regards their target. As ever, King William responded
with great energy and managed to collect an army of 56000 within a month, but he did not arrive in the
vicinity of Mons until the town was on the point of the surrender which took place on 8th April 1691, and
so was left with no recourse but to withdraw. However his appearance on the scene was more helpful
to his cause than he could have known. The French King had been assured by Louvois that there was
no chance of an allied army contesting the capture of Mons, and in strict terms the War Minister had
been correct. After one or two unfortunate experiences, which have already been documented, King
Louis had become obsessive in wishing to avoid confrontations with opposing armies, though still willing
to take command of sieges. Rather unjustly, he considered that Louvois had risked the royal reputation,
and made his displeasure very clear. (The incident was strange because as we shall see, the King
proved happy enough to carry through another siege later in the year, sheltered by Luxemburg, when
there was far more likelihood of William disrupting his arrangements.) The dissension had a malign
effect on French strategy for some months, and upset Louvois sufficiently to affect his health.
As was his custom, the King left his armies and returned to Versailles after the fall of Mons, leaving
Luxemburg in command of a force of slightly more than 40000 men, in 49 infantry battalions and 140
cavalry squadrons; he could also call at need on 20000 men under Boufflers in the Moselle valley.
Included amongst the cavalry was one of the King’s illegitimate children, the fiercely proud Duke of
Maine who had already distinguished himself at Fleurus, his sixteen year old cousin, the Duke of
Chartres, who seems to have been wild, but much liked by his seniors and the soldiery, and several
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other sprigs of the highest nobility. Luxemburg took his army north-east in the direction of Brussels, and
prepared to besiege Halle, but the defenders fled leaving it in his possession. He then had a dispute
with Louvois as to whether he should hold the town, leave it with its defences dismantled, or raze it
entirely to the ground as the War Minister wanted. In earlier years, Luxemburg would have been content
to implement the severest measures, but as mentioned previously his attitudes seemed to have been
softened by his imprisonment. At any rate, he settled for destroying only the fortifications of Halle, when
he left the town and moved towards Anderlecht, just west of Brussels where William was ensconced in
a strong position with 55000 men. Outnumbered, Luxemburg saw no prospect of a successful attack
and after a few days, when compelled to shift his area of deployment to acquire supplies and especially
fodder for his horses, he went south-east to Braine, as if to threaten towns to the east of the Flanders
capital. King William had to cover that, so moved to Louvain, due east of Brussels.
Then another argument blew up with Louvois, when Luxemburg learned that King William had
conceived a plan to take his army into the south east corner of the Spanish Netherlands, between the
Sambre and the Meuse, to assault the towns of Dinant and Phillipeville. Luxemburg had no doubt that
he should manoeuvre to prevent this, but Louvois wished him to let King William go, and take advantage
of his absence by bombarding Brussels. While there is no doubt that such an attack would have
damaged allied morale, and King William’s prestige, it would have been unlikely to achieve any long
term benefit, since there could be no question of attempting to capture the massive fortress. The price
of letting King William occupy the two towns in question would have been a concession of much territory,
with the front line being moved back to the French frontier in the region concerned. The King was asked
to adjudicate and came down on Luxemburg’s side, a snub for Louvois. The French army was duly
marched south-east to thwart King William’s scheme.
Typically, Louvois responded by sending a rude and condescending letter to Luxemburg concerning
the behaviour of his soldiers, a communication more appropriate from a master to a menial servant, but
it was to no account because the sender was dead before the letter was received. Louvois died on 16th
July 1691, aged 50, with many thinking that chagrin about his declining influence had made a substantial
contribution to his demise. The King who had worked closely with him for 25 years received the news
as if more conscious of the disagreements of the previous few months, than the devoted service he had
always received. For all his brusque manners, harshness, and unscrupulousness, Louvois was a great
man. Amongst French organisers of armies, only Carnot, during the Revolutionary Wars, a hundred
years later, and of course Napoleon, were his equals among his compatriots, as a strategist he was
sound if sometimes over-cautious, and as a picker of men for specific tasks, he usually got it right, and
could recognise real talent. Perhaps his only defect as War Minister was the tendency to interfere too
much with his generals in the field. Some evidence of his country’s loss was seen within a year, when
French armies emerged later in the field from winter quarters, but the real significance did not become
apparent for 3 years; then, French resources became severely constrained by widespread famine, and
his talents could no longer be applied to wringing the maximum military capacity from the men and
money available.
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Luxemburg must have felt a sense of relief; his relationship with Louvois had been a roller-coaster,
close friendship around 1670 had descended to bitter enmity 10 years later when Louvois had set no
limit to the penalties, he was prepared to exact from the Marshal during the Affair of the Poisons. Since
then, matters between them had improved to the extent that they were able to work together, but there
had been no return of amity, and Luxemburg had continued to suffer from the choleric outbursts of the
War Minister, like every other general. Many have assumed that the King’s response to the death of his
servant was a decision to become his own War Minister because he appointed the third son of Louvois,
the Marquis of Barbezieux, who was only 23 years old, to the position. Certainly, King Louis seems to
have intended to exert a greater and more continuous influence on strategy, if not on the day to day
actions of his field commanders, and he wrote saying as much to Luxemburg, indicating also that he
wanted to be informed of everything in the same detail as had been required by Louvois. However, the
King had clearly hoped that Barbezieux would emulate his father, who had only been two years older
on his appointment to the government, and that he would assume the full burdens of administration and
organisation. The royal hopes were not fulfilled, and afterwards the King complained to the new War
Minister’s uncle, the Archbishop of Rheims, along the lines that his nephew had talents but did not use
them; that he preferred to dine with princes rather than work; that he neglected his affairs for his
pleasures; that he left officers waiting too long in his antechamber and that he spoke to them disdainfully
and sometimes harshly. In short, he seems to have inherited the bullying manners of his father without
most of his virtues of dedication and diligence.
Any fears that Luxemburg might have had, that he was exchanging one interfering master for another,
proved unjustified in the next few months. The King registered annoyance if the information stream
showed signs of faltering but left Luxemburg to manoeuvre the French army unhindered. This was
probably fortunate because the allies maintained significant numerical superiority; King William had
close to 60000 men compared with Luxemburg’s 40000. There were by then large English and Scottish
contingents amounting to 18000 soldiers in the allied army, and the Earl of Marlborough was one of the
King’s lieutenant-generals, though relations between them had become so strained, that it is unlikely
that the Earl was much consulted. Nonetheless the balance of numbers made it inevitable that the
initiative was with the allies, and the confrontations, such as they were, took place close to the line of
the French-held fortified towns of Mons and Dinant, just north of the frontier. King William had as
forecast moved to Beaumont, from where he could threaten Dinant and Philippeville, with his army
between the towns and Luxemburg’s army at Maubege. Luxemburg then pushed east to take close
order, and ensure that King William did not dare to detach forces to besieging duties. At first the British
King seemed minded to force a battle with his superior numbers and attempted to cross the river
separating the armies, but was beaten off. This minor setback was enough to convince him that he
could do little useful in his advanced position at Beaumont, so he pulled back north across the River
Sambre, and the campaign returned to its previous pattern of marches and counter-marches for the
next few weeks.
Although forced to dance to King William’s tune for most of the summer, Luxemburg was not content
with preventing the allies from using their superior numbers to any effect, and sought the opportunity to
inflict damage on his adversary. At various times, he discussed with King Louis the possibility of a
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surprise cavalry assault, rather than a full scale encounter in which allied superiority of numbers might
tell, but it was to be late in the year before he saw an opportunity. In early September, King William had
reached Leuze to the east of Tournai, and departed for London in the belief that nothing more could be
achieved before winter. He left the allied army in the hands of Prince Waldeck, who could call on the
services of Marlborough. Luxemburg, who had followed his adversaries up from Beaumont, until he
was positioned to their north-east at Lessines, then swung round to the north of Leuze, reaching
Tournai. Arriving there he got the news that Waldeck was pulling back east across the River Dendre to
Cambron Casteau, where the allied army would go into winter quarters, but that a large part of his
cavalry had been left behind at Leuze to act as a rear-guard. Luxemburg sent forward a few squadrons
under two future Marshals of France, Villars and Marsin, to reconnoitre, and collected the remainder of
his cavalry and followed on behind. This was to be a final return to his earlier trade as a cavalry leader,
and observers were united in saying how much he revelled in the operation.
Reaching Leuze he was met with the news that Waldeck had halted his withdrawal and was bringing
the rest of his army back towards him. As it was, with 28 squadrons Luxemburg was proposing to attack
72, but after a brief survey of the enemy from a nearby hill he immediately ordered an assault. He had
realised that the allied cavalry were so confined by the ground they occupied that they would not have
room to deploy their superior numbers effectively, and in fact they had to muster five or six deep, rather
than in a line, two or three deep as was conventional by then. The elite squadrons of the French King’s
household, charging in succession with drawn swords, achieved great impetus and battered the
thickened lines of their adversaries. Luxemburg, 63 years old was in the midst of the struggle, and was
fortunate at least once to survive a direct attack on his person. After two hours, the allied line broke and
the battle became a pursuit. However Marlborough had by then got most of Waldeck’s infantry back
across the River Dendre, so Luxemburg called off the chase fairly quickly. This is as near as he and
Marlborough came to direct opposition in battle.
With not many more than a third of his enemy’s numbers Luxemburg had achieved a clear victory,
inflicting total casualties of more than 2000, at a cost of fewer than 400 to his own force. The capture
of forty flags signalled the real importance of the Battle of Leuze, namely the effect on the morale of the
allied army. The year had begun well for France with the capture of Mons, but thereafter the initiative
seemed to have swung against her, though the allies had not achieved much. Then at Leuze on 18th
September, Luxemburg had driven home the message that even with numerical superiority, the allies
could not compete with the French army. Prince Waldeck accepted this in his letter to King William,
apologising for his mistake in dividing his force, and requesting permission to end his long career.
Luxemburg was offered the thanks of his cavalry officers for the opportunity they had been given to
acquire glory, even though their casualties had been significant. Their commander’s own task for the
year was completed and he returned to Versailles shortly afterwards, where he met with a grateful
reception from King Louis, and of course was spared the normal recriminations from Louvois.
9.2 The Campaign of 1692 and the Battle of Steenkirk
In contrast to the previous winter, Luxemburg took a full part in the discussions which developed the
French plans for 1692. It was decided to attempt the capture of the fortress town of Namur, which lay
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within the junction of the Sambre and the Meuse, thus opening the way to a later advance up the valley
of the latter river, and effectively extending the French occupied region up to the line between Mons
and Namur. There could be no question of the French armies being ready as early as in the previous
year without the supreme organising talents of Louvois, so it was towards the end of May, before the
besieging army under the command of King Louis himself, with Vauban as ever in attendance, moved
into position. At the same time, Luxemburg, in charge of the covering army, took up station at Gembloux
to the north-west of the target; both French armies were around 60000 strong. King William, as usual
in such situations had to find a way of by-passing or defeating the covering army, if he was to have a
chance of affecting the issue. He probably mustered close to 80000 men, so he significantly
outnumbered his direct adversary. He had also got rid of a mistrusted Spanish deputy, the Marquis of
Castagna, in favour of the Elector of Bavaria, who had distinguished himself as an Imperial commander
in the wars with the Ottoman Empire.
The British King began by attempting to get round Luxemburg’s force to the east, but Luxemburg
covered this move easily, and the first phase of the campaign ended with the two armies facing each
other at Longchamp, with the River Mehaigne between them. The French position was not very strong,
and the river was easily fordable, so King William laid his plans for an assault in which he could hope
that superiority in guns and men would decide matters. However the night before the intended attack,
Luxemburg pulled back to take up a much stronger position in the surrounding hills, overlooking the
river plain. If King William had gone ahead with his plan, he would have been exposed to the fire of well
sited guns in the hills above him, and have had to cross a plain on which the fearsome French cavalry
could manoeuvre around him. Unsurprisingly, King William hesitated, and for four days he and his
subordinates, no longer including Marlborough who had been left in the United Kingdom, tried to devise
a plan that might succeed. Then matters were taken out of his hands, as heavy rain converted the River
Mehaigne into a torrent, and flooded most of the plain separating the armies. Neither could move for
several days; Luxemburg actually had the greater problem because his supply line broke down
completely, but King William could do nothing to take advantage. Once the waters had receded, the
allies made one last attempt to get round Luxemburg’s force, west of Namur, but effectively operating
on interior lines the Marshal had no trouble blocking this manoeuvre as well. Though his conduct in
June 1692 was to earn him less renown than events later in the year, Luxemburg’s part in the Siege of
Namur, was general-ship of the highest order.
Meanwhile, the siege itself was conducted by Vauban, with the French King’s presence and willingness
to incur some risk, giving inspiration to his forces. The defenders had a garrison of 6000 who included
the Dutch Baron, Menno van Coehoorn, a military engineer whose reputation was to become second
only to that of Vauban. The fortifications of the town were not particularly strong, but its citadel separated
from the town by the River Sambre, was likely to be harder to take. Some rather quixotic royal decisions
might have made Vauban’s task more difficult. Firstly, King Louis, having refused initially to allow the
women in the town to leave under truce then gave way to a direct appeal, so ensuring that the town’s
provisions would last for longer, but in fact the town surrendered fairly quickly thereafter. However, as
part of the terms, King Louis agreed that the French would not attack the citadel from the town, (so
avoiding a situation in which the defenders would have to fire on their own people). The King’s humanity,
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strangely at odds with his behaviour in previous years, though perhaps this was another consequence
of the absence of Louvois from his councils, left Vauban with the task of attacking the citadel on its best
defended side. The details of the French assaults are not relevant to this account, and it is enough to
say that the citadel fell on 30th June 1692, around the same time as King William was failing to outflank
Luxemburg to the west of the town. French casualties were high, approximately 7000 killed or wounded,
compared with half that number of the defenders.
As was his custom, the King set off immediately afterwards for Versailles, leaving Luxemburg in
command to continue operations against the allies. After a short delay while Namur was made
defensible, Luxemburg detached Boufflers and 15000 men to cover to the south of the Sambre, and
moved off in pursuit of King William, who had withdrawn to the north-west, after the fall of Namur.
Estimates of French strength seem to vary quite widely between 60000 and 80000, but the difference
is probably accounted for by Bouffler’s force, so it can be assumed that King William retained local
numerical superiority over his adversary. Luxemburg took his army by way of Nivelles to Soignies,
south-east of Brussels, where he paused to allow his army to recuperate, and himself to rest in the hope
of throwing off a fever. Neither he nor many of his soldiers had fully recovered from their days of privation
on the River Mehaigne. Meanwhile, King William had moved from Braine, west to Halle, and Luxemburg
formed the impression that he had plans to move further west across the River Dendre, and perhaps
circle round the French army and even move into Northern France. Accordingly he moved his own army
north to hold a line running from Enghien on the left to Steenkirk on the right.

The scene of the battle is shown on the map. Luxemburg’s deployment of his army has been described
as careless, especially in its occupation of land unsuitable for cavalry operations; his front was narrow
and confined by woods and bushes, though it was atop a ridge, and had considerable protection from
gullies, streams, and thick scrub. In explaining this perceived aberration, some have referred to his
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continuing ill-health, others to his possession of information which suggested that he would not be
attacked, and critics, to simple over-confidence that in all circumstances, he was King William’s master.
The Duke of St. Simon, who became fiercely antagonistic to Luxemburg on account of the precedence
suit which was soon to flare up again, but who took a brave part in the battle to come, was responsible
for the most scurrilous explanation. He suggested that the Marshal was simply too busy indulging in his
usual dissipations to devote any time to positioning the army, leaving the task entirely to his
subordinates, and this account, picked up by Macaulay, has become accepted truth. In fact, whatever
explanation is correct, far too much has been made of it, because the position, whatever its weaknesses
also possessed strengths, perhaps unforeseen by both combatants and they contributed significantly
to a favourable outcome for the French in the battle which was to come.
At any rate, although the allied army took closer order, a few miles to the west, Luxemburg appeared
unconcerned, and in this he really was culpable. He had a spy called Millefois in the allied camp, who
had supplied him with reliable information up until then, and he was receiving daily assurances that
King William was not planning an attack, which were almost certainly valid until the moment that
Millefois was detected. When that occurred, the allied leaders saw the opportunity to feed Luxemburg
with false information, and to create an opportunity to fight a successful battle. Accordingly, he
continued to receive messages assuring him that no battle was being contemplated, and that if his lookouts saw significant movements of soldiers they could be taken to be foraging operations. Luxemburg
took the bait completely, so much so that on the night before King William’s planned attack he allowed
himself to be heavily drugged against the fever that was still dogging him, in the hope of getting a good
night’s sleep. The allies were about to gain the great advantage of achieving surprise, but they still
required a good plan, and vigorous leadership if they were to defeat a supreme battle-field commander
in a day-long struggle.
Very early on the morning of 3rd August 1692, Luxemburg was wakened to be told that allied cavalry
had been spotted, moving towards his right near the village of Steenkirk. Luxemburg took this to be the
start of the foraging operation mentioned in the communication from his spy, and went back to sleep
without taking any action. Two hours later, at 5.00 AM he was again wakened, this time to be told that
a forward detachment on his right wing was under strong attack, in fact by the Duke of Wurttemberg,
and the advance guard of King William’s army. This time there was no going back to sleep; the Marshal
rushed to a viewpoint and surveyed the scene of battle, and immediately recognised the consequences
of his own complacency. There was no time wasted in regrets, and French regiments were immediately
roused and brought forward one by one to beef up the defences on his right. In the next few hours, the
combination of the Marshal’s rapid actions and allied ineptitude transformed the situation. While
Luxemburg brought more and more of his army into action, the allies stopped advancing. The difficulty
of the ground across which reinforcements to the Duke of Wurttemberg had to travel had been totally
misjudged and it was not until 9.00 AM that British regiments under General Mackay were in position
to mount an attack. By then surprise was lost, the French deployment was almost complete, and
Luxemburg had sent to Boufflers asking him to bring up his detachment; an unnecessary precaution as
that capable general had already begun his march towards the sound of gun-fire.
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Nonetheless, the British advance was at first irresistible and drove the French back and almost broke
them. Then, as ever recognising the crisis of the battle, Luxemburg unleashed his reserve, the
Household squadrons, on foot, with the so-called ‘Princes’ to the fore, namely the Duke of Chartres, the
Great Condé’s nephew, the Prince of Conti, and grandson, the Duke of Enghien, and also the nephew
of Turenne, and Luxemburg’s three sons. The British were driven back and in turn threatened with
disaster. The allied commander on that flank, the Count of Solms, should have responded by throwing
in reinforcements which he had to hand, but a combination of panic and muddle, (the cavalry had come
up mixed with the infantry, and could neither advance on the difficult ground nor be got out of the way
of the foot soldiers), prevented any support being given to the beleaguered brigade. As a result it was
destroyed, Mackay its able commander was killed, and a legacy of bitterness was created between the
British and the Dutch, which festered for years. The allies had had just as much difficulty in getting
soldiers forward on their right, so that the French left commanded by Lieutenant-General Montal, had
come under no real pressure, and was eventually allowed to join a general advance. Boufflers had also
appeared from the south and was feeding in more French soldiers. By afternoon it was clear to King
William that his attack had failed, and that he was in real danger of being overwhelmed so he wisely
pulled back while he still could, covering the remnants of the defeated units with the large part of his
army which he had never managed to bring into action. Luxemburg, who was no doubt relieved to have
escaped from potential disaster, did not seriously contest the retreat.
There could be no question that it had been a French victory, as was demonstrated by the fact that the
allied losses were upwards of 12000, a very large proportion of those who had actually engaged with
the enemy, compared with 8000 suffered by the French, and of course Luxemburg had secured his
usual haul of flags. The allies had tried to take a position held by their enemy, and had failed, leaving
the battlefield in French possession. Some accounts suggest that the latter raised a high gallows there
on which the spy Millefois, whom they had somehow captured, was hanged for supplying false
information; rough justice indeed, if he had acted under duress. Steenkirk changed little on the ground,
except that it removed any opportunity for King William to compensate for the loss of Namur, whether
by retaking that town, as the French King seemed to fear all summer, or by moving against some other
French stronghold. The remainder of the campaigning season was marked by fairly half-hearted
manoeuvring until the armies went into winter quarters. The effect on morale was as might have been
predicted, with the news electrifying Paris, where an untied cravat called a ‘steinkirk’, denoting the unpreparedness of the French officers, became a fashion item, and Luxemburg was again the hero of the
hour. The allies were correspondingly downcast, and it was in the aftermath of this battle that King
William referred to Luxemburg as a ‘Mechant Bossu’ translated as an malicious hunchback, producing
the more memorable reply from his target, that he did not know how the King could know as he (the
King) had never seen Luxemburg’s back.
In fact, King William’s performance as a general at Steenkirk was lamentable. He acted as though the
achievement of surprise at the outset was all he had to do, produced an unworkable plan which took
little account of the terrain over which he would have to fight, and when it began to go wrong was
nowhere near the crisis point and gave instructions that made matters worse. As a result, although the
schematic may exaggerate the lack of support to the British contingent, it is unlikely that more than a
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quarter of the allied army saw action in the critical phase when the battle was decided. The conduct of
the King is one of the mysteries of Steenkirk, he gave none of the inspiring, if not always well directed,
leadership that he normally supplied; it was almost as though his heart was never in the battle. The
contrast with his adversary was great; once he had accepted that he was in a serious fight, Luxemburg
was everything that King William was not, always at the critical point, and making the dispositions which
first stabilised matters and then won the day. His vigorous and well-directed actions more than made
amends for the slackness that had placed his army at an initial disadvantage, though he had to put up
with some sniping as the initial euphoria in France subsided, opening the way for the scurrilous accounts
of his general conduct referred to earlier. On balance, it seems more likely that poor health, rather than
self-indulgence, above his norm, was responsible for his substandard performance in the lead-up to the
battle, but it is not surprising, given his reputation that other explanations gained credence.
Nonetheless, Luxemburg’s prestige was extremely high in the winter after Steenkirk, and inevitably this
wakened dormant ideas about the advancement of his status. He had been well rewarded by the King,
both financially and with honorific appointments, but the issue of his precedence as a duke and peer
still rankled. Accordingly, he returned to the scheme of securing recognition as a ruling prince, and
when that fell through again, agitated for appointment as Constable of France. (Perhaps his quest was
not wholly self-serving, since he was regularly commanding other Marshals of France, an abnormal
state of affairs, which could easily have led to disputes at inopportune times if they had chosen to defy
his orders. There may also have been officers of the highest rank, who were refusing to serve under an
‘equal’, and it is true that Luxemburg’s deputies like Villeroy and Joyeuse though Marshals were not the
best in the pool.) When the King refused to consider this proposal, matters took a more serious turn
and Luxemburg began to build a faction composed of other disaffected courtiers. His relations with the
King which for a year or so had been better than at any other time, deteriorated, and with more cause,
he began to quarrel fiercely with the new War Minister. Inevitably, the dissention interfered with planning
of the next campaign, and the inadequacy of Berbesieux as a replacement for his father was
demonstrated by the delays in readying the French armies for battle. It was June before Luxemburg
mustered his force at Gembloux to begin the campaign of 1693.
9.3 The Campaign of 1693 and the Battle of Landen (Neerwinden)
The French discussions on the strategy to be followed were as difficult as other aspects of their
preparations. King Louis proposed to focus his assaults on the eastern border of the Spanish
Netherlands, where the terrain was especially suitable for cavalry operations, so playing to the great
French strength. Success here would yield other advantages in that French advances would be seen
by the allies as threats to Liege (an independent bishopric) and the German principalities along the
Rhine, as well as Holland, so would engender confusion about French objectives. Luxemburg was
happy with the proposed direction of the French attack, but tried to convince the King that the French
objective should be to force battle on King William, and that to this end the army should remain united,
rather than adopting the usual approach of capturing towns and territory, but conceding numerical
superiority to the allied field army. The Marshal had accepted the logic of the strategy followed until
then of advancing the front line through the Spanish Netherlands, away from the French frontier, but
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had become convinced that the only way to bring the war to a successful conclusion was to shatter King
William’s army, so compelling the lynch-pin of the Grand Alliance to seek terms. No doubt, Luxemburg’s
confidence that he could defeat King William, and his anticipation of the glory which would accrue,
contributed in some measure to the advice he offered. At first it seemed as though he might get his own
way, and by early June he had 110000 men under his command, by far the largest army yet seen on
the Flanders front, or anywhere else in that era. (It might be remembered that seminal battles earlier in
the century, like Rocroy, and the Dunes at Dunkirk, had been fought by armies of less than 20000 men).
However, the King was still torn, and apparently still had his own desires for glory. After a meeting at
Quesnoy, where he had been immobilised by illness, on 8 th June, the King decided to split the army
between a force under his own command which would besiege Liege, and a covering army under
Luxemburg. It would have been business as usual. King William whose army had 80000 soldiers would
have been able to send detachments to all the likely targets for French assaults; Liege, Charleroi, Huy,
and Ath, and still retain a field army similar in size to that of Luxemburg. The King of France continued
to hesitate, becalmed by illness and indecision. A great success on another front had confused him still
further. Marshal Lorges had captured Heidleburg, capital of the Palatine, so the way seemed open for
further advances in Germany, and King Louis was urged by his advisors to withdraw soldiers from
Flanders to send them to the French eastern frontier. Luxemburg had fought off this proposal at
Quesnoy, but the King changed his mind, and in spite of an impassioned plea from Luxemburg,
reputedly on his knees before the monarch, stuck to his decision. Accordingly 30000 men, including
many of the foremost regiments, were dispatched to the French eastern frontier with the Dauphin, who
was taking nominal command there.
If the enlarged French army in Germany had won further victories, the King’s decision might have been
seen as inspired, but the front lapsed into complete inactivity. Rumours gained currency that the
decision had not been strategic at all, but that Madame de Maintenon, whose influence over the King
was now paramount, had persuaded him to drop the idea of assaulting Liege, because she did not wish
him to risk his own safety in the siege lines. The transfer of troops to Germany was by this reading, a
face-saving way of abandoning the plan which had incurred her displeasure. Whatever the truth of this,
it is a fact that the King never again took part in a siege, and his self-acknowledged mishandling of the
planning of the 1693 campaign also persuaded him to distance himself from that aspect of the
operations of his armies in the future. Luxemburg was furious about the course of events and wrote
bitter letters to everyone whom he considered to have responsibility, not excluding the King, but fairly
quickly settled down to make the best of things. He retained an army of 75000 men, even if some of his
best soldiers had been taken from him. As we shall see, he was not to lack success in the remainder
of the year, but he remained convinced that he might have achieved more if his army had not been
weakened.
At least Luxemburg was unfettered by the need to cover an investment of Liege, and was able to revert
to his plan of bringing King William to what he hoped would be a decisive battle. The balance of forces
was different from what he had envisaged, with the British King, no longer required to defend several
potential targets, able to concentrate an army of 89000 at Leuven, substantially larger than the French
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force. Luxemburg set out to change the relative strengths of the armies by means of a series of
manoeuvres which are another testament to his mature greatness as a general. His first move was to
Meldert, to the south-west of Leuven, from where he both threatened King William with battle, and
separated the King from the soldiers he had sent to reinforce Liege. Two skirmishes took place which
favoured the French, but Luxemburg had no intention of attacking the allies in their strong position,
rather he wanted to get them out of it. Accordingly he set off eastwards, apparently to attack Liege,
sending Villeroy to besiege the town of Huy on the Meuse, which was seen as a necessary staging
post. Huy fell after only three days, and King William, deciding that his adversaries were in earnest
about capturing Liege, moved his own army east to Landen to give himself the chance of interfering
with Luxemburg’s plans. King William then took his own initiative by sending a detachment west across
the Scheldt under the Duke of Wurttemberg to threaten Northern France, in the hope that Luxemburg
would be compelled to release some of his force to provide cover. Sure enough, the French commander
came under pressure from a nervous King Louis, and King William must have congratulated himself
when brought news that French soldiers commanded by Marshal Joyeuse were marching off to the
west. What he didn’t know was that Luxemburg had given instructions that Joyeuse should stop after
one day, and hold himself ready to re-join the main force. Then Luxemburg took his army to the suburbs
of Liege, and ostentatiously began to make preliminary arrangements for a siege. King William took this
at face value and sent another ten battalions of infantry into the city to reinforce the defenders he had
already supplied. As a result of all this, King William’s strength had been reduced to 50000 men at
Landen, and while he thought that Luxemburg had been similarly reduced, in fact the French army could
quickly be concentrated to muster 75000.
Luxemburg considered that he had achieved the superiority, which he needed to win a decisive victory
and set out to exploit his advantage. He planned a night march from Liege to Landen, to catch the allies
unawares, setting off at midnight, but he was delayed by a thunderstorm. Finally, at 3.00 AM on 28th
July 1693, he started for Landen at the head of his cavalry, with his infantry following in six columns,
and half-way there, he met the returning Marshal Joyeuse at Waremme. Thereafter, he moved off again,
arriving in front of King William’s position in early afternoon. He then had to wait impatiently for his
infantry to appear, since it was his intention to attack immediately he could assemble his whole army,
but time dragged on without any sign of the expected arrivals. It later transpired that Joyeuse, left in
command, had bowed to demands from the most prestigious regiments that they should march on the
right, so incurring delays while positions were shuffled; maybe Luxemburg should have foreseen and
forbidden this, but he would certainly have impressed on Joyeuse the need for haste, and that ought to
have been enough. At any rate it soon became clear that thanks to the various delays, the attack would
have to be postponed until the next day, placing the whole project in jeopardy. William was certainly
given the opportunity to withdraw, but he did not take it, presumably because he thought his position
was strong, and did not realise the full extent of French numerical superiority. However he did set his
soldiers to work all night with spade and wood-axe to strengthen his defences, so greatly increasing the
difficulty of the attacking army’s task.
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The disposition of forces is shown in
the schematic. King William’s army
was drawn up on a ridge, with a
steep bank to the front, and the river
Geete to his rear, between fortified
villages Laer and Neerwinden on his
right, and Neerlanden on his left,
(Figure 8). Overnight, the allied
army, mainly Dutch and English,
had built embankments and other
barriers especially at Neerwinden,
which King William regarded as the
most vulnerable point on his line because of the proximity of the river behind it. Luxemburg was taken
aback when he surveyed the position on the next morning (29 th July, 1693), and saw the formidable
defences, which he would have to attack frontally, but he was rarely one to hesitate. His plan was
conventional enough, focussing on a strong attack on Neerwinden, which he also saw as the key to the
allied position, while exerting enough pressure elsewhere, to prevent its reinforcement; in particular he
arranged for a powerful diversionary attack on his own right. The main attack on the village duly went
in, but was repulsed, suffering the loss of one of its leaders, the Duke of Berwick, who was captured by
his uncle, General George Churchill, brother of Marlborough. (A curious scene ensued after the battle;
Berwick, the illegitimate son of King James II, refused to acknowledge the ‘usurper’, King William, and
the latter retaliated by refusing to trade the captive according to normal conventions, for several weeks.)
Luxemburg had failed to make progress anywhere, as his diversionary attack was stopped and Villeroy
in command in the centre, who had been instructed to exploit any weakness caused by William thinning
his line to provide reinforcements elsewhere, allowed himself to be drawn into a full-scale attack on
defences still fully manned and was also beaten off with heavy losses. Luxemburg, who would hardly
have expected an easy victory, then mounted a second attack on Neerwinden which came close to
success but was eventually forced back, when King William drew soldiers from the centre. This time,
Villeroy, who had been too vigorous during the first attack, erred in the opposite direction, and probably
missed an opportunity. By mid-day, little had been achieved by the French, and some of Luxemburg’s
staff wished to call the operation off, but of course, he would have none of that. He called up his reserve,
comprising largely the elite regiments of the French King’s household, and led them himself in a third
attack on Neerwinden. This time they succeeded in throwing the allies out of the village, after heavy
hand to hand fighting. Two of Luxemburg’s sons were with him, and both were wounded; the elder, the
Duke of Montmorency slightly, but the younger, the Count de Luxe, seriously when he flung himself in
front of his father and intercepted a musket ball.
The French situation was still precarious, and any success purely local. In spite of that, King William
should probably have accepted that the relentless pressure would not abate and that he would
eventually be overpowered, at a time when he could have hoped to make an ordered retreat. Instead
he gambled, drawing more soldiers from his centre to mount an attack to recover Neerwinden, and this
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time did not get away with it. Lieutenant General Fequieres, Luxemburg’s associate in the events
leading to the Affair of the Poisons, saw what he was doing and led a cavalry force between gaps in the
embankments, hardly opposed by the weakened defending force and began to create havoc behind
the allied lines, riding down many confused foot-soldiers. King William had no choice other than to abort
his intended attack and pull back to avoid being trapped in Neerwinden, but his retreat was still orderly.
With both armies nearly exhausted, it was all their leaders could do to keep them fighting, the French
infantry moving slowly forward, the allies giving ground dearly, and forty thousand cavalry-men milled
around, charging, withdrawing, regrouping, and charging forward again. It must have been to this phase
of the battle, that Macaulay referred when he wrote of the leaders;
‘At Landen, two poor sickly beings, who, in a rude state of society, would have been regarded as too
puny to bear any part in combats, were the souls of two great armies. In some heathen countries they
would have been exposed while infants. In Christendom they would some six hundred years earlier
have been sent to some quiet cloister. But their lot had fallen on a time when men had discovered that
the strength of muscles is far inferior in value to the strength of the mind. It is probable that among the
hundred and twenty thousand soldiers who were marshalled around Neerwinden under all the
standards of Western Europe, the two feeblest in body were the hunch backed dwarf who urged forward
the fiery onset of France, and the asthmatic skeleton who covered the slow retreat of England.’
Luxemburg still had one more card to play, and it proved decisive in securing an overwhelming victory.
He had sent a message to Huy, ordering Harcourt, a future Marshal of France to bring a contingent of
22 battalions to Landen, and to that officer’s credit he had anticipated the order, and the messenger
met him already on the road. He appeared with his fresh soldiers in the late afternoon and smashed in
the left flank of the allied line, at Neerlanden. A slow retreat became a rout, and the danger of taking up
a position with a river in the rear became apparent, because its steep banks, and the fast flow caused
by heavy rain the previous day, meant that it was no easy obstacle for exhausted soldiers and horses
to cross. King William and especially one of his subordinate commanders, the Marquis of Ruvigny, did
much to lessen the disaster to the allied army by rallying a rearguard which bought time for many to
escape, though both were themselves extremely fortunate not to be captured. The other factor operating
in favour of the allies was the exhaustion of their adversaries, who as well as fighting a fourteen hour
battle, had spent most of the previous day marching quickly towards Landen. As already noted it was
commonplace in battles of that era for generals like Luxemburg to make provision to keep a fresh
reserve to pursue a beaten enemy, but then to find the battles so close fought that this became a luxury
they could not afford, and at some point the reserve almost invariably had to be thrown in to achieve
victory, at the cost of an effective pursuit. Landen proved no different, and the badly beaten allied army
was left to make its way, unhindered, once it had got across the River Geete.
Nonetheless, in the context of 17th century battles, Landen (or Neerwinden, as it is sometimes called)
was a stunning victory. King William lost close to half his army, almost 20000 men killed, wounded, or
captured. Count Solms, whose conduct at Steenkirk had caused so much controversy, was killed, the
senior British commander, the Duke of Ormonde was captured, and as we have noted the King himself
narrowly escaped the same fate. Luxemburg’s force seized 84 guns and 77 flags, the latter giving birth
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to another legend. Traditionally, flags captured by French armies in battle were taken to the Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris where they were mounted along the walls. A few months later the Prince of Conti
while trying to clear a way for his friend, Luxemburg, through crowds attending a thanksgiving service
in that church, called on them to make way for ‘le Tapissier de Notre Dame’, literally, the wall-paperer
of the cathedral, though somehow it sounds more flattering in French. At any rate the title stuck during
the remainder of his life and afterwards.
French losses were by no means negligible, amounting to almost 10000 killed and wounded, mostly
incurred round the village of Neerwinden. The Duke of Berwick was the only notable captive, but the
able Irish general, Patrick Sarsfield, 1st Earl of Lucan was killed, and many senior commanders and
members of the highest ranks of the nobility were wounded. The victory owed little to the performances
of Luxemburg’s principle subordinates, Marshals Villeroi and Joyeuse, though more junior officers like
Fequieres and Harcourt had accomplished great things. Above everything, Landen was a personal
triumph, which no other French commander then active could have achieved; only Luxemburg was
motivated by Condé-like determination to seek battle, had the skill in manoeuvre to create such a large
battlefield superiority of numbers, and could provide the leadership at the front of his men, to ensure
that the opportunity was taken. Had he achieved nothing else, Landen would have entitled Luxemburg
to be considered a great commander.
In the arguments about the strategy to be followed by France in 1693, Luxemburg had argued that the
war could be won by inflicting a major defeat on the allied army in Flanders. By any reckoning he had
achieved that, but little changed after his victory. Partly, this was because King William showed his
usual resilience after defeat. The remnants of the allied army withdrew as far as Malines, near to
Antwerp, and were joined there by the detachment led by the Duke of Wurttemberg; other
reinforcements were culled from fortresses like Liege, and yet more dispatched across the English
Channel. As a result of these measures the British King soon had an army comparable in size if not
quality to that shattered at Landen. Luxemburg could not have been expected to take close order with
King William immediately, because he also needed to regroup after his army’s exertions, but as summer
wore on, he still made no move forward. Though news of his victory had been received ecstatically in
Paris and by the lower orders in other major towns, the reaction of the King and Court had been very
different.
There, the focus had been almost exclusively on French losses, and as his army continued immobile,
comments were made that he was not moving in on King William because he wanted the war to
continue. The remarks seemed plausible because by then, everyone knew that he lived for war, and
the glory, honours, and, it was wrongly presumed, wealth it brought to him. In fact, there are more
credible explanations for his failure to move quickly in pursuit of the allied army. His inaction may have
been down to a conviction that he and his soldiers had done their job, and that it was up to the French
negotiators, who were in constant discussions with their counterparts, to follow up by proposing an
advantageous peace; it may have been due to the general incoherence of French strategy, given little
direction by the King or War Minister, throughout that year; or it may have been because the sixty-five
year old Marshal was showing the first signs of his own mortality, and had not recovered from the efforts
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he had made before and during the battle of Landen. At any rate, towards the end of August, French
strategy reverted to normal, and Luxemburg moved to Charleroi where he met Vauban, and siege lines
were opened. King Louis had dispatched his fortification expert to assist Luxemburg with some
trepidation, since neither was regarded as easy to work with, but his fears proved groundless, and
Charleroi fell on 10th October 1693.
9.4 The Turning Point in the War
A glance at the map on Page 14 shows that in spite of hesitations and delays, the French had been
very successful in advancing the contested frontier into Flanders. By the end of 1693 they effectively
held a block of territory extending from Mons to Charleroi, then east along the River Sambre to Namur,
and up the River Meuse to Huy, with Liege clearly under threat. For all that her strategic leadership had
been so halting, the year had been marked by success for France on every front; success in Germany
has already been documented, and in Italy, Catinat won a major victory at Marsaglia, in early October,
which appeared to open the way for the capture of the capital of Piedmont, Turin. This would have
capped a year which had begun with the taking of another enemy capital, Heidleberg, but in fact, supply
difficulties thwarted Catinat’s plans, a harbinger for the future. However, France could point also to
success in Catalonia, where Noailles had captured the fortress of Rosas south of the frontier, and
perhaps surprisingly, at sea, where Tourville had recovered from his defeat the previous year, at La
Hogue, and captured more than a quarter of a huge Dutch and English convoy, comprising almost 400
ships which were returning laden with valuable cargos from the far east, under strong escort. This action
took place on 27th June 1693, off Cape St. Vincent, and is understandably less well remembered in
Britain than others in the same area, which took place a hundred years later, (the sea-battles of
St.Vincent in 1797, and Trafalgar, in 1805), but had a major impact in its time, especially on the
merchant communities in London and Amsterdam.
Though none could have known it then, the summer and autumn of 1693 was seeing the high tide of
French achievement during the War of the League of Augsburg, and it was about to turn. The
explanation for this lay not so much in a sudden uplift in the performance of the allied armies and fleets,
nor in a sudden deterioration in the performance of their French counterparts, but rather in the fact that
France began to lose the contest to provide finance to maintain the armed forces. In part, this change
was due to internal conditions in France where a succession of bad harvests caused increasing
hardship, and actual famine in large areas of the country. Inevitably, the collection of taxes became
more difficult, and France began to suffer for the archaic nature of its tax-farming system, and from the
fact that the country had no mechanisms for long-term borrowing. Without money, the huge pool of
manpower still available for military service could only be drawn on to a limited extent, and French
armies were to decline greatly in size from their peak in the early 1690s. (Another consequence was a
decision two years later to lay up the French fleet, and to rely thereafter on privateers and other
freebooters to harass allied shipping; this in spite of the successes of the outstanding Admiral Tourville).
Since weather is no respecter of national boundaries, it might be assumed that France’s adversaries
must have suffered similar privations due to food shortages, and there is some truth in this. However,
the knock-on effects on the finances available to fund the war effort were largely absent. In part, this
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was because Holland, and to a growing extent, England had richer, more diverse economies, but the
real difference at the beginning of the war was in the efficiencies of their tax gathering bureaucracies.
Holland also had been the first nation to create institutions, which allowed longer term borrowing, and
made a virtue of debt by allowing it to be managed in such a way that it was a desirable investment,
yielding secure income. By the mid-1690s, England had adopted and improved the Dutch system, so
that money was raised through a new institution, the Bank of England from investors who knew that
future taxes were already allocated to pay their interest, and if they wished, to repay their capital. It
should not be assumed that their superior financial systems gave English and Dutch leaders unlimited
freedom to throw money at military problems, or to go on waging expensive wars indefinitely, but the
advantage hitherto held by the absolutist French state in pursuing wars more single-mindedly than the
pluralist oligarchies in which many views had to be considered, was rendered much less clear-cut.
Amongst the first signs of a developing financial crisis in France were failures to re-supply Catinat in
Northern Italy, and to pay Luxemburg’s soldiers the money they were due, in that autumn of 1693. The
latter omission resulted in mutinies which the Marshal crushed ruthlessly, hanging the ringleaders,
though he did make sure that money, (some of which was his own), was distributed at the same time.
On this downbeat note, he left the army to go into winter quarters under the command of Boufflers,
though even in this apparent formality he managed to incur the displeasure of the King and the War
Minister, by leaving before his stand-in had arrived, a symptom of relationships in steep decline.
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10. The Final Chapter, 1693-1695
10.1 A Failed Conspiracy
When Luxemburg returned to the comparative luxury of Versailles in late 1693, he was in a sour mood.
He looked back on a year, during which his advice on the strategy to follow had been largely ignored.
When he had won what he regarded as his greatest victory, little praise had been forthcoming, and no
effort had been made by the King to combat the denigratory comments on his motives which had spread
thereafter. The adulation of the Paris crowds did not make up for this. There were other reasons for his
discontent. After the death of Louvois, he had attempted on a number of occasions to persuade the
King to enquire into the conduct of the judges during the Affair of the Poisons, with special reference to
his own treatment. It is hardly surprising that King Louis refused the requests to re-open a matter that
had caused real damage to his own reputation and that of his Court. However Luxemburg took the
refusals as a personal slight. Though he was probably wrong in this, he was nearer the mark in
regarding himself as tolerated as a necessary evil, close to the King, only because during a war, he
was indispensable. His near life-long wish to be valued more by the monarch, had no doubt sprung as
much from angst about his appearance and the tribulations of his career, as from a desire to be more
highly rewarded, but at this time he seems finally to have accepted that however great his services, he
would not be able to overcome an antipathy which was visceral rather than based on an fair estimation
of his worth, at least at the head of an army.
Through the ages, courtiers not granted what they have perceived to be their just deserts by the
incumbent of a throne have looked to the successor, so perhaps it is only surprising that Luxemburg
waited so long before exploring that route to royal favour. The trigger was probably the King’s poor
health during the winter of 1693/94 which led Luxemburg, ten years the older, to conclude that he might
outlive the monarch. The scheme conceived by the Marshal and his associates was simply to prepare
for that eventuality by establishing influence and a degree of control over the heir to the French throne,
the Dauphin. No-one has suggested that they gave any thought to hastening the King’s demise, though
had their plans come to fruition, this would have become a temptation, though one of great hazard.
Luxemburg had acquired a coterie of admirers over the preceding years and chief amongst that group
was the Prince of Conti, son of one of Mazarin’s nieces, and nephew of the Great Condé. He was a
brave and capable young soldier, who had incurred royal displeasure when letters were captured and
publicised in which he disparaged the King and Madame de Maintenon. There proved to be no way
back to royal favour for him, in spite of sterling service under Luxemburg at Steenkirk and Landen, so
he was a willing fellow conspirator, and it was through his family that the link to the Dauphin was
established.
The heir to the French Throne was then 32 years old. He was personable, likeable and by no means
without talents, but having lived his life in the shadow of a formidable father whom he admired but also
held in awe, he lacked self-confidence. Luxemburg and Conti anticipated that if they could draw him
into their circle, they would have little difficulty in obtaining the influence they desired. Conti had
succeeded to his titles after the death of his elder brother, and that brother’s widow, the Dowager
Princess who was the daughter of the King and a previous mistress, Louise de la Valliere, supplied the
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necessary entrée. One of Luxemburg’s associates, by the name of Clermonte had become amorously
involved with the Dowager Princess. It was known that the Dauphin was infatuated with one of her
ladies in waiting, a Mademoiselle de Choin, and the conspirators persuaded Clermonte to court this
lady with the complicity of the Dowager Princess, as a precursor to offering marriage. According to the
strange conventions of the day, it would then have been possible for the Dauphin to formalise his
relationship with a married lady, always provided he showed the right amount of consideration to the
husband, who in turn could no doubt have continued his relationship with the Dowager Princess.
Inevitably, such an arrangement would have brought the Dauphin and Luxemburg together socially,
and indeed the process was underway by the start of the campaigning season in 1694.
Carrying the story through to the denouement, the Dauphin at his own request, went with Luxemburg
to take command of the French armies in Flanders, rather than to the eastern frontier that spring. It is a
measure of Luxemburg’s commitment to his scheme (and of his confidence that he could still exert
control) that he was willing to cede the formal command to the Dauphin. All went well for the conspirators
until the summer when a courier carrying private letters as well as Luxemburg’s dispatches to the King
and War Minister, mistakenly delivered them all to the latter. Needless to say, the private letters were
opened, and the King, who had hitherto suspected nothing, was made aware of Luxemburg’s
machinations. He then called in his daughter, the Dowager Princess of Conti, who admitted everything,
and received in return the King’s forgiveness. The only person who suffered was Clermonte, who was
banished from France until King Louis died, but no doubt he had acted in the expectation of great
rewards for success and accepted the risk he was running.
The Dauphin was informed of what had been going on, but does not seem to have reacted strongly
against Luxemburg, who could plausibly claim that he had only been trying to advance the Prince’s
romantic interests, and did not have to dwell on his hopes of future favours. Perhaps, the King, who
must have been offended by the revelation that courtiers were looking beyond his reign, would have
liked to punish the Marshal, but his services were still required, so nothing passed between the two on
the matter. However, we can be sure that the King was confirmed in his worst opinions. The greatest
irony was that the plot came to light in late August 1694, when Luxemburg had only 6 months to live,
while the King from whose death he meant to benefit had more than 20 years of his reign to come.
Among others outlived by the King was of course, the Dauphin.
10.2 Luxemburg’s Last Campaigns at Court and in Flanders
Otherwise, Luxemburg spent his last full winter, much as he had spent so many others over the previous
fifty years. There was no let-up in his involvement in mini-scandals and court affairs, nor in his pursuit
of young women, whether of high station, or those procured by opening his purse. In fairness, his
enjoyment of more intellectual pursuits was just as persistent through to the end of his life, with Racine
only one of the poets, playwrights, and artists attracted to his circle. One piece of unfinished business
came back into the forefront of his mind. After the dashing of his hopes for some exceptional preferment,
(as we have seen he had at different times sought recognition as a ruling Prince, or appointment as
Marshal-General, like Turenne, or Constable of France, like several of his ancestors), he returned to
the question of his precedence among the dukes and peers. This was purely a matter of the age of the
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title, and since his dukedom had been created in 1581, with only that of Uzes, dating from 1572, extant
for longer, it seemed obvious to him that he should be ranked second. However, it will be remembered
that when he had obtained the title, through his wife’s claim, jure uxoris, in 1661, it had been treated as
a new creation and the heralds had placed him well down the list.
As we have noted he had made desultory efforts to contest this, opposed by all the dukes of intervening
rank, but during early 1694 he made a more sustained attempt. The case was brought before the
Parliment of Paris, some of whose members had judged Luxemburg in different circumstances fifteen
years earlier, and he made strenuous efforts to line up the necessary support. His leading opponent
was the Duke of St. Simon, and apart from mobilising opposition to Luxemburg at the time, his
posthumously famous diaries did much to blacken Luxemburg’s reputation with future generations,
(though St. Simon never disputed Luxemburg’s martial talents). Matters became extremely heated, and
vicious lampoons were commissioned and published by Luxemburg and an opposing peer, the Duke
of Richelieu, descendent of the Cardinal, before calmer councils prevailed and the affair was left to the
deliberations of the courts. Initially, Luxemburg had hoped to obtain a quick decision, but the strength
of the opposition lengthened proceedings, which dragged on till after his death. Eventually his son was
awarded the desired precedence in 1696, but even this did not end the dispute, as all the other dukes
boycotted the next meeting of the Parliment, at which they would have had to adhere to its ruling. After
that, it seems that the new Duke of Piney-Luxemburg did not insist on his hard won precedence being
recognised.
As we have already seen, the days when French armies could be readied for action as early as March,
had gone with the loss of the organisational powers of Louvois, and the increasingly straitened national
finances were another impediment to early deployment. The same constraints affected the size of the
French army in Flanders, which comprised only 78 infantry battalions and 170 cavalry squadrons, some
60000 men when it finally took the field in early June 1694. With numbers like these confronting King
William’s allied army of 100000, there could be no question of extensive siege operations, nor was it
likely that even Luxemburg would be able to create favourable conditions for battle. After his defeats of
the previous two years, King William was under much pressure to be circumspect, so the scene was
set for a campaign of manoeuvre. Although the King of France at first seemed minded to return to
commanding his army in Flanders, he rethought the matter, whether because of pressure from Madame
de Maintenon, or because he accepted the reality that with the balance of forces as it was, there was
unlikely to be much glory to be had. Luxemburg would no doubt have taken sole command had it not
been for the scheme already discussed. As a result, Luxemburg assumed the role of mentor to the
Dauphin, though no-one has since doubted, who controlled the French army during the campaign which
followed. It seems however that he acted with unusual tact, again no doubt with his wider ambitions in
view, and the Dauphin, asked frequently to give his opinion, was perhaps able to imagine that his role
was greater than it really was.
In spite of their material inferiority, the French at first seized the initiative and marched from their
assembly point near Mons to Gembloux and then Limoges, as if to threaten Liege and Maastricht. One
must assume that King William had some knowledge of the respective sizes of the armies, so it is hard
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to see why he took this posturing seriously, but he did, and the two armies manoeuvred quite close to
each other with frequent skirmishes, for the next two months. Finally, King William realised that
Luxemburg was seeking only to contain him, and took more positive action. He had conceived an
ambitious plan to shift his army to the west, outflank his opponent and direct an attack on Tournai, and
Courtrai, with the hope of breaking through to the sea at Dunkirk. However, Luxemburg anticipated both
his thoughts and his actions. The two armies raced for the bridge over the River Scheldt at Escelles,
which opened the way to Tournai, in an echo of their actions during Luxemburg’s retreat from Holland
more than twenty years earlier. That time, the then William of Orange had won, forcing Luxemburg back
into Maastricht, from where he had extricated himself only by one of the most brilliant coups of his
career. This time, the result was reversed and William arrived at his destination to find French cavalry,
and apparently the rest of the French army drawn up on the left bank of the River Scheldte. He would
have had a hard fight if he had tried to cross, but not as hard as he anticipated, because the great
majority of the French infantry had not in fact arrived. The Prince of Conti, in command of them, had
loaded a single battalion with standards from the rest of his force and sent them on ahead to join
Luxemburg, who drew them up as if each standard spoke for its normal complement of men. The
deception succeeded, and the allied army withdrew to Oudenarde, from which point the campaign in
Flanders largely petered out. King William did pave the way for one allied success by dragging the
French army to the west. An army composed primarily of Brandenburgers was left free to besiege Huy
which capitulated on 27th September, with the main French army powerless to intervene. The fortress
which in French hands had been a dagger pointing at Liege was reversed in allied hands to point at
Namur.
Luxemburg returned to Versailles in November 1694, and was probably surprised in view of the recent
unmasking of his plan for the Dauphin, to receive a cordial welcome from the King; the monarch
demonstrated more gratitude for the holding operation of 1694, than some of the victories of previous
years. Perhaps that was a measure of his concern about the state of the country, though the year had
been surprisingly kind to French arms, given the constraints under which they were operating. The
German and Italian fronts followed that of Flanders in seeing French armies largely on the defensive,
but in Catalonia, Noailles, recently appointed Marshal of France, won a major victory at Torroella on the
River Ter and advanced on Barcelona, supported by a small naval squadron commanded by Admiral
Tourville. The city was saved only by the appearance of the main allied fleet on the scene, which forced
the greatly out-gunned French admiral to withdraw and allowed the beleaguered city to be relieved.
France also achieved major success in beating off a British attack on the French naval base at Brest in
June of that year, thanks certainly to Vauban’s measures to strengthen its fortifications, and probably
to treacherous disclosures by English statesmen like Godolphin, who saw themselves as insuring
against a return to power of King James II. Arguments have raged since as to whether Marlborough
was as guilty of double-dealing as his long-time associate.
10.3 The Death of the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg and the Aftermath
Luxemburg seems to have settled back quickly into his normal winter pattern of life in late 1694, though
family matters took unusual prominence as he worked to ensure the future well-being of some of his
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children. His eldest son, a comely young man whose appearance belied the ugliness of his parents,
was high in the King’s favour, and had already been given the title of Duke of Montmorency, so had
little need of his father’s support, and the same was true of the second son who had received preferment
in the church. The third son, the Count of Luxemburg, had been seriously wounded shielding his father
at the Battle of Landen, and had not fully recovered, but he was more or less adopted by Luxemburg’s
childless sister, Isabelle and was in line to succeed to her estates and as Duke of Chatillon. The fourth
son, who was like Luxemburg in appearance, including the deformed back, and had similar
determination, was to pursue a successful military career, crowned with a Marshal’s baton, but was still
too young, to require provision to be made for him immediately. The only daughter was a different case,
since she also was rather unprepossessing in appearance, and beyond the usual age of marriage. This
was hardly a challenge to her aunt, and Isabelle no doubt with some help from Luxemburg, devised
one of her schemes whereby the young lady was married to the 57 year old favourite and heir of an
immensely rich noble-woman, the Duchess of Nemours. After the wedding, the shameless schemers
even tried to persuade the King to recognise Luxemburg’s new son-in-law to be the ruling, rather than
titular Prince of Neuchattel, but that was a step too far. At any rate when the marriage took place late
in 1694, Luxemburg could rest content that his four children of age were more than adequately provided
for.
Perhaps he had given this matter so much attention because he had some premonition, but that seems
unlikely, because otherwise he approached the age of sixty-seven making no concessions in his rackety
lifestyle. Then, after taking up residence in Versailles in the last days of 1694, he was confined to his
bed on the first day of 1695, with what seemed to be no more than a feverish cold. It quickly became
apparent that his ailment was serious and he received the dubious benefit of attention from a posse of
doctors including one sent by the King. His condition worsened rapidly, and he was given absolution by
a famous Jesuit preacher of the day called Bourdaloue, who did not spare him reference to all his past
sins and omissions. There were visits from friends and reconciliations with others like the Duke of
Vendome, and then he had a short remission when it appeared as though he might, as it were, come
back from the dead. He doesn’t seem to have had any illusions, and used the respite to arrange for
missives to be sent to the King, requesting that some of his Court positions should pass to his eldest
son, but they had been promised elsewhere, though as already indicated the new Duke of PinetLuxemburg was not to lack tokens of royal favour. Soon the Marshal-Duke relapsed, and he died on 4th
January 1695, four days from his 67th birthday, with his family in attendance, including his wife, sons,
sister Isabelle, and aged mother.
As was customary his body was opened, and two versions of the findings survive; one that his lungs
were filled with fluid and rotted, the other that the chest cavity was full of blood which suggested to
contemporaries that ‘bleeding’ might have saved him. There were apparently rumours that a state
funeral at St. Denis might be organised, following the precedent set for Turenne, but this would have
required a remarkable reversal of the King’s sentiments. He did see Luxemburg’s four sons the day
after their father’s death, and told them that their loss was great, but his was greater. Presumably he
referred to the state’s loss of Luxemburg’s talents as a general, because any pretence that he felt any
personal loss would have been hypocrisy. The other quote from the event of Luxemburg’s death which
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has lived on was that of the priest, Bourdaloue, who said that he would not have wished to live like
(Luxemburg) but certainly hoped to die like him. Less than a month later, his sister, Isabelle died alone,
from a similar illness. She and her brother had been kindred spirits in life, with their relationship only
interrupted by one quarrel of short duration. Although her own adventures had not always reflected well
on her younger brother, she had usually tried to act as his protector and champion, helping him to
surmount obstacles and sometimes rescuing him from his follies; in death her wealth secured the future
of at least one of his children. Finally, it can be related that Luxemburg’s body, which had been taken
from Versailles on the day after his death to the vaults of the Church of St. Roch in Paris, was transferred
after a memorial service some three months later to the ducal church at Ligny in Lorraine. It now rests
in the parish church of the town, to which it was moved in 1839.
We have already seen how King Louis reacted to the Marshal’s death. What about the other King who
could have been expected to take a great interest, William? Probably the event hardly registered in his
mind, because at the very end of 1694, his wife Mary died of smallpox, and he was prostrated for weeks
afterwards. His marriage had begun as a political manoeuvre, but had become a close fellowship, and
given his nurturing of her political skills, it is certain that the unhealthy, childless King saw the much
younger Queen Mary as his successor, as much as his wife. So his grief stemmed from the dashing of
these hopes, as well as the loss of a loved companion. It was a despondent King, who returned to his
army in the spring of 1695, but it was perhaps then that he realised that the death of his nemesis was
likely to present him with opportunities in the coming campaign. King Louis made a bad choice as
Luxemburg’s successor; presumably he could have turned to one of his successful generals on the
lesser fronts, Catinat, Lorges or Noailles. None was of the stature of Luxemburg, and in particular none
had yet proved himself capable of directing an army as large as that normally deployed in Flanders, or
of manoeuvring across such large expanses of territory, but probably any one of them would have been
a better selection than Marshal Villeroi, as indeed would have been another recently appointed Marshal,
Boufflers, who had the advantage of knowing the front well. Villeroi had fought under Luxemburg with
little distinction for the past few years, but had the inestimable advantage of being a Court favourite.
The result was predictable. It has been stressed throughout this book that King William was not a great
general, but he was better than Luxemburg usually made him appear to be, and with material
superiority, he had no trouble dominating Villeroi. In September 1695, he crowned his superiority by
recapturing Namur, after a siege lasting two months. Effectively, this regained the Meuse valley for the
allies, and thus reconnected the Flanders front to the German front, allowing forces to be moved
between them at will. Even more importantly it brought the French forward strategy in Flanders to an
end; thereafter the battle zone remained more or less static rather than being driven relentlessly
northwards, away from the French frontier and towards that of Holland. Wherever the war was decided
it was no longer going to be in Flanders. In fact it took two more years of near stalemate for the
contestants to accept the inevitable, and put together the compromise Treaty of Rijswijk. Apart from the
recognition by King Louis of King William’s occupation of the throne in Britain, a paper concession which
could be, and was reversed with a stroke of a pen a few years later, little was gained by either side. In
particular, all the fortresses in Flanders won by the efforts of Luxemburg, King Louis, Vauban, and the
French armies since 1689 were returned to Spain. It is perhaps that fact which has led historians to
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conclude that the whole campaign was pointless, and that its various battles and sieges had little
purpose. That is an incorrect view; the strategy was mostly coherent, and had French armies been able
to continue their advance northwards and up the Meuse valley, an eventual peace treaty might have
looked very different. The advance lost momentum when French resources ran out, and was halted
completely when their ablest general died. A dozen years later, in the War of the Spanish Succession,
a similarly coherent strategy applied even more dazzlingly in the opposite direction by Marlborough,
faltered again because the national will in Britain faded, even although resources could in this case, still
have been provided to strip France of all her 17th century gains. Half a century later, another great
general, the Marshal de Saxe drove French armies up to and beyond the Dutch frontier, but none of his
conquests were retained by the peace treaty which ended the War of the Austrian Succession. Even
Napoleon, though he enjoyed some years of relatively peaceful occupation of the disputed territory that
is now Belgium, was eventually defeated and France was again pushed back to a frontier which Louis
XIV and Luxemburg would have recognised, and which forms her border today.
10.4 A Final Appraisal
Above all, the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg must be respected as a great battlefield commander;
perhaps, in his own era, only his mentor the Prince of Condé was his equal in this regard. The qualities
he brought to this task were the coolness under fire and the confusion of that environment which allowed
him to assess situations accurately, the decisiveness to formulate action plans immediately, and the
strength of will and charisma to persuade, cajole, and command his officers and men to implement his
plans with real belief. Almost all of his victories followed crisis points when he was in the right place and
took the right decisions to tip the balance, whether one considers his early victories in the Dutch war,
or his last triumph at Landen. Sometimes, he was out-thought before a battle as at Steenkirk, but his
battlefield abilities rescued him, on other occasions his pre-battle manoeuvres were brilliant as at
Fleurus and Landen; in the latter cases there was little hope of recovery for his adversaries.
The other aspect of his command on the battlefield which is worthy of comment was something of a
two-edged sword. He invariably made maximum use of his resources, and brought all his army into
play; there was never any question of large parts of his army standing idly by, as was the case with the
allied armies at Fleurus and Steenkirk, and his reserve was there to be committed at an appropriate
stage. The downside of this was the absence of any effective means of pursuit once a battle had been
won. Sometimes his initial dispositions assigned a reserve of cavalry for that task, but almost invariably
he threw them into the battle before it was finished. It is true that pursuit would often have been difficult
because of encroaching darkness, or topological features, but more provision for it might have
converted some of his victories into routs. However, if Luxemburg is to be criticised, so must every great
general of the era, not excluding Marlborough, Condé and Turenne.
Some questions have been raised about his abilities in handling armies on the move, the area where
generals like Montecuccolli and Turenne excelled, because his record in this is more mixed, again a
similarity to his mentor, Condé. To his mistakes before Steenkirk, must be added his failure to respond
quickly enough before the debacle of Philippsburg, even if that was a lost cause before he became
involved. His over-reaction afterwards must have stemmed from self-knowledge. He knew he had let
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himself down. However in this aspect of general-ship as well, there is far more to be placed on the
positive side of the balance sheet, including his outflanking movements around Utrecht, his manoeuvres
around Maastricht during the French retreat from Holland in 1672, the preliminaries to Fleurus, Leuze,
and Landen, his protection of the French besieging force at Namur, and his march to intercept King
William in his last campaign of 1694. Perhaps he was fortunate that he did not have to contend against
a Mercy, Montecuccolli, or Marlborough, but the same could be said for them in reverse. In such
company he might have been found wanting more often in manoeuvre, but any one of them would
probably have found his best plans thwarted in the heat of battle.
There are two things that Luxemburg was not. He was not a great innovator. He took armies as they
were, with the soldiers and weapons he had to hand and the battlefield tactics then in vogue, and made
the best possible use of them. Not for him, new formations or methods of attack; although willing to
seek the flanks of his adversaries as when trying to advance from Utrecht and in his masterpiece at
Fleurus, he most often attacked his opponents head-on, relying on the spirit and élan of his own soldiers
to gain advantage. Although Cassell and Landen had similarities to Marlborough’s battles in so far as
strong pressure at one point of the front created weaknesses at another, Luxemburg did not set out
with that prime aim; the breakthrough was sought where the pressure was greatest (as usually by
Napoleon who was even bolder in seeking overwhelming superiority at the point of impact). Luxemburg
placed great store in the superiority of French cavalry which was almost always justified, and also relied
on the elite household regiments of infantry at crisis moments in his battles, often supplying personal
leadership.
There is little evidence of great strategic appreciation, but this characteristic is shared with Condé and
even Turenne. The fact is that during most of his career in command, French strategy was decided
mainly by King Louis and Louvois, and the generals were sent to achieve specified objectives. The point
is illustrated best by Luxemburg’s being kept completely in the dark prior to the siege of Mons in 1691,
even though it was intended that he take charge of the army covering the siege. After the death of
Louvois he was consulted more, but he doesn’t seem to have demonstrated great strategic flair; his
expectation that King William might give up the struggle if badly beaten in battle showed little
appreciation of the calibre of the man with whom he had dealt so often. Perhaps, he thought that there
was a limit to the number of defeats that William could survive without losing all credibility as a
commander, and that his removal from the scene would end the war. This was a misjudgement of the
esteem which the Dutchman engendered amongst his allies, and paradoxically, Luxemburg’s own
formidable reputation also militated in favour of his adversary’s keeping his job. There can have been
little confidence that any other general, available to the allies, would achieve much more against the
French marshal, whatever Marlborough’s private views on the matter might have been at that stage of
his career. In summary then, Luxemburg was an outstanding field commander rather than a masterstrategist or transforming innovator, but any fair assessment would suggest that in the pantheon of
French generals, where Napoleon stands alone, Luxemburg should be secure in the next rank,
alongside Condé, Turenne, and de Saxe.
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It is much harder to be generous in an assessment of Luxemburg’s character, and conduct of other
facets of his life. Before considering the downside, I will start with a few riders. Firstly, we know enough
about the most distinguished generals of a more recent struggle, the likes of Macarthur, Montgomery,
and Patton to be aware that the qualities that make for successful general-ship are not necessarily
those which make a well-rounded, likeable personality. Secondly, our expectations of what might be
termed the humanitarian aspects of military campaigning have risen in the last fifty years, at least in the
democratic West, and deliberate mistreatment of civilians is frowned on now, even if far too many
‘accidents’ still occur. Thirdly, it would be wrong to underestimate the burden of Luxemburg’s youthful
illnesses, his deformities, and the shame of his father’s execution, and he needs to be given credit for
building a great career from unpromising beginnings. It goes almost without saying that he was
persistent, bold and brave, but away from the battlefield these characteristics seem less virtuous,
especially when carried to excess, and he is just as fairly described as pig-headed, rash and foolhardy,
and not just in his youth. He was loyal, especially to his wider family, to his friends, and to officers who
served him well in his campaigns, and it is more a commentary on the age, than him, to say that
sometimes this characteristic did not serve him well, as for example when he stuck with Condé through
the vicissitudes of the Fronde and its aftermath. At least until brought up short by his spell in the Bastille,
he was too often cruel and heartless about the fate of those caught up without intent in the wars he
fought. He was not unique in this, but it was surely not just propaganda that caused him to be especially
reviled by the Dutch during the French occupation of the early 1670s, and he had attracted similar
notoriety during his campaign in Burgundy during the Fronde risings. In defence it could be suggested
that on occasion he tried to mitigate the harsher edicts of Louvois, but these efforts tended to be halfhearted when compared with his resistance to the War Minister on other matters.
His reputation suffers from the fact that a large number of his letters, either sent direct to the King, or to
Louvois for showing to the monarch, survive, since the sycophancy grates when compared with all his
other communications. (I have not furnished examples because so much is lost in translation, and they
contribute little to the story I am attempting to tell, but too many can only be described as abject). He
must have believed that it was obligatory, if he was to preserve even the limited amount of favour he
was usually shown, but it is hard to believe that the recipient took his words at face value. Otherwise,
biting sarcasm and damaging innuendo were much more his style, and as a result he was disliked and
feared outside his own circle at Court.
His morals were universally regarded as appalling; right up to his last days, he indulged in pursuit of
women, paid or unpaid, stirred up intrigues, spread gossip and false rumours, and generally did down
anyone who crossed him, or seemed capable of getting in the way of his ambitions. A measure of his
reputation at Court is the fact that there was precious little scepticism or disbelief when Lesage put
forward his unlikely charges during the Affair of the Poisons. His liking for luxurious living was notorious
enough for Macaulay to quote an accusation that he moved the French army only to places where he
could be sure of finding rich food and fine wine, and that this was why his army was badly positioned
before Steenkirk. Even his breadth of mind, which enabled him to take pleasure in a wide range of
intellectual pursuits, while associating with literary and artistic figures, was widely thought to have a
more sinister side encompassing disbelief in religion, and an unhealthy interest in the occult. Of course,
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his involvement in the Affair of the Poisons, even though he was acquitted, did nothing to reduce
suspicions in this area. His family life presents a more mixed picture. His lifelong relationships with his
sister and the Prince of Condé show a positive side of the coin, but his marriage of convenience never
seems to have been any more than that, and the Duchess gave little consideration to her husband’s
interests when he was in prison, or afterwards when his financial affairs were in ruins. But then, his
activities with other women at Court must have been well known, so she can hardly be blamed. His
relationships with his children do him more credit, and his efforts to further their interests were untiring,
occupying him even on his death-bed. One can hardly doubt that warm feelings were reciprocated,
when presented with evidence of a son throwing himself in front of his father to intercept a musket ball,
as happened at Landen.
In spite of a few saving graces, the overall verdict has two strands; Luxemburg should be admired for
overcoming unpromising beginnings to become one of the great figures in his country’s military history,
and in the wider pantheon of army commanders, but otherwise he was a thoroughly unpleasant man
whose morals and general conduct often fell beneath the standards expected in the more tolerant age
in which he lived, never mind those looked for now. Nonetheless, his well-reported resolute demeanour
on his death-bed indicates that he had few regrets about the way he had lived his life; he achieved most
of his ambitions, clearly enjoyed his rackety style of living, and was prepared to face any consequences
at the end.
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Timeline
Year

Historical Context

1618

Start of Thirty Years War

Incidents in Luxemburg’s Life

1627

L’s father executed

1628

Birth of L

1632

Duke of Montmorency (L’s kinsman)
executed

1635

France enters Thirty Years War

1642

Death of Richelieu

1643

Accession of Louis XIV, Condé wins
Battle of Rocroy

1647

L accompanies Condé to Spain

1648

Start of the Fronde Rebellion, Treaty of
Westphalia ends the Thirty Years War,
but France remains at war with Spain

Battle of Lens

1652

End of Princely Fronde

L & Condé leave Paris for Brussels

1653

L’s campaign in Burgundy

1656

Battle of Valenciennes

1658

Battle of the Dunes

1659

Treaty of the Pyrenees ends French
War with Spain

L & Condé return to France

1661

Cardinal Mazarin dies, Louis
assumes control of France

L marries and assumes the title, Duke of
Piney-Luxemburg

XIV

L’s first son, later Duke of MontmorencyLuxemburg, born

1662
1667

War of Devolution begins

1668

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle ends War of
Devolution

1670

Treaty of Dover between Charles II and
Louis XIV

1672

French invasion of Holland, William of
Orange gains power

1673

Austria, and Spain enter war

1674
1675

L assists Condé in Invasion of FrancheComté

L commands in eastern Holland and then
Utrecht

L withdraws French forces from Holland,
Battle of Seneffe
Death of Turenne

L becomes Marshal of France, assumes
command in Flanders

1676

L commands on German front, Phillipsburg
lost

1677

Valenciennes taken, Battle of Cassell won

1678

Treaty of Nijmegen ends war

1679

Affair of the Poisons begins

Battle of St. Denis won
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Year

Incidents in Luxemburg’s Life

Historical Context

1680

L imprisoned in the Bastille, investigated,
then released but banished from Court

1681

L allowed to return to Court

1683

War of the Reunions begins, Siege of
Vienna

1684

Truce of
Reunions

1685

Revocation of Edict of Nantes

1686

League of Augsburg created, Death of
Condé

1688

William of Orange invades England, the
War of the League of Augsburg begins

1690

Battle of the Boyne, Battle of Beachy
Head won by Admiral Tourville

Ratisbon

ends

War

of

1691
1692

L commands French forces in Flanders,
Battle of Fleurus won
Battle of Leuze won

Battle of La Hogue, French take Namur

1693

Battle of Steenkirk won
Battle of Neerwinden (Landen) won, French
take Huy, and Charleroi

1694

Allies retake Huy, death of Queen Mary

L’s last campaign, march to protect Tournai

1695

Allies retake Namur

Death of Luxemburg, and his sister

1697

Treaty of Rijswijk ends War of the
League of Augsburg

1702

Death of King William III (William of
Orange), War of Spanish Succession
begins
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Appendix – Some 17th Century Battlefield Facts

The purpose of these notes is to try to convey something more of how battles were fought in the second
half of the 17th century, than I have done in the brief descriptions in the main text. I have made much
use of Lynn’s work ‘Giant of the Grand Siecle – The French Army 1610-1715’, and have drawn from
Wilson’s recently published (and comprehensive) account of the Thirty Years War, ‘Europe’s Tragedy’;
other references are given in the main listing, but the limited nature of what I attempt is best conveyed
by the fact that Lynn’s book alone runs to over 600 pages. Lynn and Wilson are both adamant that
developments in the way that armies were organised and fought their battles in the period were
evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, contrary to the views of other distinguished military historians,
like Parker. For all my admiration for the work of two titans in the field like Lynn and Wilson, I am
unconvinced that they are on the right side of this argument. At very least, evolution was comparatively
rapid during the 17th century, as the principle armies increased greatly in size, (typically from 20000 to
80000 combatants), and changed in their composition and weaponry. Perhaps the dispute is in part
about semantics, and partly about whether a historian chooses to highlight the organisation and funding
of armies, more than the way in which they lined up on the battlefield, since all parties agree about what
the changes were, and roughly, about when they occurred.
For my purpose I shall start at the sharp end, in a manner of speaking, and consider the weapons
carried by the different branches of the army, and the ways in which they were used. When Luxemburg
fought his first battles, infantry forces were made up of approximately equal numbers of pike-men and
musketeers. Surprisingly perhaps, since the pike-man’s task seems more mundane, he was paid more,
but he had to be a prime physical specimen given the weight of his weapon, and of the armour that
pike-men wore. (Wilson also makes the points that the pike-man had an almost mystical status because
he killed directly with a steel weapon, rather than from a distance, and that he was far more likely to
rise through the ranks.) He carried a 14 foot-long steel tipped, wooden pole, which he used defensively
by driving the butt end into the ground and maintaining its alignment with his hands and one foot, and
offensively by walking forward with the pike levelled. As late as the middle of the 17th century, pike-men
seemed indispensable; in defence to allow positions to be held, especially in the face of cavalry assault,
giving protection to musketeers, who took refuge in separate squares from which pikes could be made
to project in all directions; in attack the slow advance of ordered lines of pike-men regularly proved
irresistible. Nonetheless, by the time Luxemburg fought his last battle, the pike-man had almost
vanished from the battlefield, as commanders opted for additional musketeers.
It was not only extra muskets, which increased the firepower of armies as the 17th century wore on. A
new type of firearm, the flintlock, was beginning to provide benefits over its predecessor, the matchlock
(and its lighter version, the arquebusier) in the same time period. The French musket of the 17th century
fired a ‘soft’ iron ball just less than 1 ounce in weight, up to 250 yards, though it could not realistically
be aimed at a point further away than fifty yards. This musket, (weighing 9 pounds, and of length 5½
feet) and its projectile were lighter than the weapons of France’s adversaries, an advantage when
marching or wielding the weapon with a bayonet attached, and perhaps when loading it, but a
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disadvantage as regards the severity of the wounds it could inflict. The main issues with muskets were
however about loading, because preparations for firing a matchlock required a complex sequence of
operations with the ball, the firearm, a gunpowder cartridge, a tamping rod, sometimes a cleaning swab,
and a smouldering cord as an ignition source (the slow match). Up to 40 actions in all had to be carried
out in the right order, typically under fire, and in all weathers. Loading took time, more than a minute for
the most expert musketeer, accidents causing injury were commonplace, and misfires seem to have
been about equal in frequency to successful firings. The flintlock, which achieved ignition of the
gunpowder charge by striking a spark off a flint, and thus eliminated a third of the loading steps, and
the danger of explosion associated with the slow match, was a definite advance, even if subject to its
own failings, yet such was the conservatism of the armies of Europe that its wholesale adoption
stretched over the half century of Luxemburg’s career.
Indeed, the new weapons were at first given only to a few specialist soldiers who fought separately
from the main body, namely fusiliers and grenadiers. (The former gave close protection to artillery, while
the main functions of the latter were originally to throw small bombs into massed ranks of their enemies,
and at the feet of cavalry horses). It is probably worth clarifying two other matters; I have mentioned
that muskets had a maximum range of 250 yards. The technology existed which could almost have
doubled this. The bullet could easily have been made a tighter fit in the bore of the musket so that
ignition of the firing charge gave it more momentum, but this would have made loading a more difficult
process, as the bore would have had to be kept much cleaner to allow the bullet to be rammed into
place. So rate of fire would have been traded for increased range and this was not considered
worthwhile. The same was even more true of rifling of the bore which had been invented in the 16th
century, but greatly increased range and accuracy were not regarded as compensation for an even
more difficult loading process which again reduced rate of fire. Only in the mid-19th century were rifles
to become the standard weapon of infantry, when breech loading replaced muzzle loading.
In the first half of the 17th century, when pike-men constituted up to half a battalion’s numbers (nominally
up to 800 in total, but in practice usually nearer 500), they formed the central ranks in battlefield
deployments with musketeers on each side of them. The domination of the battlefield by forests of pikes
is well conveyed in the marvellous contemporary pictures and engravings of famous battles which
contribute much to our understanding of these events. The depth of the line was then ten, or even
twelve, the model being the compact Spanish Tercios, so the fronts occupied by the musketeers were
relatively narrow, and the pike-men were close enough to afford them some protection even without
forming squares. As time passed, the depth of the line was reduced following Dutch initiatives until in
Luxemburg’s last battles it had shrunk to three-deep, while in the same period the number of pike-men
per battalion had steadily fallen. Accordingly, in normal deployment, the protective function of the pikemen could not by then be carried out, and another innovation, the ring bayonet had made every
musketeer a kind of pike-man, at least when moving forward, even if his weapon was only half as long,
and far less robust. The reduction in line depth was largely a response to improved rates of firing, thanks
to better drilling, even before the introduction of the flintlock. (Complex patterns of marching and
counter-marching brought each rank successively to the front to fire his rifle and then moved him back
to reload; the greater the number of ranks the shorter the intervals between volleys, but the smaller the
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number of riflemen firing at any one time; rates of 4 or 5 volleys per minute were probably achieved. It
should be noted that these evolutions also permitted the line to edge slowly forwards, or backwards, or
stay still, while engaged, depending on the orders of the battalion commander.)
When opposing lines of infantry moved against each other, it was universally believed that the one that
held off from firing for longest would cause the maximum loss to its opponents, presumably because
fewer shots would miss, but of course it was a real test of morale and courage to hold fire when already
suffering casualties. There appear to be widely differing estimates now of the effectiveness of musket
fire; I have read on one side, that on average an army had to fire seven times a man’s weight of metal
to kill him, but on the other that 500 hits could be achieved for every thousand bullets fired, during close
confrontations between lines of musketeers, say 75 yards apart. The answer is presumably somewhere
in the middle, but casualties were high. A few hours of fighting could disable 15% of those involved,
though artillery and cavalry also made significant contributions to the toll. Tactics involving an advance,
then a pause to fire to disrupt the enemy line, and then a bayonet charge were just beginning to evolve
by the end of our period. Finally in talking about lines, of any depth, it should be made clear that these
were neither close-packed nor continuous. Apart from the gaps between individuals which allowed
movement back and forward between the ranks, battalions were spaced out with the resulting gaps in
the line variously occupied by fusiliers, grenadiers, artillery, and cavalry units. Conventionally, armies
were deployed in two lines of near equal strength along a front which might extend to a few miles, with
the second at least 300 yards behind, and so out of range of musket fire. The battalions usually formed
a chequered pattern so that if necessary, a second line battalion was able to move forward easily
between the two in front of it. There was a reserve force as well, but this was smaller, and was normally
concentrated within easy reach of the commander and close to the army’s baggage.
I have so far made little mention of the other two arms; cavalry and artillery. It should be clear from the
accounts of battles in the main text, that cavalry frequently had a decisive role in the 17th century,
achieving breakthroughs and scattering enemy forces. A ferocious cavalry charge could win a battle in
five minutes, where other methods involved day-long attrition. The key was a combination of momentum
to give enough of a shock effect, and control so that attacks were targeted precisely and could be halted
before the horses and their riders got carried away and dispersed in such a way that they were of no
further use. Thus a fast trot, rather than a gallop was the norm. Cavalry units were also of value to an
army commander because their mobility allowed them to be moved quickly to crisis points on a
battlefield, and gave them a prominent role in any pursuit that might be mounted after a victory, or in
screening a retreat. Cavalrymen mainly carried straight swords throughout the 17th century, the lances
of medieval times had largely been discarded, and curved sabres only began to appear towards the
end of Luxemburg’s career. The horsemen still wore some armour, usually a helmet and a breast-plate,
were beginning to wear identifying articles of clothing specific to their unit, and they carried pistols. For
a short period at the beginning of the century, cavalry units eschewed the charge, at least against
squares of infantry, in favour of the ‘Caracole’, which involved riding up to within fifty yards of their
enemies, firing their pistols, and then withdrawing to reload, almost mimicking infantry firing drill, but
commanders like Condé returned cavalry to the role of a shock force, and Marlborough on occasion,
went so far as to forbid his cavalry to use their pistols while advancing. Nonetheless, mention should
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be made of specialist cavalry units, carabinieres who carried short bore muskets as well as the
cavalryman’s sword, and dragoons who were mounted infantry, using their horses for mobility rather
than fighting, but they constituted a relatively small part of the horsed arm in the 17th century. No-one
should underestimate the difficulties involved in using the still primitive firearms, while controlling a
horse and attempting to conform to the mass movements of a mounted unit.
Regiments, which typically comprised 400 cavalrymen, were made up of two or three squadrons, which
in turn each contained two or three companies. When lined up for battle, commanders normally
deployed most of their cavalry on the flanks, in ranks which also decreased in depth as the century
progressed from ten or twelve to three or four deep. The intention was to protect the lines of foot-soldiers
from flank attacks, but also to give the horsemen room to manoeuvre, and to open the way for them to
get round the back of their opponents, which could cause panic and expose baggage and stores to
capture. Through the 17th century, the proportion of cavalry in French armies increased gradually from
10% to 30%, the military orthodoxies of the time being that battles were most often won by cavalry, and
that French regiments surpassed all others. There were two downsides to maintaining large cavalry
forces. The first was the cost, as the soldier himself was more highly paid, and required at least two
horses; in addition grooms had to be available to look after the spares.
More important was the question of forage. An estimate made a few years after the events covered in
this book took place, suggested that a typical army of 60000 men might require 40000 horses for all
purposes and that the animals would consume 500 tons of fodder per day. The supply arrangements
for 17th century armies were quite well developed, perhaps surprisingly so, but transportation of fodder
for horses was completely impracticable because of the bulk and weight which would have had to be
moved on carts, drawn by yet more horses also needing to be fed. Accordingly, an army’s horses had
to live off the land, whether on home or enemy territory, (in the former case of course they were
expected to pay for what they took). This meant sending out large parties to gather hay, and also that
the time an army could spend in one locality was limited, since foragers could only travel a few miles.
In winter, this dictated the wide dispersal of armies as fodder became scarcer. If opposing armies were
close together, their foragers might clash, such skirmishes could involve thousands, and as at Steenkirk,
the expectation that an army would send out foragers, could give cover for other manoeuvres.
Just as with cavalry, so with artillery, there was little doubt about the value of having large guns available
on the battlefield, but the logistical problems associated with getting them and their ammunition there,
(and removing them afterwards) limited their number. Typically, armies fielded approximately one gun
per thousand men throughout the 17th century, so an army of 50000 would deploy fewer guns than a
single first rate ship of the line. A large gun might fire a 12 pound ball up to 2500 yards, and the projectile
could kill or disable twenty soldiers, unlucky enough to be in its path, though as with muskets, the gun’s
accurate range was less than half its maximum. Typically, it would be 11 feet long and weigh two tons,
and it would be dragged by men and up to a dozen horses into position before a battle and left there
for the duration, after which it would either be recovered by its owners or taken by their adversaries, if
they had gained the field. Smaller 3 or 4 pound guns could just about have been moved about during a
battle, but of course their destructive power was much less, and the fact that those, who moved the
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guns around were normally civilian contract workers, meant that they could not be expected to expose
themselves to fire during battles. In the 17th century only the Swedish King, Gustavus Adolphous, made
serious attempts to move his smaller guns on horse drawn carriages during battles. If cavalry was the
great weapon of attack, then artillery was at that time the weapon of defence, but because of the
relatively small numbers of guns deployed, their effect was rarely decisive on the battle-field. On the
other hand, guns firing projectiles up to 24 pounds in weight played a critical role during sieges, by
creating breaches in the walls of fortifications through which infantry could attack.
In order to understand a little of what went on during battles, consideration has to be given to some less
tangible elements than weapons, equipment, and numbers of fighting men. The question of what made
men fight effectively needs some attention. They were of course paid, quite well if not always regularly,
and great efforts were made to keep them provisioned, as described in detail by Lynn. The scale of this
task can be understood when it is realised that the armies of the 17th century were more populous than
all but the very largest towns and cities. These ‘conurbations’ might be moving at a rate of 10 miles a
day, and although the destination and route might be well enough known for supply dumps and
magazines to be positioned before-hand, this was by no means always the case. Rudimentary medical
arrangements were in place, though a serious wound in battle was frequently a death sentence, not
least because musket balls tended to spread on entering flesh so enlarging the damaged area, and
carry unclean clothing fabric into any wound. Many died because vital organs were damaged, or
because of the shock induced by blood loss and amputations, but infection was probably the greatest
killer. France followed Spain in providing pensions and care for the few soldiers who survived to retire
after thirty years of service.
Lynn considers that a soldier’s main loyalty was to his ‘mess unit’ of about sixteen with whom he lived,
and fought, rather than his company, squadron, battalion, regiment or army. This may be true, though
the fact that captains and colonels still raised units from their own localities suggests that there may
have been loyalty up to a higher level. He is adamant that patriotism was not a consideration for most
ordinary French soldiers, though respect for the King was probably present to some degree, especially
when he was visible during sieges. Officers led from the front, and some clearly had the power to inspire.
This was just as well because they were a costly commodity, highly paid, going towards battle trailing
six or more servants and many home comforts, and expecting to eat and drink only the best. Typically,
an army would comprise one officer for every twenty men, and there were also a similar number of ‘noncommissioned’ officers; the ranks have changed little between then and now, from corporals and
sergeants, through majors and colonels to generals and marshals.
Many things that could be done to enhance morale were done, but there was another side to the coin;
punishments for desertion, cowardice, and in some circumstances, looting were draconian; soldiers
could be shot on the spot by their officers or hanged in cold blood after a charade of a trial. Desertion
was endemic in most armies of the period, enough of a problem to influence generals in how they
manoeuvred their armies. They avoided night movements, and passages through forests, but the
disorder of the battlefield provided the best opportunity for soldiers bent on departure, though the risks
were great since they were threatened by both sides. When a battalion deployed to give battle,
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sergeants lined up at the back and sides to prevent any soldier leaving the field, and not a few died at
the hands of their own non-commissioned officers. In spite of these precautions, even the best
battalions sometimes broke and fled under fire, and commanders had to be aware that their soldiers
would not necessarily stand firm when hard pressed, (Wilson alludes to the steadiness with which pikes
were held, as a good indicator for a knowing colonel). The best of them were at the front of their men
in those circumstances, and this, although they were protected by the proximity of their staff officers,
rendered their trade quite hazardous; many generals died in battle including two of the greatest of the
century, Turenne and Mercy, and those like Luxemburg who seemed to lead a charmed life, were
wounded on several occasions.
Battles could last for most of a long summer’s day, and sometimes into the following night, though none
of those central to this book went into a second day. I have already noted the high attrition rate, and
losers especially had usually incurred such heavy casualties and damage to morale, that their
commanders could not contemplate resuming a struggle, when the sun rose again. In addition, the
extreme physical exertions made by those fighting for their lives had often been preceded by lengthy
marches to reach the battle-field, so soldiers frequently became too tired to continue. What was true of
men was also true of horses, and the picture of armies losing their ability to fight is compounded when
the likelihood of most ammunition being fired off is added. Intense combat was of course not continuous;
there were pauses as commanders regrouped, brought forward fresh soldiers, set up new attacks, or
changed their defensive front, but there was rarely a complete pause in the spray of bullets and
cannonballs. Anyone on a battlefield was continuously under some threat from stray shots, even when
not directly engaged.
An attacking force aimed to carry the ground occupied by its opponents forcing them to retreat, and if
possible pursued them closely enough to prevent an orderly withdrawal; a defending force aimed to
hold its ground, and if successful to engage in some limited pursuit of a beaten enemy. Victory was
normally conceded to the army which held the battlefield at the end of the day, though a good haul of
guns and regimental standards was useful to convince any doubters, and counter any later attempts to
rewrite history. It was only days later that a full reckoning of the losses could be made, and by then the
result had usually been accepted on both sides, and further actions taken accordingly, though of course
national publicity machines might try to sell a different story both to their own people and abroad.
(Malplaquet was accepted by both sides as an allied victory at the time, if very hard fought; it is only
historians who have suggested it was nearer a draw because the allies suffered higher casualties, and
derived no strategic benefit). The spoils were usually limited; victory would allow unhindered sieges of
nearby fortresses, their capture, and the occupation of enemy territory which could then be put under
contribution to help maintain the winning army. Perhaps only Turenne’s victory at the Dunes, outside
Dunkirk, actually ended a war, though Marlborough’s victory at Oudenarde came close to doing so. A
defeat normally led to withdrawal, and a period of refurbishment for the army concerned, with new
recruits and equipment needed. King William undoubtedly achieved near-miracles in rebuilding his
armies, time after time after battles had been lost.
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Over the period, the balance between attack and defence was fairly close; Luxemburg preferred to
attack as at Fleurus and Landen, but won important defensive victories at St. Denis, and Steenkirk. For
a general on the defensive the keys were normally the natural strength of a position, usually on raised
ground, with barriers to frontal assault such as streams and ravines, and confined by features such as
hills or buildings on which the ends of the line could rest relatively safe from outflanking cavalry attacks.
Anything that could be done to reinforce natural strengths with barricades and ditches was worthwhile,
domestic buildings could be converted into mini-forts, and the siting of guns and the exact disposition
of the defending army were obviously important. For an attacking general the plan was usually to identify
some weakness in the defensive position, and then to attack it with unrelenting vigour. Wilson suggests
that generals tried to bring about a situation where all three arms, cavalry, infantry, and artillery
confronted a single arm of their adversary’s force, normally the infantry, and this certainly describes the
last stages of some battles, especially Rocroy and Lens, but I am unconvinced that this was the main
element of the battle plan, even in these cases. Great generals of the age were aware that the ferocity
of their main attack might cause their adversary to weaken his defences elsewhere, and were alert to
the opportunity that this might give them, as with Luxemburg at Landen; the greatest, Marlborough,
actually planned his later battles that way.
For all that it is possible to present battles in terms of general’s plans, and large scale movements of
lines of infantry and large bodies of cavalry, those doing the fighting experienced things on a much
smaller scale, seeing a few people in front of them who were endeavouring to kill them and their fellows,
with musket, pike and sword. In many cases battles splintered into myriad skirmishes of this type, before
a strong willed general was able to regroup his forces and bring some order and purpose to
proceedings. An account like mine has to take for granted the horror and bravery in the detail of battles,
and their aftermath with silent corpses and groaning wounded littering the few square miles in which
anything up to forty thousand casualties might have been created in a few hours. Indeed, I have read
few convincing descriptions of battle-field conditions in the early modern age, even though some great
literary figures have been involved, or talked at length with eye-witnesses, for example Cervantes, and
Sterne. Self-preservation and obedience to drills rather than dispassionate observation must have
dominated mind-sets of participants, and few will have wished to dwell on the more horrific aspects
once the ordeal had concluded. In any case the calculating author whether of a diary intended for
perusal by close associates, or a book intended to make money, has usually realised that the appetite
for horrific passages though certainly present, is limited.
I could have extended this Appendix by considering other aspects of command which challenged
generals in the 17th century, but have chosen not to do so for various reasons. French commanders like
Luxemburg had to take account of many organisational and logistical matters, but the responsibilities
lay officially with Intendants reporting to the War Minister, (though that did not stop Louvois charging
his generals with supervising the levying of contributions, and blaming them if the sums raised, fell
short), so I say no more about this. Luxemburg’s career furnishes evidence of his ability in siege-craft,
both in defence as at Bellegarde, and in assaults as at Valenciennes and Ypres, but he certainly was
not a specialist like Vauban, or even King Louis XIV. His role was most often to manoeuvre a covering
army to protect besiegers from the allied field armies, so I will not consider further this branch of warfare.
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Certainly, the way in which he moved his armies around was almost as great a test of his general-ship
as command in battle. His objectives varied from the aforementioned protection of besieging armies, or
towns and fortresses in French hands, to interdicting allied invasion attempts, and avoiding, or offering,
battle. He had to take full account of the demands of logistics, especially the needs to feed his tens of
thousands of horses, and to maintain the well-being of his soldiers, while paying attention to such
arcane matters as the cherished rights of elite regiments to a position of honour on the march. However
the details of these movements and manoeuvres and how they were effected, belong in the realm of
the specialist, even where they can be fully understood in the context of a much changed landscape;
they have been passed over fairly quickly in the main text, and I do not propose to say more here.
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